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ABSTRACT 

Quantitative assessment of vegetation physiological condition from remote sensing 
requires the development of methodologies to estimate biochemical constituents and 
physiological measures through the use of radiative transfer models. This dissertation 
provides a description of the investigations carried out to assess whether two indicaton of 
stress in vegetation at leaf level, chlorophyll content and chlorophyll fluorescence, c m  be 
predicted using hyperspectral reflectance data. This study was focussed on twelve sites of 
Acer sacchan~m M. in the Algoma Region (Canada), where field measurements, 
laboratory-simulation experiments, and hyperspectral CAS1 imagery have been camed 
out in 1997, 1998, 1999 and 2000 campaigns. Radiative transfer theory and rnodelling 
assumptions are applied at laboratory and field scales in order to define the link between 
leaf reflectance and transrnittance and canopy hyperspectral data. 

Research work related to chlorophyll fluorescence estimation consisted of a series of 
laboratory and field measurements of spectral reflectance under artificial and natural light 
conditions which demonstrate that effects of natural chlorophyll fluorescence are 
observable in the reflectance red edge spectral region. Leaf samples from the study sites 
were used for reflectance and transmittance measurements with the Li-Cor Model 1800 
integrating sphere apparatus coupled to an Ocean Optics Model STlOOO fibre 
spectrometer with and without fluorescence-exciting radiation. A study of the diurnal 
change in leaf reflectance spectra, combined with fluorescence measurements with the 
PAM-2000 Fluorometer show that the difference spectra are consistent with observed 
diumal changes in fluorescence. Small canopies of Acer saccharum M. were used for 
measurements in the laboratory and under natural light conditions in diumal trials, in 
which the variation of measured reflectance was shown experimentally to be consistent 
with a fluorescence signature imposed on the inherent leaf reflectance signature. The 
Fluorescence-Reflectance-Transmittance (FRT) leaf radiative transfer model was 
developed to theoretically simulate the effects of fluorescence emission on the apparent 
reflectance. Optical indices were identified to track fluorescence emission effects on the 
observations of apparent reflectance at the leaf and canopy level. 

Infinite reflectance and canopy reflectance models were used to link leaf to canopy levels 
through radiative transfer simulation. Optically thick simulation fomulae and SAILH 
and MCRM canopy reflectance models were used for chlorophyll content estimation by 
scaling-up and by numencal model inversion approaches through coupling to 
PROSPECT leaf radiative transfer model. Study of the ment hnction showed that red 
edge optical indices perform better than single spectral reflectance channels from 
hypenpectral airbome CASI data, and effects of shadows and LAI variation were 
minimized. Estirnates of leaf pigment by hypenpectral remote sensing of closed forest 
canopies were shown to be feasible with root mean square errors ranging h m  3 to 5.5 
pg/cm2. MERIS sensor onboard ENVISAT (to be launched in 2001) is shown to be a 
satellite sensor with the potential to provide global mapping of foliar pigment content. 
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............ apparent reflectance and Kautsky curve show similar behaviour 1 39 

Figure 4.20. The rneasured difference reflectance spectra corresponding to 
Figures 4.2 and 4.18 have been fitted with a double-gaussian 
function. The fit parameters are presented in Table 4.4 ......................... 1 JO 

Figure 4.2 1. Diumal variations of Fv/Fm and the optical index %g52/(&75*Et490) 

calculated from CASI canopy refiectance in laboratory using Acer 
sacharum M. seedlings. The behaviour of CF during the day is 
iracked by the optical index denved fiom CAS1 reflectance 
achieving ?=0.95. Maple seedlings were moved inside the 
laboratory to make measurements of Fv/Fm and CAS1 reflectance, 
keeping the seedlings outside between measurements. Eight 
rneasurements were camed out from 8.30arn to 9.30pm with plants 
dark-adapted For 15 minutes pnor to readings of FvfFm ......................... 14 1 

Figure 4.22. Companson of R ~ ~ R U O ,  %9d%30, %t1d%30? %87/%30 and 
%s52/(%75-&90) normalized to the fint measurement for 
companson purposes. &8s/%30 varies up to 17% during the day, 
while the percentage variation of &8</(%a'%w) is 10%. Al1 
indices show similar behaviour as expected, for changes in the 

................................................... 680-690 nrn region due to fluorescence 142 

Figure 4.23. Variations in R680-R690 nrn region (b9&3a) are independent of 
changes in the NIR (kso) and &50/R500, where no response to 
chlorophyll fluorescence is expected. Variations in these optical 
indices are oot due to changes in the N R  or inconsistencies 
between the collected CAS1 images. The diumal behaviour of 

.............................................................. %9&30 is sirnilar to Fv/Fm 
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Figure 4.24. Study of the optical index &9&30 modelled by the FRT model 
(cornpanion paper) and calculated from CAS1 canopy reflectance. 
Plot shows that predicted %&30 by the FRT model and the 
index calculated from CAS1 data behave consistently. The linear 
relationship behveen the predicted and calculated index is shown, 
achieving $=0.93 ............................................................................ 1 4 4  

Figure 4.25. CAS1 canopy reflectance measurement over healthy and stressed 
seedlings of Acer saccharum M. in laboratory, where PAM-2000 
fluorescence measures AFRm', Ft and Fm' (top) and reflectance 
optical indices (below) are compared. The two trays with maple 
seedlings with different stress status show differences in AF/Fm', 
Fm' and Ft steady-state features. The indices behave consistently 
with the model and with previous experiments: indices calculated 
in the 680-690 nrn region, %85/%5J (bottom-leR) and 
%a2/%75*%9i (bottom-right) show consistency with the other two 
experiments in this paper. The two indices show lower values in 

......................................... the stressed than in the healthy plant rnaterial 145 

Figure 4.26. Refiectance difference obtained in the diurnal expenments over a 
canopy of Acer sacchamm M. seedlings (upper plot, rs.zo-r 3,30) 

using a fibre spectrometer, and from one of the healthy forest sites 
................................ (lower plot, r8.00-ri2.zo) collected with CASI sensor 147 

Figure 4.27. Mode1 parameter sensitivity study shows that low LAI affects 
bioindicator estimation regardless the type of canopy (top plot, 
Gitelson & Merzylak index (R7&7rn), tb=30°) and 6b angle 
(middle plot, Vogelmann index (R740&20), plagiophile canopy). 
When &3O0 and LAP3 the canopy type is irrelevant (top plot). 
tb has no effect in the bioindicator estimation as can be seen in the 
middle plot (LAI ranging from 1 to 8) and bottorn plot (DP21 
index (D;.J1703), LAI=4) for any type of canopy. The % Error is 
the relative error to nominal SAILH CR parameters (plagiophile 

..................................... canopy, LAI+ tb=30°) for Acer saccharum M 1 50 

Figure 4.28. Estimation of chleb from CASI data using Vog 1 (R7Jo/R720), G M 2  
(R7S&700) and DP21 (Dj.f1703) indices developed at leaf level 
through r, R, and CR models in 12 Acer saccharum M. study sites 

................................................................ for 1998 (lef't) and 1999 (right) 158 
Figure 4.29. Relationship obtained between Vog3 (R731-R7~7)/(R7 5+R720) 

optical index calculated fiorn leaf reflectance (upper left), R3 
(upper nght) and through SALLH canopy reflectance model (lower 
left) From June (blue) and July (pink) 1999 senescence stages. 
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Chow test, that performs a test of equality between sets of 
coefficients in two linear regressions, accepted the hypothesis of 
equality for the index from reflectance with F=2.8, and rejected the 
tests from R, Hapke with F=23.2, and CR with F=19.5. Lower 
right plot shows the index from L3 simulated fkom PROSPECT 

................................................................................... for N=l and N=1.6 161 

Figure 4.30. Estimation of chleb by SAILH+PROSPECT model inversion using 
R750/R710 in the merit function. Estimated chl,,b is found when 
RMSE is minimum, calculated between R750/R710 from CASI 
reflectance and modelled R750&10. CAS1 data collected in 1998 
from the GY01 Acer saccharum M. study site, was used for this 
inversion ............................................................................................... 1 64 

Figure 4.31. Estimation of chleb over 12 Acer sacchamm M .  30x30 m study 
sites in 1998 (top) and 1999 (bonom) by i) SAILH and 
PROSPECT model inversion using al1 reflectance channels in the 
ment function; ii) SAILH and PROSPECT model inversion using 
R7S&710 in the ment function; and iii) scaling-up R75&,io 

through SAILH canopy reflectance model. LAI was set to 4, and 
N=1.54 (1998), N=1.4 1 (1999), estimated from leaf samples by 
PROSPECT model inversion. The 1: 1 line is shown in both plots 

.............................................. to compare it with the prediction methods 166 

Figure 4.32. Estimation of chl,+b varying LAI=4 to 7 by SAiLH+PROSPECT 
modei inversion with al1 reflectance channels in ment function 
with wi=l/ri. It can be seen that LAI has a very small effect in 

............ chlWb estimation: 47 Ciglcm2 (LAi=4) and 46.5 pg/cm' (LAI=7) 167 

Figure 4.33. Reflectance spectra obtained from one Acer sacchanrm M. study 
site by selection of al1 pixels (d, in blue) and targeting the bnghtest 
25% in the NIR (d, in red). The plot (b,c) from the study area (a) is 
subset and a channel in the NIR (800nm) used to select the 
brightest pixels. Red pixels in (c) are those ones that are not 
selected when the spectrum is calculated targeting only the crowns, 
therefore not including shadows and canopy openings ........................... 170 

Figure 4.34. Effect of shadows and canopy structure in the estimation of chleb 
by SAILH+PROSPECT mode1 inversion using R75fi710 (left) and 
al1 CASI spectral channels (right) in the merit function. The red 
edge R75&710 optical index used for model inversion through 
canopy modelling does not get affected when al1 pixels are 
included in the averaged reflectance fiom the 20x20 m study sites 

......................... (2x2 m pixel size), therefore including canopy shadows 172 



Figure 4.35. 

Figure 4.36. 

Figure 4.37. 

Figure 4.38. 

Figure 4.39. 

Figure 4.40. 

The effect of shadows in the estimation of by 
SAILH+PROSPECT model inversion using R7s&7i0 (lefi) and al1 
CASI reflectance channels (right) in the merit function is 
confirmed with the CAS1 2000 data. The red edge R75&710 optical 
index used for model inversion through canopy modelling does not 
get as much as affected when al1 pixels are included in the 
averaged reflectance from the 80x80 m study sites (0.86x3.4m 
resampled to 1 . 5 ~  1 Sm pixel size), therefore including canopy 
shadows .................................. ..+. ........................................................... 

MENS-equivalent spectra obtained from CAS1 72-channel data 
from one of the Acer saccharum M. study sites collected in June 
2000, with 25% brightest pixels targeted. The channels proposed 
for mode1 inversion through the red edge optical index R75&705 
are shown ............................................................................................ 1 76 

Relationships obtained between chl,+b and R75&10 optical index 
by model inversion of SAILH and R3 coupled with PROSPECT 
(N= 1.4). Nominal structural and viewing geometric parameters 

................................................ were used for SAILH, with LAI variable 177 

Relationships obtained between chlWb and R7s&io optical index 
by model inversion of SAILH coupled with PROSPECT (LAI4).  
Nominal structural and viewing geometnc parameters were used 

.............................................. for SAiLH, with N (PROSPECT) variable 178 

Estimation of from 72-charnel CAS1 data of 0.86x3.4m 
resampled to 1.5x1.5m spatial-resolution over one of the study 
sites of Acer saccharum M .  (MD67) that presented an average of 
35.7 Cig/cm2 of chl,b measured on leaf samples collected from the 
plot (blue box). SAILH model (with input nominal structural and 
viewing geometry parameten calculated at the time of data 
collection) coupled with PROSPECT (N=1.4) were used to 
perform the estimations with R7sf17io for the ment hnction. Six 
classes of chl,b (pg/cm2) were considered: i) ~ 2 0  (very low 
chlorophyll); ii) 20-25 (low chlorophyll); iii) 25-30 (below 
average); iv) 30-35 (average chlorophyll, usually healthy); v) 35- 
40 (average to above average chlorophyll, trees healthy); and vi) 
>40 (above average chlorophyll, trees healthy, but could be a sign 

........................................................................................ of other factors) 180 

Estimation of chl,b from 72-channel CASI data of 0.86x3.4m 
resampled to 1 Sx1.5rn spatial-resolution over one of the study 
sites of Acer saccharum M. (MD65) that presented an average of 



29.8 pg/cm2 of chlHb measured on leaf samples collected from the 
plot (blue box). SAiLH model (with input nominal structural and 
viewing geometry parameters calculated at the time of data 
collection) coupled with PROSPECT (N4 .4 )  were used to 
perfonn the estimations with R 7 5 ~ 7 1 0  for the ment function. Six 
classes of (Clg/cm2) were considered: i) <20 (very low 
chlorophyll); ii) 20-25 (low chlorophyll); iii) 25-30 (below 
average); iv) 30-35 (average chlorophyll, usually healthy); v) 35- 
40 (average to above average chlorophyll, trees healthy); and vi) 
>40 (above average chlorophyll, trees healthy, but could be a sign 
of other factors) ........................................................................................ 18 1 

Figure 4.4 1. Estimation of chl,b fiom 72-channel CAS1 data of 0.86x3.4m 
resampled to 1 . 5 ~  1 S m  spatial-resolution over one of the study 
sites of Acer sacchanun M. (ID10) that presented an average of 
42.7 pg/cm' of chlMb measured on leaf samples collected from the 
plot (blue box). SAILH model (with input nominal structural and 
viewing geometry parameters calculated at the time of data 
collection) coupled with PROSPECT (N=1.4) were used to 
perforrn the estimations with R7S0&10 for the ment function. Six 
classes of chlMb (pg/cm2) were considered: i) <20 (very low 
chlorophyll); ii) 20-25 (low chlorophyll); iii) 25-30 (below 
average); iv) 30-35 (average chlorophyll, usually healthy); v) 35- 
40 (average to above average chlorophyll, trees healthy); and vi) 
>40 (above average chlorophyll, trees healthy, but could be a sign 

........................................................................................ of other factors) 182 

Figure 4.42. ChlWb estimation over the study areas (50Ox500m) that presented 
extreme values of measured in the field in 1998 (up) and 
1999 (bottorn) campaigns. The highest values of chl,+b (left) were 
measured in leaf samples fiorn GY41 (upper lefi, 
measured=38.8 pg/cm2 in 1998) and GY15 (lower lefl, chlVb 
rneasured=45.8 pg/cm2 in 1999). The lowest values of chlWb 
(nght) were measured in leaf samples from MD35 (upper right, 
chlMb rneasured=19.08 pglcm2 in 1998) and MD33 (lower left, 

measured=26.58 &cm2 in 1999). White box shows the 
.................... study area of 20x20m where leaf sampling was camed out 183 
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Table 3.1. Sequence of measurements with the Li-Cor 1800 and fibre 
spectrorneter to enable the calculation of reflectance and 
transmittance with Equations [3.1] and [3.2]. Measurements start 
with the filter IN in order to substantially reduce the activation of 
PSI1 with visible light, with no change in the position of the leaf 
sarnple needed to proceed with the second set of measurements 
without the filter ......................................................................................... 94 

Table 4.1. Correlation coefficients r obtained from the statisticat analysis 
between chlorophyll a&b, carotenoids and FvlFm, and optical 
indices obtained from Acer sacchantm M. leaf reflectance and 
transmittance measurements for 1 998 (n= 1 1 3, June+July) and 
1999 (n=17 1, lune+July), organized by chlWb in 1999. Colour 
codes: visible ratios (green), VIS/NIR ratios (yellow), red-edge 
indices (red), and spectral and denvative indices (blue). Light blue 
shows relationships with r>0.6 ............................................................. 1 17 

Table 4.2. Correlation matrix calculated from pigment (in pg/cm2) and CF 
data in 1998 and 1999 leaf sampling collection after averaging 
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Table 4.5. FRT mode1 simulation of R75&710 and i&ss/%ss for four different 
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In stressed conditions (photochemical elficiency=US, 
chl,t,=15) results show lower R&&jss values than when the plant 
is healthy (photochemical efficiency Fv/Fm=0.8, ~hl,~=50). In the 



FRT simulation R7s&io is not sensitive to changes in 
photochernical efticiency: when efficiency changes, R750&10 
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estimations applying relationships from LI, Rz, and L3 
optically-thick leaf simulation models and SAILH and Kuusk CR 
models to CASI data collected over Acer saccharum M. study sites 
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~ h l , + ~  (1999) to allow for comparison between leaf-level 
relationships and CASI-canopy-level estimations. Colour codes: 
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(red), and spectral and denvative indices (blue). Light blue shows 
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1999 when calculated from r (reflectance), L3 (infinite reflectance 
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with leaf structural parameter N estimated by inversion (N=1.54, 
1998; N=1.43, 1999). For SAILH and PROSPECT model 
inversion 3 methods were used: minimizing a function with al1 
spectral channels without weighting coefficients (wi), with 
weighting coefficients calculated as the inverse of the reflectance 
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The development of methodologies for quantitative assessment of forest physiological 

condition at different spatial scales is a key element to the successful application of 

satellite and airborne senson in vegetation monitoring. Research is focussed at different 

levels of detail to develop techniques based on physical principles that connect leaf 

physiological condition to the measurement of interaction processes between solar 

radiation and the vegetation canopy under observation. 

Extensive research has been carried out at the leaf level in order to assess physiological 

condition based on the study of the light interaction with the foliar medium. The 

successful application of such extensive research to Earth observing instruments at a 

much broader scales in order to predict condition, requires the development of links 

between the leaf and the canopy, where photon-vegetation interactions are affected by the 

two different media. 

This dissertation provides a description of the investigations carried out in order to assess 

whether two indicators of stress in vegetation at leaf level, chlorophyll content (chlMb) 



and Chlorophyll Fluorescence (CF l )  can be predicted using airbome hypenpectral 

reflectance data. Radiative transfer theory and modelling assumptions are applied at 

laboratory and field scales in order to define the link between leaf reflectance and 

transmittance and canopy airbome hyperspectral data acquired with different spectral and 

spatial characteristics. 

In the remainder of this introductory chapter, a descnption of leaf biochernical 

constituents shown to be of importance for characterization of physiological condition is 

provided. The rneasurement of the light interaction in the visible and near infrared with 

the leaf medium is shown to be a method for pigment content and fluorescence 

quantification linked to stress condition. This is followed by the descnption of traditional 

and new leaf-level optical indices used for a quantification of pigment content and 

chlorophyll fluorescence using spectral data at leaf and canopy levels. The last part of 

this chapter explains the context of this research, as part of the multi-disciplinary, 

rnulti-agency Bioindicators of Forest Sustainabifity Projecr. 

The Theoretical Background, in Chapter 2, describes the radiative transfer equation 

through a medium under assumptions which apply to vegetation media, such as leaf and 

vegetation canopies. The need for a leaf model accounting for the effects of chlorophyll 

fluorescence in leaf apparent reflectance motivated the development of the Fluorescence- 

Reflectance-Transmitîance (FRT) model. The link between leaf and canopy levels 

' AI1 acronyrns thughout this dissertation are sumrnarked in the Glossary found on page xxvi. 



through canopy retlectance models is described here, with simplification through 

simulation formulae such as infinite reflectance models. The chapter ends with the 

description of methodologies for quantitative estimation and prediction of pigment 

content in vegetation canopies. 

Chapter 3 describes the E-vperimenfal Methods and Materials used for investigations of 

both chlorophyll content and chlorophyll fluorescence at the different levels of study. 

Leaf-level measurements, with fibre spectrometer, integrating sphere, leaf nuororneter, 

and different experiments under artificial light in the laboratory and under naturai light 

for a diurnal temporal pattern are described. Experiments were needed to sirnulate the 

effects of canopy structure for seedlings using the Compact Airborne Spectrographie 

Imager (CASI) hyperspectral airbome sensor and a Bidirectional Re flectance Factor 

(BRF) facility in a laboratory setting. Finally, field airbome campaigns were camed out 

with different spatial and spectral resolutions in order to assess the developed 

methodologies with reflectance data acquired over forest study sites under different stress 

conditions. 

The Experimental Results are reported in Chapter 4, starting with the results obtained at 

leaf level with optical indices for the two campaigns where leaf samples were coilected. 

Al1 the findings from the investigations of chlorophyll fluorescence, at al1 different scales 

of study, are presented here. This is followed by airbome canopy-levei results where the 

findings are presented for the application of different methodologies for pigment 



estimation. Operational issues are discussed and presented with respect to the Medium 

Resolution Imaging Spectrometer (MERIS) sensor from the European Space Agency 

(ESA) to be launched in 2001, whose spectral resolution is simulated with CAS1 

hyperspectral data. 

This dissertation ends with final conclusions and recommendations for fiirther research. 

1.1.- LEAF BIOCHEMICAL CONSTITUENTS AND CHLOROPHYLL 

FLUORESCENCE FOR FOREST CONDITION 

Assessrnent of forest physiological condition may provide diagaostic indication of the 

healthy or stress state of stand populations. Stress can be due to a range of factors that can 

be grouped into natural and anthropogenic causes. Natural causes are, arnongst others, the 

action of insects, disease, drought, heat and fieezing. Anthropogenic causes include 

erosion, soi1 compaction, nutrient loss, air pollution, increased W radiation and climate 

change. 

The large number of variables involved in determining the functioning of a forest 

ecosystem can produce complex physiological responses. A forest ecosystem is a 

complex multivariate system exposed to a multitude of stresses, with mechanisrns and 

cumulative effects that are poorly understood. The number of controtling variables 

involved suggests that several diagnostic bioindicators might be used to establish the 

presence of conditions of stress in forest stands. 



Temperature, precipitation and soil moisture, insolation, wind, soil structure and fertility, 

stand structure and density, competing vegetation, air pollution and acid rain are primary 

variables playing a role in the multivariate forest ecosystem that may cause stress and 

bring about forest decline. As a result of action by one or more of these factors, a visual 

or non-visual response may occur in the plant that might be detectable. These response 

manifestations, called diagnostic bioindicators, are the key to the early detection of stress 

and are likely to be related to leaf pigment and biochemical content, as they are cntical to 

plant photosynthetic functioning. 

1.1.1.- Leaf Biochemical Constituents 

The chlorophyll content in leaves is potentially one of the most important indicators of 

vegetation strain. The most active photosynthetic tissue in higher plants is the mesophyll 

leaf tissue in which chloroplasts contain specialized light-absorbing pigments. In the 

chloroplast, light energy is harvested by two functional units called photosystems used to 

power the transfer of electrons through a series of compounds connecting Photosystem II 

(called P680 because the centre of the maximum absorption is at 680nm, PS-II) with 

Photosystem 1 (P700, PS-1) in a senes of reduction-oxidation reactions. Chlorophylls and 

carotenoids are molecules suited for light absorption, energy transfer, and electron 

transfer functions between the two photoreaction centres, with PS-1 preferentially 

absorbing far-red light of wavelength greater than 680~1, and PS II absorbing red light 

of about 680 nm and driven inefficiently by far-red light (Taiz and Zeiger, 1998). The 

light-absorbing pigments transfer their energy to the reaction centres by a sequence of 



pigments with absorption maxima that are progressively shifted toward longer red 

wavelengths: carotenoids transfer the photons to chlorophyll b, with absorption 

maximum at 650 nm, and then the photon is transferred to chlorophyll a, with absorption 

maximum ai 670 nm, losing energy as heat in the process. The photon is therefore 

transported fiom pigments with lower to higher wavelength absorption maximum, thus 

from higher to lower energy status. This energy-trapping process ensures that the energy 

transfer is always in a direction towards longer wavelengths while the photosystems 

receive the energy for photochernical reactions (Taiz and Zeiger, 1998). 

Stressed vegetation losses regulation in the electron transfer needed after the molecule 

has absorbed a photon, therefore resulting in self-damage because light-absorbing 

processes continue without efficient pathways for disposing energy through electron 

transfer, with toxic oxygen being formed as a result. Therefore, the total chlorophyll 

content in leaves decreases in stressed vegetation, changing the proportion of light- 

absorbing pigments and leading to less overall absorption (Figure 1.1). Chlorophyll a and 

b are the most important plant pigments, absorbing blue and red light in the 430-660 nm 

region (Taiz and Zeiger, 1998; Cumn, 1983; Farabee. 1997). The absorption of 

electromagnetic radiation by this pigment varies with the wavelength, with strong 

absorption in the blue (400-500 nrn) and red (600-700 nm) portions o f  the visible 

spectmm and relatively less absorption in the green (500-600 nm) portion (Figure 1.2). 

The other pigments present in the leaf are usually masked by the chlorophyll a and b 

absorption; examples include the carutenes and xanthophyll, absorbing pnmarily in the 



blue region. In advanced senescence 

stages and under stress status, 

chlorophyll content in leaves 

decreases. allowing the other 

pigments to become dominant, 

there fore allow ing carotenes 

(yellow) and xanthophyll (pale 

yellow) to be more dominant. 

Differences in reflectance between 

healthy and stressed vegetation due 

to changes in pigment levels have 

been detected in the green peak and 

along the red edge (690 to 750 nm) 

(e.g. Rock et ai.. 1988; Vogelmann et 

ai., 1993; Caner, 1994; Gitelson and 

Merzlyak, 1 996), allowing remote 

detection methods to identiQ 

vegetation stress through the 

Figure 1 . 1 .  Acer Soccharum M. leaf reflectance 
from two f o l k  samples with hi& (chlPb=53.7 
Cig/cm') and low (chlvb=25.5 Iig/cm') 
chlorohpytl content in the 400-800nm range 
(top) and in the red edge (bottom). Retlectance 
difference in the visible at 550nm (1.56%) is 
comparable to changes in the red edge at 7 1 0nm 
( 1.4 1 %) due to the effect of pigment absorption. 

influence of chlorophyll content variation. Variations in leaf biochemical constituents, 

such as lignins, proteins and nitrogen may be used as indicators of stress (Fourty et al., 

1996; Zagolski et ai., 1996; Wessman et al.. l989), although leaf lignin concentration is 

unlikely to change rapidly due to stress. Nevertheless, this approach may be useful for 
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vegetation, such as the volatile constituents isoprenes. monoterpenes and ethanol 

(Guenther et al., 1993). 

1.1.2.- Leaf Chlorophyll Fluorescence 

Chlorophyll Fluorescence has been s h o w  to be a useful tool in identibing previsual 

strain (Mohammed et al., 1995). Specifically, changes in chlorophyll function Frequently 

precede changes in chlorophyll content, hence changes in CF can be observed long before 

leaves become chlorotic. CF is red and fmred light that is produced in plant 

photosynthetic tissues upon excitation with natunl or artificial light in the visible 

spectnim. When the chlorophyll molecule absorbs a photon, it makes a transition from 

the ground state to an excited state, becoming extrernely unstable, giving up some of its 

energy very rapidly as heat, entering a lower excited state. In this state of excitation, the 

chlorophyll molecule can re-emit a photon to return to its ground state, a process called 



fluorescence (Figure 1.3). In this 

process, the wavelength of 

fluorescence is always longer than 

the wavelength of absorption of the 

same electron, because a portion of 

the excitation energy is converted 

into heat before the fluorescence 

photon is emitted. Therefore, 

according to conservation of 

energy, the energy of the 

fluorescence photon is lower than 
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Figure 1.3. Chlorophy Il fluorescence emission of 
Prunus burocerasus leaves with decreasinp 
chlorophyll content from leaf 1 (52 pg/crn2) to 4 
( 1.1 pg/cm'). Source: Lichtenthaler ( 1988). 

energy of the absorbed photon. A second process that may occur is that a11 the energy of 

the excited chlorophyll can be converted into heat, with no emission of a photon. A third 

process is energy transfer, in which al1 the energy is transferred to other molecules. The 

last process is referred to as photochemistry (Vidaver et al., 199 l ) ,  in which the energy of 

the excited state causes the chernical reactions needed in the photosynthesis (Figure 1.4). 
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Figure 1.4. Schematic view of the different processes occurring to the 
energy reaching photosynthetic tissue: rerlectance. absorption and 
transmission. Fluorescence. heat transfer. and photochemistry are 
processes in which the absorbed energy is transformed. Source: 
Vidaver et al., 1 99 1 

CF emanates primarily frorn chlorophyll a in Photosystem II at room temperature. 

Production of CF is, therefore, one of the ways in which plant chloroplasts harmlessly 

dissipate light energy that is in excess of the needs of photosynthesis, thereby, protecting 

the chloroplast from oxidative damage. Several reviews of CF theot-y, measurement 

methods and interpretation are available (e.g., Schreiber et ai., 1 994; Larcher. 1 994; 

Lichtenthaler, 1992; Lichtenthaier and Rinderle, 1988; Schreiber and Bilger, 1987; 

Krause and Weis, 1984; Papageorgiou, 1975). 

In a general way, steady-state CF and photosynthetic rate are inversely related, such that 

CF is low when photosynthesis is hi&. However, CF can also decrease when 

photosynthesis is Iow, because of an intensified protective quenching action on CF 

production, fiom heat dissipation. The interdependence of photosynthesis and CF, and the 

various mechanisms of CF quenching have been the subject of much research into the 



photobiology of a wide range of plant species (Govindjee, 1995; Mohammed et al., 1995; 

Larcher, 1994; Schreiber and Bilger, 1993; Lichtenthaler, 1992). 

CF techniques possess the advantage of being rapid, non-destructive, and non-invasive 

(Mohammed et al., 1995). In particular, CF has often been used to investigate stress 

effects and recovery in plant tissues, and in comparing the stress resistance of different 

populations. In the last 15-20 years, it has been used increasingly with forest tree species 

in studies of domancy induction, cold hardiness, light acclirnation, heat damage, water 

stress, disease effects, nutrient deficiencies, and forest decline (Mohammed et al., 1995). 

Significantly, leaf photosynthetic status as indicated by chlorophyll pigment content is a 

primary factor in determining leaf reflectance and transmittance spectra (e-g. Yamada and 

Fujimura, 199 1; Jacquemoud et al., 1996) and hence is amenable to optical remote 

sensing methods. On the other hand, the leaf photosynthetic functioning as indicated by 

fluorescence emission is controlled by a wide range of factors in addition io leaf 

chlorophyll content, thereby underscoing the value in developing methods to estimate 

pigment levels in addition to measunng leaf fluorescence for effective stress detection 

methods. The effects of CF emission on measured vegetation leaf and canopy reflectance 

at both photosystem spectral regions of 700 (PSII) and 685 nrn (PSI) will be the focus of 

part of this research work. 

Leaf water content is another indicator of plant response to stress, although it is a less 

sensitive indicator than leaf chlorophyll content, appearing consistently only at advanced 



stages of leaf dehydration (Hunt and Rock, 1987; Carter, 1993). Sensitivity is high at 480 

and 680 nm although this effect tends to be masked by that of leaf chlorophyll content 

(Carter, 199 1). Leaf water content will not therefore be part of this study since pre-visual 

and early-stress bioindicators are the focus of this dissertation. 

A traditional way of non-destructive estimation of chlorophyll content in vegetation is 

performed through the use of optical indices calculated from measured reflectance. Ratios 

calculated at specific wavelengths allow the development of relationships with 

chlorophylls, other light-absorbing pigments, and CF that may be used afierward for 

prediction. The next section reviews this traditional remote sensing methodology 

summarizing a variety of optical indices calculated across the spectnim in the visible and 

near infrared that have reported utility. 



1.2.- OPTICAL INDICES FOR BIOINDICATORS OF VEGETATION STATUS 

AND FUNCTION: CHLOROPHYLL CONTENT AND CHLOROPHYLL 

FLUORESCENCE 

The objective of developing links between physiologically-based bio-indicators (e.g. 

pigment concentrations, chlorophyll fluorescence) measured from field and laboratory 

data with vegetation reflectance is traditionally made through optical indices. Optical 

indices are based on observed relationships between reflectance at a specific wavelength 

and leaf pigments or photosynthetic functioning measures that are related directly or 

indirectly to conditions of stress. 

Most studies related to optical indices for vegetation functioning are based on 

measurements made at the leaf level, rather than at the canopy level, where correlation 

between chlorophyll fluorescence and spectral reflectance c m  be readily observed 

(Peauelas et al., 1998; Gamon ei al., 1997; Pefiuelas et al., 1997; Gitelson et al .  1999; 

Gamon and Surfus, 1999). For example, the effective quantum yield of PSI1 under 

illumination is a quantitative measure of the rate at which pigment molecules give up 

their excitation energy or decay, denoted AF/Fm', shown to be related linearly to the 

Photochemical Reflectance Index, defined as PRI = (R53i-R570)/(Rs3i+R570), in top- 

canopy leaves of a wide range of species. Gamon et al. (1997) suggested that PRi could 

be used as an interspecific index of photosynthetic radiation-use efficiency for leaves and 

canopies in full s u ,  but not across wide ranges of illumination from deep shade to full 

Sun. Further, they suggested that relative photosynthetic rates could be derived remotely 



if issues of canopy and stand structure could be resolved. Gitelson et al. (1999) showed 

that the inverse reflectance ( ~ 7 ~ ) * '  was an excellent predictor of leaf chlorophyll content 

at a leaf level but that the apparent reflectance value was also significantly affected by 

fluorescence emission, and would also be affected by canopy structure in remote 

observation of canopies. 

Changes in the slope and position of the red edge (0.70-0.74 pm) with leaf chlorophyll 

concentrations have been discussed by Horler (1980; 1983), as well as in some other 

recent studies ai leaf and canopy levels. The position and slope of the red edge will 

change as healthy leaves progress from active photosynthesis through V ~ ~ O U S  stages of 

senescence due to loss of chlorophyll and the addition of tannins (Knipling, 1969). A 

shiR in the position of the red edge to shorter wavelengths is known as the blire shifi and 

is associated with heavy metal-induced stress in several vegetation types (Chang and 

Collins, 1983; Horler et al., 1980; 1983). The bltie shifi has been attributed to reductions 

of chlorophyll-b and a relative decrease of chlorophy Ils for needles of high-damaged 

sites, as compared with those from low-darnage sites (Rock et al., 1988). Promising 

results were obtained by Vogelmann et al. (1993) correlating red edge spectral 

parameters and chlorophyll content in sugar maple leaves affected by intensive insect 

damage. The indices used were the red edge inflection point (REIP), the ratio R74&7?0, 

and the ratio of first denvative values at 715-705 nrn (D715/D705). The three indices 

demonstrated a high correlation with chlorophyll-a, chlorophyll-b and total chlorophyll 

content at a leaf level. However, neither the Normalized Difference Vegetation Index 



(NDVI), calculated as (RNI~-R~~~)/(RNI~+RR~~), or vegetation indices cornrnonly used in 

vegetation mapping using satellite optical remote sensing, correlated well. The red edge 

position has also been studied as estimator of leaf area index (LAI) and hydric status at 

the canopy level (Filella and Peiiuelas, 1994). Red edge position, amplitude of red edge 

peak and area of red edge peak were studied in the field at canopy level with hand-held 

radiometers and correlated with chlorophyll content, LAI and water content. The area of 

the red edge peak ( X d ~ 8 0 - 7 ~ ~ ~ ~ )  was the best estimator of LAI, and the red edge position 

was highly correlated with chlorophyll content. When water stress is well developed, a 

correlation with the amplitude of the derivative refiectance peak in the red edge was 

found. These results suggest that red edge spectral parameters may be used to detect and 

map areas of damage due to the effects of the canopy structure, it can also be used as an 

early indicator of forest damage and thus could be of considerable value in monitoring 

forest condition and state of health. Zarco-Tejada and Miller (1999) demonstrated the use 

of red edge spectral parameters for forest land cover classification based on systematic 

species (cover) characteristics of pigment content and canopy structure and their effects 

on red edge spectral parameters, calculated by an inverted Gaussian Ieast-square fit from 

airbome CAS1 reflectance data in a 13x 13 km grid. 

Recent studies by Peduelas et al. (1995) showed that the Simple Ratio Pigment Index 

(SRPI) (b3&80),  based on carotenoid~chlorophyIl-a content, correlates well at leaf level 

with different levels of mite attacks in apple trees. Carotenoid/chlorophyIl-a ratio 

increases widi increasing level of attack. Classical reflectance indices such as NDVI or 



even the red edge position were unable to distinguish among treatments. The wavelength 

for the red edge was not sensitive to stress caused by mite attack apparently due to the 

saturation of signal when chlorophyll concentration is high (Filella and Pefiuelas, 1994). 

SRPI demonstrated its sensitivity at a phenologically later state. Le. when chlorophyll 

concentration is lower. 

Normalized Phaeophytinization Index (NPQI) calculated as (R4i5-R435)/(R4i5+l&35) is 

considered responsive to chlorophyll degradation (Bames et al., 1992) in studies at a leaf 

level. The same study by Pefiuelas et ai. ( 1995) shows that NPQI was the most sensitive 

index to the stress caused by mite attacks at leaf level. This is in agreement with 

Lorenzen and Jensen (1989) and Ahem (1988) for leaves of bark beeile-attacked 

lodgepole pine. NPQI could be used for detection of stress at early stages. Photochemical 

Reflectance Index (PRI) is a physiological refiectance index that correlates with the 

epoxidation state of the xanthophyll cycle pigments and with the efficiency of 

photosynthesis in control and nitrogen stress canopies (Gamon et al., 1992). PEU is 

calculated as (RREF-R53i)/(RuF+R531) with R R ~ ~  at a wavelength to minirnize 

complications associated with diumal Sun angle changes and the conesponding effects on 

canopy reflectance. RREF has been selected as Rsso and R57~ (Gamon et al., 1992; Filella 

et ai., 1996) and in other studies Rsli has been shifted to Rslo (Pefiuelas et al., 1994) and 

to Ras (Filella et al., 1996). The xanthophyll cycle may be associated with diurnal 

reductions in photosynthetic eficienc y: under conditions of excess light the xanthophyll 

cycle pigment violaxanthin is de-epoxidized since this reaction is readily reversed under 



limiting light (Garnon et al., 1992). Thus, the epoxidation state, or in other words, the 

concentration of the three xanthophyll cycle pigments, may be a useful indicator of short- 

term changes in photosynthetic activity. PRi revealed its utility in the assessment of 

radiation-use efficiency at canopy level; Filella et al. (1996) showed that PRI was 

significantly correlated with epoxidation state and zeaxanthin and with photosynthetic 

radiation-use efficiency, working on a cereal canopy and measuring reflectance, 

fluorescence, gas exchange and xanthophyll cycle pigments. Recent research undertaken 

by Pefiuelas et al. (1997) presents new results validating PM to assess photosynthetic- 

radiation-use efficiency at a leaf level in Mediterranean trees Qirercirs iler and Phillyrea 

latifolia. However, a consistent relation between PEU and radiation-use efficiency at the 

canopy level has not always been found. In fact, its application at larger scales would 

present additional complications due to heterogeneous landscape composition, 

atmospheric interference and calibration erron (Guyot, 1990). 

Normalized Pigment Chlorophyll ratio Index (NPCI) and derivative analysis indices were 

tested by Pefiuelas et al. (1994) at a leaf level. NPCI, calcuiated as (%so-ffi30)/(R680+k30) 

was found to Vary with total pigmentslchlorophyll. The maximum (dG) and minimum 

(dg) of the fint derivatives of reflectance in the green, at approxirnately 525 nrn and 570 

nm respectively, were correlated with diumai photosynthetic rate, and with seasonal 

chlorophyll and N changes. The normalized ratio between the maxima of the first 

derivatives of reflectance at the red edge and green regions (EGFN) was correlated with 

chlorophyil and N contents at a leaf level. Other derivative analysis indices tested at a 



leaf level were the normalized difference between dG and dg (GGFN) calculated as 

(dG-dg)/(dG+dg); the maximum of the first derivative of reflectance in the red edge, at 

approximately 700-710 nm (dRE); the nomalized difference between aRE and dG, 

calculated as (dRE-dG)/(dRE+dG); the minimum of the second derivative of reflectance 

in the green, at approximately 530 nm (ddg); and the maximum of the second denvative 

of reflectance in the red edge, at approximately 690 nm (ddRE). Results at a leaf level 

showed that dG followed diumal photosynthetic rates and seasonal chlorophyll and 

nitrogen changes, and NPCI vaned with the total pigments/chlorophyll ratio, indicative of 

plant phenology and physiological status. 

Other canopy-Ievel ratios have been studied as indicators of plant stress, such as 

%95/%70, %95&20? %05/R760, %95m760 and R7ldR760  (Carter1 1994)- m e  ratios that most 

strongly indicated plant stress were IQ,9s&to and &95/R760 when 6 different plant species 

were affected by 8 stress agents. The results obtained, coupled with the observation at 

near-infiared (760 nm) reflectance to stress, indicated that reflectance in any waveband 

throughout the 760 nm - 800 nrn range could be divided into reflectance at 605 nrn, 

695 nm or 710 nrn to produce a stress-sensitive ratio. As in other indices related to 

situations of stress, these indicators could be particularly useful for detection of plant 

stress in forests. For the Normalized Difference Pigment Index (NDPI) calculated as 

(Rii - RU)/ (RL1 + RZ) and the Structure Intensive Pigment Index (SIPI) calculated as 

(hW - Rkl)/ (hm - Ru), the best results at a leaf level were obtained for the dornains 

[400 m4,<530 nm, 600 nrn<tr100 ml. 



The inverse reflectance (&so)-' and (R~W)- '  are proportional to chlorophyll a 

concentration (Gitelson and Merzlyak, 1996) and therefore the tested indices R75&550 

and R75dR700 were directly proportional to chlorophyll concentration in a wide range of 

chlorophyll a concentrations at a leaf level. This relationship has been confirmed in a 

more recent study (Gitelson and Merzlyak, 1997) where high correlations where found 

between Rsso and RTO0 and the leaf chlorophyll content through a relationship of the form 

Ch1 = a + b R750 / Rx, where R, is R550, and R ~ M ,  and a, and b coefficients for different 

plant species. Work at leaf level by Curran et al. (1992) proposed selected wavelengths 

by stepwise regression on denvative reflectance for leaf chernical concentration 

estimation, such as chlorophyll, amaranthin, starch, sugar, protein and water. 

Classical vegetation indices such as NDVI (Rouse, 1974), Simple Ratio (SR), Modified 

Simple Ratio (MSR) (Chen, 1996) and Greenness Index (G) may also serve as indicators 

of prolonged vegetation stress due to changes in canopy structure. A near-linear 

relationship has been reported by Sellers (1989) between the canopy photosynthetic rate, 

canopy stomatal resistance and the absorbed photosynthetically active radiation, with 

LAI as biophysical property linking those variables. Nevertheless, a lower conelation of 

these classical indices is expected with leaf pigment contents and, therefore, a 

correspondingly lower sensitivity to plant stress. Pefiuelas et al. (1  992) demonstrated a 

lower sensitivity of NDVI than SRPI or NPQI in his expenment on plant stress caused by 

mites attack in leaves. Nevertheless, classical indices may be useful in distinguishing 

stress (Pefiuelas et ai., 1994) although better physiological information is provided by 



narrow-band indices. Gamon et al. (1990; 1992) reports that NDVI is a sensitive 

indicator of canopy structure and chemical content (green biomass, green leaf area index, 

chlorophyll content, and foliar nitrogen content) when LAI E (0-2), but insensitive when 

LAI > 2. Both NDVI and SR exhibit near-linear correlations with fiactional 

photosynthetically active radiation (PAR) intercepted by green leaves over a wide range 

of canopy densities. Their results support the use of NDVI and SR as indicaton of PAR 

absorption, and thus potential photosynthetic activity, even in heterogeneous landscapes. 

These results are in accordance with Goward et al. (1985) and Sellers (1987) where SR 

and NDVI are described as indices that can detect the quantity and spatial arrangement of 

green vegetation and can be used to estimate canopy photosynthetic capacity and net 

primary productivity. Insensitivity of these indices is observed for daily to weekly 

variation in photosynthetic rates under certain stress conditions (Running and Nemani, 

1988) and therefore fails to capture dynamic physiological processes that may occur on 

fine temporal and spectral scales. 

The investigation of fluorescence contributions to the observed signature requires 

attention to optical indices related specitically to fluorescence emission in the 

680-740 m spectral region. Furthemore, indices related to fluorescence maxima at 685 

and 740 nrn are considered potentially usehl, such as the spectral curvature index 

(Zarco-Tejada et al., 2000a; 2000b) to study the relationship of canopy reflectance with 

chlorophyll fluorescence: Le. F&&ss, R&/(%7&91), D73@706, where D represents 



derivative spectra; these fluorescence-sensitive indices will be discussed fûlly later in this 

manuscnpt. 

These potentially valuable optical indices, derived from extensive recent research, from 

reflectance and derivative spectra, have been summarized below and grouped into 4 

categories, based on the spectral region and the type of parameter used (Zarco-Tejada et 

ai.. 1999a; 1999b). 

(c) Red E d ~ e  Reflectance-Ratio Indices: Vogelmam (R74&720), (R734-R747)/(R71 5+R726), 

(R734-R747)/(R7 1 s+R~x); Gitelson & Merzylak ( R ~ s ~ R ~ c I o ) ,  (R75dR550); Carter (%95/R760); 

curvature index (%75'f&so)/(%832), and the area of the derivative under the red edge 

CD. 

(d) Spectral and Derivative Red E d s  mices: I,, A,,, &, J& and a from red edge 

inverted-gaursian curve fitting, as well as spectral indices calculated fiom derivative 



Development of methodologies for chlorophyll content and fluorescence estimation in 

vegetation canopies is the main objective of this research work, as part of the multi- 

disciplinary Bioindicators of Forest Sustainability Project, whose goal was to develop a 

Forest Condition Razing Svstem. Extensive modelling research efforts have been 

undertaken over the past 10 years to simulate the effect of pigment on leaf refiectance 

and in tum the arrangement of leaves on the canopy reflectance. Such developments have 

the potential to replace the statistically-based approaches for estimation of leaf 

bioindicators with quantitative model-based methods. Progress in this approach is 

reviewed in Chapter 2 along with the development of the theoretical framework of the 

approach developed in this research. 

The nature of the Bioindica~ors of Forest Sustainabiliry Project, its rationale, and the 

context of the research described in this dissertation in the overall project are desctibed in 

the next section. 



1.3. THE BIOINDICATORS OF FOREST SUSTAINABILITY PROJECT 

tt is generally accepted that measures of forest ecosystem health are needed in order to 

assess the effects of natural phenornena and management activities on sustainability. 

Forest health and management practices sustainability assessrnent has been called for by 

different sources in recent years: the Canadian Council of Forest Ministers produced a 

report on sustainable forest management that indicates the need for providing a measure 

of ecosystem health, vitality and rates of biological production in forest ecosystems 

(Canadian Council of Forest Ministers. 1995). On the other hand, from the operational 

perspective, forest managers dealing with forest activities such as renewal, tending, 

harvesting and productivity of forested lands require tools to evaluate the effects of 

management practices (Terms and Conditions of the Environmental Assessment for 

Ontario. OMNR 1994). Legislative requirements by the Croivn Forest Sustainability Act, 

international standards, and global market pressures have generated an agreement 

between govenunent and industry for the need to develop a Forest Condition Roting 

(FCR) system as a means to monitor forest sustainability. Such a rating system would 

help to demonstrate that the goverment is managing its forests sustainably and that the 

management practices of the forest industry seek sustainability. For exarnple, the position 

of the Govenunent of Ontario, Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources, is presented in 

reports such as the Provincial Annual Report on Forest Management. State of ihe Forest 

Report, and An Assessment of Ontario's Forest Resources, in which a requirement is 

stated for a homogeneous and accepted forest health rating system to help demonstrate 



that Ontario is managing its forests sustainably (Mohammed et al., 1997b). Knowing 

whether forests are healthy or stressed could assist in planning and management, 

particularly if advance warning can be provided to allow measures to be taken to 

conserve health and productivity. 

A research project was undertaken in response to these policy demands in a joint effort 

between the Ontario Ministry of Natural Resolrrces (OMNR) - Ontario Forest Research 

lnslitute (OFRI), York University (Toronto, Canada), and CRESTec h (Centre for 

Research in Eurth and Space Technology) with the goal to develop a Forest Condition 

Rating system. The Bioindicators of Forest Sustainability Project (Mohammed et al., 

1997a; Sampson, et al., 1998) adopted as its research strategy to develop links between 

physiologically-based bio-indicaton, such as pigment concentrations and chlorophyll 

fluorescence, from field and laborator). data and passive or active remote sensing 

methods for assessing forest condition. Hyperspectral optical remote sensing was 

identified as one promising approach, which led to the research camed out in the present 

work. Previous work by Mohammed et al. (1995), Templeton and Colombo (1995), 

Mohammed (1997), Mohammed et al. (1997a), Sampson et al. (1997), among others, 

demonstrates that physiological analysis is effective in early identification of strain and 

forecasting of stress on survival and growth in tree species. The challenge was to develop 

suitable optical remote sensing methodologies. Traditional rnethods of forest health 

assessrnent are based on in-situ measurements and visual assessrnent that require direct 

contact between the measuring instrument and the tree. Therefore these techniques are 



labour-intensive and expensive, rnaking them unsuitable for routine physiological 

monitoring of large extensions of forest stands. This advocates investigations to identiQ 

the optical expression of vegetation stress at the canopy level using the imaging 

spectrometry remote sensing methods, investigating whether pigment estimation and CF 

can be quantitatively retrieved through hypenpectral remote sensing. 

Twelve study sites of Acer saccharum M. (sugar maple) were selected in 1997 fiom 

existing provincial plot networks in the Algoma Region (Ontario, Canada) situated at the 

junction of Lake Supenor and Lake Huron, entirely within Sault Ste. Marie District 

(Figure 1.5). The sites were seiected to represent a range of productivity and decline. In 

particular, six permanent sample plots from the provincial Growth & Yield Program 

(Anon, 1993; Hayden et al., 1995) were chosen to investigate the effects of stand 

productivity in maple. Another six plots were selected from the provincial Hardwood 

Forest Health network (McLaughlin et al., 1992; 1999) to represent a gradient in maple 

forest decline. Detailed stand records exist and these sites are considered represeniative 

of tolerant hardwood forests in the Algoma Region (McLaughlin et al.. 1999), and are 

therefore suitable for research in which canopy hypenpectral remote sensing is used to 

investigate the effects of bioindicators on measured canopy reflectance. 
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Figure 1.5. Location of the study sites of Acrr sacchamm M. used in this research work. selected hom 
existing provincial plot networks in the Algoma Region (Ontario. Canada). Sault Ste. Marie District. 
representing a range of productivity and dedine. 



This research is focussed on the theoretical basis for quantitative estimation of pigments 

and CF from canopy reflectance using hypenpectral remote sensing. The framework for 

the link between leaf and canopy levels through radiative transfer models is presented in 

the next Chapter, in order to quantitatively relate pigment content and CF measured at 

leaf level with canopy reflectance obtained from the airbome CASI imaging 

spectrometer. Airbome hypenpectral sensors allow data collection at optimum times with 

flexibility in the spatial resolution and spectral mode of operation, therefore enabling 

important issues in the application of remote sensing such the effects of spatial resolution 

and radiometric canopy texture to be addressed in detail. In addition, the performance of 

existing and proposed satellite sensors can be readily simulated, enabling the value of 

these research results to be assessed for future forest monitoring. 



Most of the optical indices noted in the Introduction, which were used to relate pigment 

content with measured reflectance, have been developed at a leaf level, where the effects 

of canopy structure and viewing geometry on reflectance are not considered. When leaf 

reflectance and transmittance are measured for a leaf sample, generally good 

relationships are found with ch&+, CF and other pigments. Remote sensing of forest 

canopies, however requires the understanding of photon-vegetation interactions under 

different stnicniral and illumination conditions: optical indices derived at leaf level do not 

necessarily work at canopy level, where canopy structural characteristics and viewing 

geometry affect the relationships between optical indices and biochemical constituents. 

Canopy Reflectance (CR) rnodels described in the next section help in understanding the 

photon-vegetation interactions and wili be used as a link between leaf and canopy 

reflectance. Moreover, leaf-level apparent reflectance due to the absorption of chleb and 

CF emissions can be modelled with the same framework as those applied to the leaf 

medium, to simulate the effect of such leaf constituents and processes in different spectral 

regions. 



2.1.- THE RADIATIVE TRANSFER EQUATION FOR LEAF AND CANOPY 

MODELLING 

Reflectance and transmittance modelling at leaf and canopy levels provides a framework 

to address fundamental research issues in remote sensing. Leaf level relationships 

between leaf reflectance and biochemical constituents is not only a function of 

constituents, but also depends on leaf structure, which varies with growth stages. 

Changes in ce11 size and leaf thickness affect the scattering properties. Therefore 

relationships based solely on leaf-level optical indices should be considered season and 

species specific. Application of estimation algorithms to sensor-measured above-canopy 

reflectance needs a link between leaf and canopy levels that includes the effect of canopy 

structure and viewing geometry: aggregation of leaves in a tree, leaf inclination, tree 

shape, leaf size, leaf area index, among others, affect differently the above-canopy 

reflectance measured by an airborne or satellite sensor. This section introduces leaf and 

canopy radiative iransfer models that have been used in the estimation of and CF at 

leaf and canopy levels, which are al1 based on the radiative transfer equation. 

The Radiative Transfer theory has been extensively studied (Chandrasekhar, 1950; 

Ishimani, 1978) and is the basis for leaf and canopy radiative transfer models. The theory 

is based on the radiance loss due to extinction processes, absorption and scattering, and 

the radiance gain to the system, source radiance or intensification. The variation of 



radiance Lx along a path s depends on a proportionality factor Kr and density of the 

medium p. The variation of Ln due to extinction processes is therefore: 

Integrating the previous equation, results in the Iaw of extinction, 

Considerations are that the optical density s, . p  is the extinction or attenuation 

coefficient keXt; the optical depth for an atmosphenc column s is $ .  X, . p ; and transmission 

= e-''h"~ 

The radiance gain, source radiance or intensification describes the radiance gain in a 

volume, d L ,  = j,, -ds ,  with dL, as the gain by in-scattering and self emission 

radiation, and J,* as the volume scattering coefticient. 



The radiance loss dLi = - S A  . p L, ds dL, = -kW Li . ds , and gain 

dL, = j,, .ds to the system foms the integro-differential equation for unpolarized 

radiation, 

which can be transformed from path length s to zenith direction z For radiation flowing at 

a Bangle to the vertical, by 

where p = cos 8, yielding the optical depth, 

and from [2.3] and [2.4], 

From [2.4,2.5,2.6] and [2.3] we get the following transformation: 

l s c i  and considenng that Js,  = - is the scattering source function, the final form of the 
k, 

Radiative Transfer Equation (RTE), is 



The scattenng source function J d  is defined as the sum of in-scattered radiation due to 

diffuse radiation and in-scattered radiation due to collimated downwelling radiation, 

with P ( Z )  =- '(') as scattering phase hnction; p(x) as volume scattering function; 
k fdn  

k,= IP(~).~SI as volume scattering coefficient; x as scattering angle 
4d 

k" as single scattering albedo. c ~ s ~ = ~ . ~ ~ +  , / G . \ I p - c o s I ;  and a>, =- 
kat  

The solution of the RTE for the radiance at a distance s from an extended source, or ai an 

optical depth P is the sum of extinction of source radiance and in-scattered path radiance, 

With zenith Band azimuth (vangles. the RTE solution is then: 

The variables required to solve the RTE equation are ?(A), total optical depth of the 

medium; a.@), single scattering albedo; and P(X), scattering phase function. 



Solution of the RTE requires the 

specification of the scattering phase 

hnction in ternis of the properties 

of the medium (Goel, 1988) and 

solving the equation for given 

boundary conditions. Properties of 

the medium considered, such as leaf 

tissue in the case of a single leaf 

Figure 2.1. Kubelka-Munk approximation theory for a 
plane-paraltel medium based on the assumption of an 
horizontalIy-homogeneous parallel medium, with 
downwelling E. and upwelling E+ imdiance, and 
isotropic scattering, where reflectance is E,(O)/E.(O) 
and transmittance E+(Z,)/E.(O). 

radiative transfer model, or an assembly of individual leaves in a canopy model, may 

define the solution to the RTE by considering an approximation based on the distribution 

randomness of the medium particles. The complexity of the numerical solution for the 

RTE has been traditionally overcome by different alternatives based on approximations, 

such as the Kubelka-Munk (1931) approximation theory (K-M) for a plane-parailel 

medium. It is based on the assumption of an horizontally-homogeneous parallel medium, 

with di f ise  absorption ad and hernisphere scattering bdh coefficients, downwelling 

irradiance E. and upwelling irradiance E-, and isotropic scattenng (Figure 2.1) where bi- 

hernisphenc reflectance is E,(O)/E-(O) and transmittance E+(Z.)/E.(O). 

The flux approximation by Kubelka-Munk can be implemented in different ways, 

according to the consideration of diffuse light only (two-flux), diffise and downwelling 

collimated light (three-flux), and diffuse and collimated light (four-flux): two-flux 

approximation (2 parameters) considers only diffise light, E-, E+ a d ,  bai three-flux 



approximation (5 parameters) by Duntley (1942) considen di f ise  irradiances E-, E+ and 

collimated incident flux F. (assuming F+=O) with ad, bdh as before, and si as scattenng 

coefficient for collimated light in the fonvard direction, s' as scattenng coefficient for 

collimated light in the backscattering direction, and m absorption coefficient for 

collimated light. Four-flux approximation (5 parameters) assumes both diffuse E-, E- and 

collimated light F+, F., with coefficients defined as above [2.12]. 

Downwelling diffise: - = - ( a ,  dE- + b , ) . E -  +b, .E,  +s, - F  + s , . ~  
dZ 

Upweiling diffuse: dE. - -=-(a,  +6,,).E, +b,,.E- + s ,  .Fe +s2.F' 
dZ 
dF- Downwelling collimated: - = -(m + s, + s2) .  F- 
dZ 

Upwelling collimated: -- dF' = - (m+s,  +s2).F, 
dZ 

where fluxes E+ and E. are related to LA [see eq. 2.1 11 by the equations, 

where E. and E, at the top of the plane parallel medium are known as inadiance and 

radiant emittance (or radiant excitance), respectively. Kubelka-Munk theory assumes 

isotropic scattering, applicable to bi-hemisphencal reflectance considering an 

honzontally-homogeneous parallel medium. This theory has been extensively applied in 

leaf and canopy modelling when the characteristics of the medium are considered as a 

honzontally-homogeneous plane parallel, although inherently it does not consider mutual 



shadowing in discrete targets forming the medium. The solution for the original two-flux 

approximation by K-M (2 parameters) is given by Equations [2.14]. 

m + w  m - w  E-(z)=-.C, . e 4  +-.C? .ed"= 
6, b, 

where, 
= ( a ,  +b,) .* = Jm~ 

C, , C, = constant for boundary conditons 

The RTE fundamentals explained above can be applied to both leaf (e.g. FRT model in 

Section 2.2) and canopy media (e.g. SAIL model in Section 2.3) for modelling purposes 

under specific assurnptions. The K-M solution, for plane-parallel turbid media is 

therefore applied in those cases in which foliar and canopy media can be assumed to meet 

those conditions. The next sections describe the application of the RTE for both leaf and 

canopy modelling. 

2.1.1.- Leaf Radiative Transfer Models 

Willstatter and Stol1 (1913) presented the earliest description of a theory to explain leaf 

reflectance, with subsequent improvements and development of new leaf models: Allen 

and Richardson, 1968; Breece and Holmes, 1971; Woolley 197 1 ; Allen et al.. 1969; 

1970. Allen and Richardson (1968) applied K-M theory to study the interaction of light 

with stacked plant leaves, relating leaf refiectance and transmittance to leaf scanering and 



extinction properties of a single compact leaf layer. Improvements to the Allen and 

Richardson theory were introduced by Yamada and Fujimura (1988) with their matnx 

calculation to account for four inhomogeneous leaf layers: two cuticles, one palisade 

mesophyll, and one spongy mesophyll, each one defined in a macrix form by the 

reflectance and transmittance of the single layer. 

The plate model by Allen et al. (1969) described diffuse reflectance and transmittance of 

a compact leaf by two parameters: n. refractive index, and k, absorption coefficient, 

showing improvements upon the K-M formulation (Allen et al.. 1969). The model, 

originally developed for a single compact leaf layer, was later extended to N layers 

(Allen et al.. 1970 and Gausman et al.. 1970) by introducing the VA1 index (Void Area 

Index) where VA1 = N - 1, where N refers to the number of layen or "plates". 

Monocotyledoneous leaves are a compact "plate", with N = 1, and VA1 = 0. 

Dicotyledoneous leaves have a variable VA1 depending on species and leaf development. 

This plate rnodel, on which PROSPECT (Jacquemoud and Baret, 1990) leaf model is 

based, is a discrete approach to the problem of radiative transfer within a leaf, as opposite 

to the continuous medium approach of Allen and Richardson (1968) based on K-M 

theory. LIBERTY (Dawson et al., 1998) and LEAFMOD (Ganapol et al.. 1998) are the 

latest leaf models in the literature but they lack the extensive validation of PROSPECT. 

LEAFMOD uses radiative transfer characterization of photon scattering within a 

hornogeneous leaf, rather than the commonly used two-stream or plate approximations 



(Ganapol et al., 1999) and using the leaf thickness as input parameter rather than the 

non-physicall y measurable structural parameter N in the PROSPECT leaf model. 

Al1 these models account for the effect of leaf biochemical constituents such as chla+, 

lignin, and leaf water thickness on reflectance and transmittance, with a structural 

measure such as leaf thickness or interna1 structural parameters. Nevertheless, these 

single leaf models do not include the effects of chlorophyll fluorescence in the measured 

leaf apparent reflectance. The Fluorescence-Reflectance-Transmittance (FRT) model 

(Zarco-Tejada et al., 2000a; 2000b) described in the next section was developed with the 

objective of rnodelling the effect of fluorescence emission spectra on leaf reflectance and 

transmittance, since such effects have been postulated as a small but perturbing effect on 

measurements of radiance or irradiance emerging from a leaf under broadband 

iIlumination. 



2.2.- MODELLING CF AT LEAF LEVEL: THE FLUORESCENCE- 

REFLECTANCE-TRANSMITTANCE (F'RT) MODEL 

Leaf radiative transfer models previously described, based on K-M theory, plate model, 

or other assumptions for solving the RTE, account for the effect of leaf biochernical 

constituents such as lignin or leaf water thickness in leaf reflectance and 

transmittance. Nevertheless, no leaf radiative transfer models are available for CF 

modelling and simulation of its effect on leaf apparent reflectance. Thus, a rnodel had to 

be developed for such purposes (Zarco-Tejada et ai.. 2000a) in order to evaluate 

theoretically the experimental results obtained at leaf and canopy levels in which the 

effects of CF could be a component of the apparent reflectance. The Fluorescence- 

Refiectance-Transmittance (FRT) model (Zarco-Tejada el al., 2000a; 2000b) is 

developed based on Kubelka-Munk theory, modified following Fukshansky and 

Kazarinova (1980) to include the addition of fluorescence flux F, in which the K-M 

differential equations are solved following the doubling method as in Rosema et al. 

(1991), and considering the spectral character of fluorescence emission as the surn of two 

Gaussian ernissions (Subhash and Mohanan, 1997). The matrix formulation from 

Yamada and Fujimura (1991) pen i t s  an individual leaf to be represented as a stack of 3 

layen: a top epidermal layer, a compact imer layer containing the chloroplasts and 

cellular material, and a lower epidermal layer. This model is described in detail 

below . 



The FRT mode1 is presented in four steps and is described in the following sections, i) 

Kubelka-Munk theory and its modification to include fluorescence flux; ii) solution of 

the differential equations using the doubling method; iii) matrix calculation of the single 

leaf as a stack of layen, and iv) definition of extinction and scattering coefficients. 

2.2.1 .- Modification of the Kubelka-Munk theory to include Fluorescence flux 

The work by Fukshansky and Kazarinova modifies the initial 2-flux theory of Kubelka 

and Munk, in which radiation within an object consists of two diffuse fluxes propagating 

in opposite directions, and includes fluorescence flux. The flow of total diffuse flux 

transmittance across a horizontal slab of thickness dz at any wavelength A can be written 

in differential forrn as: 

where 

bdh is the linear back-scattenng coefficient (mm-') for diffuse light, 
ad is the linear absorption coefficient (mm-') for dimise light, 
E(z) is the downward flowing illuminating imdiance at depth z, 
F(z) is the upward flowing, back-scattered, illuminating irradiance at depth z, 
F(z) is the downward fluorescence flux at depth z, 
F(z) is the upward fluorescence flux at depth z, 
T(z) = E(i) + F(z). is the total downward irradiance at depth 2, 
T'(a = F(z) + F"(z). is the total upward irradiance at depth 2, 
P(s) is the fluorescence emission flux at depth z, assumed to be isotropic. 



P(z) is defined as: 

where the integration is over the PAR spectral region and, 
( is the bction of absorbed upward and downward illurninating PAR 

energy flux that contributes to fluorescence excitation; 
is the fluorescence emission spectral distribution function. 

The term Po [Equation 2.161 assumes 

that, i) al1 absorbed photons of F and E 

in the wavelength range Ai-)cz contribute 

to the excitation of the photosystems; ii) 

( is the photon fluorescence efficiency; 

and iii) the fluorescence emission has a 

spectral distribution VA. The spectral 

character of of fluorescence emission 

has been shown by Subhash and 

Figure 2.2. P(z) as a bc t ion  of different values of # 
(0.01 - 0.09) for AL=690. At,=735, AL=25. Alr=80, 
fR= 1. a=0.3607. 

Mohanan (1997) to be effectively described as the sum of two Gaussian emissions with 

spectral peaks /It and Ar, at approximately 685-690 and 725-730 nm, respectively, with 

varying relative amplitudes (Figure 2.2). In vivo laser-induced chlorophyll fluorescence 

spectra of sunflower leaves were measured on a monochromator with a He-Ne laser 

excitation. The fluorescence spectra were fined to different spectral functions (Gaussian, 

Lorentzian, Pearson, Voigt, and exponential Gaussian), showing that best fits were found 

using a function with two Gaussians centered at 690 and 730 m. Centre peaks showed to 



be dependent on stress conditions, shifting towards the blue region with nutrient stress. 

Therefore peaks in the 685-690 and 725-730 m ranges for the low (PSII) and high (PSI) 

fluorescence maxima should adequately characterize the spectral distribution of 

fluorescence for the modelling simulation study. 

The equation for P(z) was originally introduced by Fukshansky and Kazarinova (1980), 

but without the conversion factor A/R610: in thai case # is defined as quantum yield. In 

Rosema et al. (1991) the /U&~O factor is included in order to make the conversion so that 

4 is defined as photon fluorescence efficiency. The spectral distribution of fluorescence 

can be expressed as: 

where, 

fR is the ratio of the fluorescence peak at AL relative to that at AH; 
a is a Gaussian distribution constant equal to 0.3607; 
AL and AH are the full-width at half maximum of the fluorescence emissions 

centered at AL and AH , respectively, with typical values of 25 MI 

and 80 nm (Subhash and Mohanan, 1997). 

2.2.2.- Solving the K-M Differential Equations using the Doubling Method 

The method selected for solving the differential equations [Equation 2. i 51 is the doubling 

method as in Rosema et al. (1991) that is extended to allow a description of expected 

fluorescence emission over the red edge region (650 to 800nm region), resulting fiom 



stimulation by incident radiant flux over the entire PAR region, shown schematically in 

Figure 2.3. The inherent reflectance rn, transmittance tn, and fluorescence j;l of the 

elementary leaf layer are defined as: 

rR = b d h ~  d? 

= 1 -  ad^+ bdhd dz 

fi = a d d d / ) d a  

where the subscript rr denotes the average spectral value for 

region. 

the PAR light absorbing 

Following Rosema et al. ( 199 1 ), we consider 3 important fluxes dirough the leaf layers: i) 

excitation fluxes in the PAR region, E,;, E ; ;  ii) incident irradiance fluxes at any 

wavelength, E+ , E- ; and iii) fluorescence fluxes at D660. 

Figure 2.3. Schematic representation of the flow of irradiance for two 
elemental leaf layen. F, E and E, refer to fluorescence irradiance flux, 
irradiance and inadiance in the PAR reginn, respectively. The 
superscripts + and - refer to up- and down-ward flowing flux. The 
reflectance and transrnirtance of the elemental layer within the lealare r 
and r ,  respectiveIy. 



If we consider two identical layen placed in close proximity (Figure 2.4), the reflectance 

and transmittance of the double layer R(2) and T(2) is calculated as follows: 

R TRT TRRRT 

f TT TRRT TRRRRT 

Figure 2.4. Schematic representation of 
light interaction in two identical layers 
placed in close proximity. 

T(2) = TT + TRRT + TRRRRT + TRRRRRRT + ... = n(f + R' + R' + R~ + ...) 

where, 

R( 1 ) .  T(1) are r and t of a single layer; 
R(2). T(2) are r and t of the double layer. 



The application of  this methodology to the 3 important fluxes through the leaf layen is 

given below. 

A. Excitation fluxes in the PAR region: E z ,  E; 

w here, 

double layer transmittance; 
r double Iayer reflectance; 

Using the Doubling Method, as demonstrated before, for and r ~ ,  are calculated as: 

Considering that, 



Therefore, 

E 7 2 )  = t E-(O)=.r t E-(O) 
A D r  A Ir 17 4 7  

E + ( o ) = ~  E-(O)=r (l+x t ) E e ( 0 )  
X Di7 R A Z A  Ir 

where r ,and &,are the equivalent reflectance and transmittance of the elementary layer in 

the PAR region and r ~ ,  and r ~ ,  are the equivalent reflectance and transmittance in the 

PAR region of the doubled elementary layer. These fluxes contribute to the fluorescence 

at longer wavelengths (660 to 800 nm). 

B. Incident irradiance fluxes at any wavelength: E',  E-  

This is analogous to the previous demonstration for excitation fluxes in the PAR region, 

but without the n subscrîpt: 

E e ( 2 )  = t D  E-(O) 

E+(o )  = r E-(O) 
D 

Considering that, 



Therefore, 

E 7 2 )  = tD E-(O)=xlE-(O) 

E+(o) = r E-(O) =r(l+.rt) E-(O) 
D 

C. Fluorescence fluxes at b660 

The fluorescence flux at wavelength b660 is function of the downward fluorescence 

flux F and irradiance E in the PAR region according to: 

F-(2)  = tDF-(0)+fDE- ( O )  n 

F+(o) = rDF-(0)+gDEi (O) 

where g~ and fD are the front side and backside fluorescence response of the double-layer 

to the flow of incident excitation flux in PAR region given by: 

with 



The recursion relations descnbed above allow the optical properties of the double-layer to 

be expressed in terms of the single layer. The irradiance and fluorescence f lues  can be 

simulated through an entire leaf layer by successive doublings, in which r ~ .  t ~ ,  g~ and f~ 

are substituted into the recursion equations for r, t. g andf; and the new double-layer E,n 

E and F fluxes are calculated. 

The number of doublings required depends on the layer thickness DL, and the 

relationship: 

w here, 

DL is the thickness of the leae 
dZ is the thickness of the initial thin layer; 
n is the number of doubling steps; 

If we consider that: 

dZ = 10.' m order of the size of a photosystem or the wavelength; 

Dr = 1 O*' m thickness of the leaf; 



m e n t a t i o n  of  the Doubüllg Method for a Sinele Leaf 

The doubling method, performed as suggested by 14 doublings, results in a calculation of 

roi, toi, rDm t ~ . n   DA and fol- 

1. Excitation fiuxes in the PAR region: E,:, Eg 

These are not wavelength dependent (because we are calculating in the PAR 

region), and initial values of r, and t, are: 

where PAR [400:700]; 
z 4-h,, 

n=60 (hm); - = 2" dZ = - = 
dz 2" 214 

2. Incident irradiance fluxes at any wavelength: E', E- 



3. Fluorescence fluxes at b660 

where fi = (qiaddAJA)drR, with &=690 

Example: 

The final calculation of r and t with the effect of fluorescence (r'. f) is: 

r, = rDi + g,, 

2.2.3. Matrix Calculation: Single Leaf as a Stack of Layers 

The flux flow across a leaf layer caiculated using the Doubling Method described in 

Section 2.2.2 does not consider the epidermal layen. Estimates of r* and t* need now io 

be modified by considering the two epidemal layers. Yarnada and Fujimura (199 1) 

provided a convenient framework for the description of the flow of radiant fluxes across a 

leaf considered as a stack of layea. 



The matrix formulation from Yamada and Fujimura permits an individual leaf to be 

represented as a stack of 3 layers (Figure 2.5): a top epidermal layer, a compact i ~ e r  

layer containing the chloroplasts and cellular leaf material, and a Iower epidermal layer. 

In the FRT model, the leaf was considered for simplicity as a stack of 3 layers, the upper 

epidemis, an active compact layer containing the chloroplasts and cells which give rise 

to the absorption, scattering and fluorescence, and the lower epidermal layer. 

The two epidermal layen are assumed to contain no chlorophyll and may be defined 

solely in tems of their scattenng properties as determined by the index of refraction. The 

corresponding reflectance and transrnittance of the cuticular layer is then used to define 

the radiative transfer matrix Ge, and the radiative transfer matrix of the leaf inner compact 

layer GI. The corresponding inner leaf layer reflectance and transmittance is then 

calculated. 

UPPER EPlDERMlS 
PAUSAOE LAYER 

, SPONGY TISSUE 

' LOWER EPlDERMlS 
AND CUTICLE 

STOMATESANO GUARD CELLS 

Radietive Transfer Matrix 

8 EPDERMK 

Compact 
Leaf 
Tissue 

EPIDEKMIS 

Figure 2.5. Schematic view of  a leaf (left) and the matrix formulation from Yamada and Fujimun 
(right) allowing an individual leaf to be represented as a sack of  3 layers: a top epidermal layer, a 
compact inner layer containing the chIoroplasts and cellular material, and a lower epidermal 
layer. 



The total downward irradiance entenng and the total upward irradiance emerging from 

above any layer or group of layers (Figure 2.6) are designated T i  and Î ,, respectively, 

and below this layer the total emerging downward irradiance and the total incident 

upward irradiance are designated T -b and Tb, respectively. 

Accordingly one can write the recursion relations 

for the flux across any layer k: 

Figure 2.6. Total downward imdiance 
where the layer (or group of layers) is defined by entering (ri) and upward emerging 

(Ta') from above a layer, with T i  and 
the apparent reflectance and transmittance from the layer- 

coefficients, r*,, r*b. and t*b, with 'a' denoting a view from the top and 'b' denoting 

the view from the bottom. 

The upward and backward coefficients are, in general, not equal for an inhomogeneous 

layer or for a stack of different homogeneous layers, and is a well-known property for a 

dicotyledoneous leaf. 

For the ih layer in a leaf, or an arbitrary number of layers, the equation can be written in 

matrix form as (Yamada and Fujirnura, 199 1 ): 



which for a homogeneous layer reduces to, 

The demonstration is given below: 

Therefore, 

Expanding the previous Equation [2.42], 



Therefore, for a 3 

equation becornes: 

layer 

]=G 

model 

[;: ] 

(Figure 2.7) for a 

where, 

leaf the matrix radiative 

The upper and lower cuticular layers (G3 and Gi) TI' TI+ 

were calculated as in the Section 2: r , = r r = r ~ l -  
a 

tram fer 

tl=l-tJ; and the reflectance of the epidermis r, is e 
defined only by its refiactive index: 

(n - 1)' 
re = , ; with n rehctive index; 

(n + 1)- Figure 2.7. Schematic view of a 
three-layer model for a leaf used 
for the matrix radiative transfer 
equation. Leaf reflectance frorn 
above is calcdated as T,'/T[', and 
leaf transmittance is as Ti/TI'. 



Therefore Gl and GJ are calculated as: 

And G2 is calculated as: 

Altemately, writing 

Therefore, 

and, 

The above equations allow the definition of  the apparent front and back leaf reflectance, 

r*, and r*b,  respectively, and the apparent ieaf transmittances t*, and t*b  (considenng a 

from above, and b from below) (Figure 2.7): 



'' considering Tl = O g,,  + T,' + g,, . q' = 0 3 ri =- 
r,- 

From below: 

7'3- r, = - considering T,- = O =, 

r,' t ,  =- considering T,- = O 3 
T; 

2.2.4. Extinction and Scattering coefficients 

The linear absorption and scattering coefficients (ad and ba) of the Ieaf layen need to be 

specified in the Kubelka-Munk differential equations, or more precisely, in the elemental 

equations [2.18-2.201 used in the Doubling Method Solution. A specific Iinear extinction 

coefficient that takes into account the effects of pigment concentration is required. The ad 



coefficient fiom the PROSPECT mode1 (Jacquemoud and Baret, 1990; Jacquemoud et 

al., 1996) is used with the thickness of the leaf. 

The selection of a specific linear scattering coefficient is more difficult due to large 

differences in the spectral behaviour of bdh reported in the literature: Fukshansky et al. 

( 199 1 ), Yamada and Fujimura ( 199 1 ), Rosema el al. ( 199 1 ). Therefore, the equations in 

Allen and Richardson (1968) were used to derive the Stokes parameters from rneasured 

leaf layer reflectance and transmittance, which are used with the measured leaf thickness, 

to cornpute the leaf layer Kubelka-Munk linear scattering and extinction parameters ad 

and ba. Tberefore, ad was taken from PROSPECT and bdh was calculated through the 

K-M mode1 from leaf sample reflectance and transmittance. 

Extinction Coefficient ad 

To simulate and to solve the radiation flux through the leaf using the Kubelka-Munk 

differential equations we need to calculate ad and bdh coefficients of the leaf Iayers. A 

speci fic linear extinction coefficient that takes into account the e ffects of pigment 

concentration is required. The ad coefficient from the PROSPECT model (Jacquernoud 

and Baret, 1990; Jacquernoud et al., 1996) is used with the thickness of the leaf (K from 

PROSPECT is used to calculate a d  dividing by the leaf thickness). PROSPECT ndiative 

transfer model, based on the Allen's plaie rnodel ( 1 969), models leaf optical properties 

from 400 to 2500 nm. Scattering is defined by a rehctive index (n) and by a parameter 

that is function of the leaf mesophyll structure (N). For a leaf layer with total thickness 



DL, the specific linear absorption coefficient (mm-') at any wavelength can be expressed 

b y : 

where, 

C, is the content of layer constituent j per unit area; 
Ki the corresponding specific absorption coefficient; 
N the stnicture parameter from the PROSPECT model; 
k, the residual absorption t e n  attributed to the albino leaf; 
y is a factor which accounts for the variation in the coefficients with the 

difiseness of the inadiance flow in the layer, with y = 1 for perfectly diffuse 
light and y = 1/2 for collimated light; 

This fomulation allows the PROSPECT tabulations of Ki to be used for pigment. 

cellulose, lignin, protein and water, although only pigments are relevant to the spectral 

region in this study. 

Scattering Coefficient bdh 

The specific linear scattering coefficient was calculated from Acer sacchantm M. leaf 

reflectance and transmittance measurements following Allen and Richardson (1968) to 

derive the Stokes parameters, along with leaf thickness. The theory of Yamada and 

Fujimura was again used now because it provides a convenient hmework for the 

description of the flow of radiant fluxes across a leaf considered as a stack of layes. This 

theory was used specifically to define the upper and lower cuticular layers and to 

calculate the scanenng coefficient fkom the inner layer by rnatrix inversion: 



- the upper and lower cuticular Iayers are considered equal with no pigment content, so 

that r,=rl = r ~  = 1 - I I =  1 - t ~ ;  

- the reflectance of the epidermis r, is considered defined only by its refractive index, 

( n  - 1)' 
rr = , , with n refractive index. 

(n + 1)- 

From Equations [2.46-2.491, the radiation transfer matrices for the cuticular layers are 

then (Figure 2.7): 

The optical properties of the active layer of the leaf, can be derived from measurements 

of the reflectance and transmittances of the entire leaf by noting that the radiation transfer 

matrix of the inside of the leaf is given by: 

G = G3G2G1 3 G = G,Gfie 5 GI = G,"G G," 

where G," denotes the inverse of the rnatrix Ge. The apparent reflectance and 

transrnittances of the inside active Iayer of the leaf is: 

These values of r * ~ ,  and t*fa are used to calculate S. Leaf P r a  and PI. can be related to 

leaf scanering and extinction properties of a compact leaf inner layer using Kubelka- 



Munk radiative transfer theory. Allen and Richardson (1968) shows the corresponding 

Stokes (1862) parameters a and b to leaf r  and t, with the Kubelka-Munk scattering and 

extinction parameters for the layer, as: 

a = ( 1 + r 2 - t Z + A ) / 2 r  [2.60a] 

b = ( l - r 2  + t 2 + A ) / 2 t  [2.60b] 
where, 

A =  { ( l + r + t ) ( l + r - ~ ) ( l - r + t ) ( l - r - t ) } 1 ' 2  [2.60c] 

and the Kubelka-Munk scattering and extinction parameters for the layer (Allen and 

Richardson, 1 968) are: 

(a  - 1) K = [-] log b 
( a  + 1) 

where division by the leaf layer thickness yields the linear scattering and extinction 

coefficients bdh (S/DL=bl) and ad 

(WDr= ad). Figure 2.8 shows ad from no 

PROSPECT and that from Allen and 

Richardson, using the approach 

discussed above, demonstrating good 
1 

conespondence. Figures 2.9 and 2.10 .<OO O 500 550 M)O 650 -M) -50 $DO 
Winkngtit (ml 

show an overview of the FRT mode1 L - P R O S P E C T  - - - - ~ r - t ~ ~  

Figure 2.8. ad From PROSPECT (k-PROSPECT) 
implementation with input parameters. and calculated From Allen & Richardson 

(k-LeafAR) using Acer sacchantm M. leaf materiai 

The above theoreticai development and h m  one of the study sites used in this research. 

discussion provides the framework for the simulation of expected radiance, 



backscattenng and fluorescence, emerging from a single leaf as a function of the pigment 

content and the scattering properties of the leaf. 



General overview of the FRT model implementation 

Kubelka-Munk theory and its modification to include 
Fluorescence flux 

Fukshansky and Kazarinova s P(z)=f(h n, E*, E) 
Subhash and Mohanan (2 gaussians) 3 

Calculation of Extinction and Scattering coefficients 
............................................................................... - - .................................................................................................................................................................... 

ad from PROSPECT 
bdh from K-M a Allen and Richardson (experiment leaf samples) 
Yamada and Fujimura G~=G'GG' 

Solving the Differential Equations using the Doubling Method 

Roserna 

Matrix Calculation: Single Leaf as a Stack of Layers 

i Yamada and Fujimura G=GIGIG3 ' 

Simulation n 
Figure 2.9. General overview of the FRT mode1 implementation, showing the theories and assumptions in 
each different step. 



1 Leaf Variables 1 
I I 

.......................................... 
i Ch1 a+b (pglcrn3 
i Mean Leaf Thichess (mm) 
i Scattering Parameter (n) 
i Mean Pmtein Content (glcd) 7 

1 Fluorescence Variables 1 
c .................................................. . 

i Fluorescence EfFiciency . 
8 

i Location of Fluorescence Peak (690.735) i 
i Fluorescence Ratio 695/735 . 
i F69û and F735 bandwidth 8 

................................................... i Mean CelldLignin Content @/cm2) / .......................................... 

Figure 2.10. Schematic view of the input parameters to the FRT mode!. 



2.3.- CANOPY AND INFINITE REFLECTANCE MODELS: CLASSIFICATION 

AND APPLICATION OF K-M THEORY TO HORIZONTALLY- 

HOMOGENEOUS PARALLEL MEDIUM CANOPIES 

Simulation of the tree crown reflectance spectral content for cornparison to the measured 

canopy reflectance and retrieved optical indices may be done through infinite reflectance 

(IL) and canopy reflectance models (CR), depending upon the complexity and 

assumptions made with respect to the type of vegetation canopy and viewing geometry. 

Infinite reflectance formulations model reflectance without canopy stmcture or viewing 

geometry considerations, based solely on leaf reflectance and transmittance. These 

formulations are derived from optically-thick leaf matenal, and making different 

assumptions for the multiple scattenng between leaf layers. This thick leaf or leaf stack 

concept may have applicability to closed deciduous canopies characterized generally by 

high LAI, therefore with little effect of soi1 background and understorey. CR models, on 

the other hand, take into account viewing geornetry and canopy structcre, therefore 

modelling those effects in the canopy reflectance by different approximations generally 

based on the RTE and geometrical optical considerations. This section describes 3 

infinite reflectance models explored in this research, a classification of CR models, and a 

brief description of the SAIL turbid medium CR model, which is based on K-M theory. 

2.3.1.- Infinite Reflectance Models 

Different infinite reflectance formulations have been derived based on assumptions 

related to the scattering between layered leaves forming the optically-thick canopy. In 



each case, the reflectance for an optically thick medium, known as Infinite Reflectance 

&, is expressed in tems of the inherent single leaf reflectance and transmittance. 

Lillestaeter (1982) derived a simple formulation (referred here as RI) from 

measurements of leaf-stack apparent reflectance over known dark and bright 

backgrounds, ignoring multiple scanenng, and considenng equal reflectance for both 

sides of the leaf [Equation 2.62al. This simple formulation was found inadequate by 

Miller et al. (1992) to sirnulate the measured reflectance of leaf stacks. A mamx 

formulation (Yamada and Fujimura, 1991) was used in a simulation which included 

multiple reflectance between leaves and considering di fferent adaxial and abaxial 

reflectance for the leaf (Re2, Equation 2.62b). The Hapke (1993) infinite reflectance 

formulae ( b 3 )  corresponds to a medium with a single scattering albedo uo assumed 

approximately equal to reflectance (r) + transmittance (t) for a pile of leaves, [Equation 

2.62~1. The corresponding formulae approximating thick leaf canopies are: 

r 
LI approx. leaf stack 3 R, = - 

1-t 2 

Zeaf stack + 

IL3 thick Zeaf i 

where, a= 1 -r- t  



2.3.2.- Canopy Reflectance Models 

Canopy reflectance models can be classified in four different categories depending upon 

the assumptions and theory used in its formulation. Different canopy types present 

structural c haracteristics that allow for speci fic assumptions and therefore for the correct 

use of particular CR models: agricultural canopies can easily be assumed to be 

horizontally-homogeneous plane-parallel turbid medium, and therefore the K-M theory 

can be applied with success. On the other hand, open forest canopies, showing 

heterogeneous structure with different shapes, need the development of models with a 

specific treatment of the effects of openings, shadows, and canopy geometry on the 

modelled reflectance. A classification of models into the four caiegories is discussed 

here, with special emphasis on the application of K-M theory. A more detailed discussion 

of CR models can be found in Goel (1988). 

2.3.2.1.- Turbid Medium Models for Homogeneous Canopies 

In turbid medium models, the canopy is approximated by a parallel-planar infinitely- 

extended medium, in which non-random dimensions, distances or distributions of 

elements are ignored. The elements of the canopy are considered to be randomly 

distributed, similar to particles in a turbid medium. The architecture of the canopy is 

defined by the LAI and the leaf angle distribution fùnction (LAD), and therefore no 

geometncal effects other than the leaf inclinations are considered. In each layer, the 

elements of vegetation are treated as small absorbing and scattering particles, with given 



geometrical and optical properties. Thus, its usefulness is primarily for dense-canopy 

simulations, such as corn, soybean, and wheat crop canopies. 

Turbid medium canopy models can be divided into 3 different types, i) single-layer K-M 

Theory Based Models, that use the Kubelka-Munk approximation to the radiative transfer 

equation; ii) Multi-layer Discrete Models, in which the z-coordinate is discretized: the 

canopy is discretized into a finite number of layen (15 to 40) and algebraic equations are 

solved to obtain upward and downward fluxes on top of each of the Iayers, with the 

incident and view direction hemispheres being also discretized into a finite number of 

zenith angle contiguous zones; and iii) Radiative Transfer Equation Mode!, in which 

assumptions are made about the relationship between the optical length and scattering 

phase function and the canopy's architectural parameters (LAI and LAD). 

K-M Theory Based Models have been extensively applied due to the less demanding 

approximation made to the radiative transfer equation. With variation of the number and 

specific parameters used in the approximation, K-M theory based models have seen 

signifîcant development in the last 30 years. The Allen-Richardson model (Allen and 

Richardson, 1968) used the two-flux K-M theory (collimated fluxes F-=F+=O). Equations 

are solved to denve a relationship between canopy height (h), canopy reflectance (R), and 

soi1 reflectance (R,). Allen-Gayle-Richardson model (1970) used the three-flux (5- 

parameters) Duntley theory: specular (collimated) incident radiation is reflected as 

diffised light. Park-Deenng model (Park and Deering, 1982) modified the Allen- 



Richardson model by allowing unequal absorption and scattering coefficients for diffuse 

fluxes in the upward and downward directions. They introduce ad. and ad+ as the 

absorption coefficients associated with E. and E+ respectively; and bdh- and bdh+ as the 

respective scattenng coefficients. The Suits model (Suits 1972 a, b, c; Suits and Safir, 

1972) brought significant improvement compared to previous models that do not take 

into account solar and viewing angles, nor architectural parameters of the canopy. Their 

3-flux (5-parameter) K-M theory model (extended later to Cflux, 9 parameters) 

expressed the K-M parameters in terms of field-measurable parameters defining the 

canopy and viewing geometry. Verhoef-Bunnik SALL model (Verhoef, 1984; Verhoef 

and Bunnik, 198 1)  and Youkhana-Suits prime model (Youkhana, 1983) developed SA1L 

(Scattering by Arbitrarily Inclined Leaves) as an extension of the Suirs model. SAIL was 

a refinement of Suits, in which the absorption and scattenng coefficients can be computed 

for any leaf inclination, with randorn leaf azimuth distribution assurned [Equations 2.63a- 

where, 



E-, E+, downwelling and upwelling irradiance for diffise flux; 
a, attenuation (extinction+scattering) coefficient for d i f ise  flux; 
b, scattering coefficient for d i f ise  flux; 
c, backscatter coefficient for specular flux; 
et, foward scatter coefficient for specular flux; 
F.. E,, downwelling and upwelling specular flux; 
u, scattering coefficient for specular flux into a diffuse flux in the same dir.; 
v,  scattenng coeff.for specular flux into a diffise flux in the opposite dir.; 
w', bidirectional scattering coefficient for specular flux; 
k, extinction coefficient for specular flux; 
K, extinction coefficient in the viewing direction; 

n i e  refinement by Verhoef (1984) improved the rnodelled bidirectional reflectance as a 

function of viewing angle considering leaves of arbitrary inclination under the 

assumption that the leaf azimuth distribution is unifom (Verhoef, 1998). The extinction 

and scattering coefficients in SAIL [Equations 2.631 are expressed in the leaf inclination 

angle (&), and the leaf inclination distribution function (LIDF) applied in order to form a 

weighted sum of such absorption and scattering coefficients. LIDF is discretized into an 

array of inclination frequencies for 13 distinct inclination angles Q located at the centre 

of intervals 0"- 10°, 10"-20°, . . . , 70"-80" and &O0-82", 82'-84", . . . , 88"-90". The 

refinernent of the interval 80'-90" is used because the extinction and scattering 

coefficients are very sensitive to LIDF variations in this region of Q if the view zenith 

angle 6b is close to the nadir. Different equations are used for the leaf angle distribution 

functions (Figure 2.1 l), with Suits being a special case of SAIL where LADF is 

considered exclusively as Fractions of horizontal and vertical leaf area. The total radiance 

LA is the surn of the four fields in the differential equations, and the absorption and 

scattering coefficients are expressed in terms of the canopy parameters, the viewing 



zenith angle &, and the 

relative azimuth angle yl 

between solar and viewing 

direction (Goel, 1988). The 

dependency of extinction 

and scattering coefficients 

are, therefore, a function of 

rnorphological properties 

(LAI, LIDF), optical 

properties (r, t ) ,  and 

observational variables (es, 

Leaf Angle Distribu tioa Function (LADF) 

Planophile Yx (l+cos 203 26.76' 
Erectophile Yx (1-cos 36J 63 .24" 
Plagiophile 2 x  ( 1 -cos 4 eL) 15.00" 
Extremophile 2/x ( 1 +cos 4 O,) 45.00° 
S pherical sin 8, 57.30' 

Figure 2.1 1. LADFs implemented in the SAILH canopy 
refi ectance model. 

&, yl). Full description of the relationships between coefficients and such properties cm 

be found in Verhoef (1 998). 

The incorporation of the hotspot effect (Kuusk, 1985) resulted in a variant called SAILH, 

used in al1 calculations reported in this research. The size of the leaves and the associated 

shadowing effects are taken into account for the calculation of the single scattering 

contribution to the bidirectional reflectance. Figure 2.12 shows the simulation obtained 

from SAIL and SAILH for difTerent solar zenith angles (8,) and view angles (6) for the 

red region with LAI=2, spherical LADF, d. 1 35, ~ 0 . 0 5 5 ,  soi1 reflectance r d .  1 26, and 

hotspot d l  (leaf size/tree length) parameter 0.1 16 for SAILH. 



Figure 2.12. Modelled Canopy Rcflcctancc using S A K  ( I t f t )  and SAILH (right) for diffcmt solar zmith angles 
(8,) and view angles (61) for the red rtgion with LAPS, spherical LADF, 4 . 1 3 5 ,  1=û.055, r,=0.126 (mil). 
Hotspot SA = 0.1 16 for SAILH. 

2.3.2.2.- Geometric Models 

In a geomeû-ic model, the canopy is designed with elements with known dimensions and 

shape, placed and distributed in different configurations. There are basically two different 

ways of dealing with the geometrical effects of shapes in vegetation canopies, i) using 

geometrical optics theory to calculate the effects of shadows within the canopy for 

different viewing angles and solar zenith and azimuth angles, and then applying empirical 

relationships to determine the radiation regime to simulate canopy reflectance; and ii) 

using a sirnplified form of the RTE and making assumptions about the canopy geometry, 

shapes and distribution of leaves. Geometric models are used primarily in non-dense 

canopieq where canopy gaps and openings, and individual tree shapes are modelled 

geomeîrically: modelled crop canopies assume cylindncal shapes to individual vegetative 

elements; trees are modelled with shapes such as cones for conifers, and cylinders with 



spheres or spheroids for deciduous trees. The earliest geometncal model (Jahnke and 

Lawrence, 1965) used cones and flat discs for the geometrical objects to represent 

vegetation. Several developments were carried out since then, generalizing the work to 

other shapes (Tejung and Louie, 1972). Canopy reflectance was assumed to be a linear 

sum of different terms (Jackson et ai.. 1979): reflectance from sunlit plants, from sunlit 

soil, From shadowed soil, and from shadowed plants, and considenng fractions of the 

ground covered by each of them. Li and Strahler (1986, 1992) and Strahler and Jupp 

(1990) developed a model using optical principles and parallel-ray geometry, and are 

well regarded in the field and cornmonly employed for simulation. 

2.3.2.3.- Hybrid Models 

When the vegetation canopy does not totally fa11 into any of the previous categones and 

therefore turbid-medium and geometric models are not adequate, hybrid CR models 

better represent the canopy by combination of elements of both. Geometric shapes are 

taken into account, therefore the canopy is designed by elements with known size, 

relative positions and distances. The interaction of the radiation with the canopy is solved 

by a turbid-medium model, considering that the foliage is distributed into subcanopies, 

each of them with different shape and size. These models can represent homogeneous and 

inhomogeneous canopies but are the most complex and cornputer-time intensive. A 

recent example is the GORT (Geometric Optical & Radiative Transfer) hybrid models (Li 

et ai.. 1995), that combine the geometric optics of canopy structure with principles of 

radiative &ansfer within individual crowns, assuming uniform multiple scattering from 



the sunlit and shaded surfaces of crowns; Ni et al. (1999) have developed an analytical 

solution as alternative to the more complicated numerical solution of Li et al. (1995). 

2.3.2.4.- Monte Carlo Models 

These models simulate the positions and orientation of the elements forming the 

vegetation canopy in a very realistic way, using the Monte-Carlo method to follow the 

trajectory of the photon. The trajectory is followed from its origin to its absorption or 

reflection and detection by the sensor. Generation of random numbers determine the 

direction and point of interception of an incident ray with the canopy, and the location, 

type, and orientation of the nearest vegetative element. If the photon hits the nearest 

element, appropriate statistics are used to determine the direction in which it is scattered, 

according to the scattering phase function or the LAD. Application of this method to 

realistic canopies is computer-intensive and iimit the application of these models in 

estimating canopy parameters. Goel and Thompson (2000) presented SPRINT as an 

efficient cornputer simulation mode1 based on the Monte Carlo method. 

The description given here regarding the application of the RTE to leaf and canopy 

media, with leaf and canopy radiative transfer modeis, is used in the next section. 

Methodologies for estimation of pigment content in forest canopies are described with the 

different approaches and implications discussed. 



2.4.- METHODOLOGIES FOR ESTIMATION OF PIGMENT CONTENT IN 

FOREST CANOPIES 

Predictions of chlorophyll content or any other canopy biophysical parameter frorn 

airbome or satellite canopy reflectance have been carried out through four different 

methodologies: i) directly studying the statistical relationships between ground-measured 

biochemical data and canopy-measured reflectance (Johnson et al., 1994; Matson ei al.. 

1994); ii) applying the leaf-level reiationships denved between optical indices and the 

pigment content directly to canopy-measured reflectance (Peterson et al.. 1988; Yoder 

and Pettigrew-Crosby. 1995; Zagolski er ai.. 1996); iii) scaling up the leaf-level 

relationships based on optical indices related to pigment content through models of 

canopy reflectance or infinite reflectance (Zarco-Tejada et al.. 1999a, 2000a, 2000b); and 

iv) inverting the observed canopy reflectance through a canopy reflectance or infinite 

reflectance mode1 coupled with a leaf mode1 to estimate the optimum pigment content 

(Jacquemoud, 1993; Jacquemoud et ai., 1995; Kuusk, 1998; Demarez and Gastellu- 

Etchegony, 2000; Weiss et al., 2000; Jacquemoud et al.. 2000). 

The four proposed methodologies have advantages and disadvantages that are related to 

the complexity of the modelling approach selected, and the degree of general or local 

applicability of the methodology in remote sensing. The tint method studies the 

correlations between canopy-measured reflectance by a field, airbome or satellite sensor 

with ground-measured pigment or any other biophysical constituent. In this case no leaf 

reflectance is rneasured, therefore the link between canopy reflectance and biochemical 



content is found through statistical relationships. Multivariate analysis between Airborne 

Visible InfraRed Imaging Spectrometer (AVIRIS) reflectance and total nitrogen, lignin, 

starch, chlorophyll content and LAI (Johnson et al.. 1994) and with nitrogen and 

chlorophyll (Matson et aL. 1994) applied by stepwise multiple-regression procedure 

using the AVIRIS spectral bands showed good statistical relationships derived at specific 

wavebands. Although significant correlations were found, no prediction capabilities 

could be inferred fiom either one of the mentioned research results since the locally- 

derived relationships are affected by species and canopy structure. 

The second method, that uses statistical leaf-level relationships applied to canopy 

reflectance for pigment estimation is site and species specific (Chappelle et al., 1992; 

Gitelson and Merzylak, 1997) and therefore require relationship calibration that is a 

function of the canopy stmcture and viewing geometry at the time of remote sensing data 

collection. Therefore, the statistical relationships derived ai lraf level need to be 

calibrated in order to be usehl for estimation at the canopy level, due to the differences 

between the two media: one where the relationship is derived (leaf) and the other where it 

is applied for estimations (forest canopy). This methodology allows the derivation of 

relationships based on optical indices calculated at wavelengths where subtle changes in 

leaf reflectance are due to specific biophysical processes that are targeted for 

measurement at the canopy level. Stepwise multiple-regression is ofien used to develop 

predictive algorithrns from leaf reflectance which are then applied to airborne data: 

AVIRIS (Zagolsky et al., 1996) and Airbome Imaging Spectrometer (AIS) specû-a 



(Peterson et al., 1988). Laboratory canopy studies (Yoder and Pettigrew-Crosby, 1995) 

and those using AVIFüS spectra (Kupiec and Curran, 1995) were directed to the 

identification of spectral bands at both leaf and canopy levels which are less sensitive to 

changes between levels, therefore minimizing effects due to the canopy, thus selecting 

spectral bands that could be used directly for prediction at canopy level. Application of 

leaf-level relationships to canopy reflectance through optical indices has been the 

traditional method used in the past, and a full review of the optical indices denved at the 

le& ievel using this approach was described in Chapter 1. 

In the third methodology, the same relationships between leaf constituent content and 

canopy reflectance are derived by scaling up the optical indices through infinite or 

canopy reflectance rnodels; this is a new approach introduced dunng the course of the 

present research (Zarco-Tejada, et (11.. 1999a, 1999b). A primary advantage is that the use 

of infinite or canopy reflectance models as part of the calculation of relationships avoids 

the post-calibration step to cornpensate for canopy smicture or viewing geometry. 

Therefore, scaled-up leaf-level relationships can be used directly for bioindicator 

predictions on measured canopy reflectance data by considering canopy structure and 

viewing geometry information in the model scaling up step. The objective of this method 

is the derivation of predictive algorithms to be used under certain canopy assumptions, 

not simply the evaluation of statistical correlations between sensor reflectance and 

ground measurements. In closed dense vegetation canopies, the reflectance canopy model 

can sometirnes be replaced by different infinite reflectance formulations, as explained in 



previous section, therefore simplifying the need for input parameters defining structure 

and geometry. As in the first methodology, this approach enables a search for subtle 

changes in leaf reflectance due to specific biophysical processes, and the reflectance 

model permits direct prediction of the canopy biochemical parameter. The main 

disadvantage is the requirement for leaf sample collection for the derivation of leaf-level 

relationships. 

The fourth methodology, inversion of a canopy reflectance model coupled with a leaf 

model, attempts to avoid the development of leaf-level relationships through the use of a 

leaf model. In this approach (Jaquemoud, 1993; Jacquemoud et al.. 1995; Kuusk, 1998; 

Demarez and Gastellu-Etchegony, 2000; Jacquemoud et al.. 2000), the leaf radiative 

transfer simulation uses leaf biochemical constituents as input to model leaf reflectance 

and transmittance that is in tum used as input for the canopy reflectance model. The main 

advantage of this approach is that no leaf sample collection is needed to derive 

relationships, but suffers from the constraint that only biophysical parameters considered 

in the leaf rnodel can be estimated from measured canopy reflectance. No subtlc changes 

due to specific functioning effects can be sought, and therefore no changes at specific 

absorption wavelengths due to chlorophyll degradation at different senescence stages can 

be studied. That is, it is implicitly assumed that the leaf model captures all actual 

radiative processes accurately. The method is computational-intensive, and no validation 

has been found in the literature reporting results from airbome or satellite-measured 

reflectance with ground tnith, with most of the work carried out with synthetic data 



(Jacquemod, 1993; Weiss et al.. 2000), field spectrometer (Jacquemoud et al.. 1995), 

estimation of results with no validation due to the lack of ground tnith (Kuusk, 1998), 

cornparison of different mode1 inversion techniques using simulated data (Pragnère et al., 

1999), and simulation studies modelling 3D canopies used for applying invenion 

techniques (Demarez and Gastellu-Etchegony, 2000; Weiss et al.. 2000). Other studies 

with lower spatial and spectral resolution data by Braswell et al. (1996) and Weiss and 

Baret (1999) use canopy mode1 inversion for extracting canopy biophysical information 

from large swath satellite data at global scales, using the Advanced Very High Resolution 

Radiometer (AVHRR), and VEGETATIONISPOT4 respectively, and therefore its 

applicability and portability to narrow-band hyperspectral high-spatial airborne data 

cannot be evaluated. 

It is important to note that the findings reported in this research related to red-edge 

optical indices and CF estimation were found during the detailed study of leaf reflectance 

and transmittance collected from the study sites, and in the process of calculation of leaf- 

level optical indices. If the fourth approach (direct use of leaf models) had been adopted 

as an analysis strategy at the outset, it would have precluded the derivation of very 

important conclusions reported later. 

The next sections speciQ and describe the methodology for the two types of approaches 

used in this research for pigment estimation: scaling up leaf-level relationships through 



infinite and canopy reflectance models, and model inversion techniques using a coupled 

leaf and canopy reflectance model. 

2.4.1.- Methodology for Scaüng-up Optical Indices 

The schematic view of the approach used for estimation of leaf bioindicators through the 

scaling-up of leaf-level optical indices is shown in Figure 2.13. Single leaf reflectance 

and transmittance rneasurements (ri, r i )  from the field data sampling are used for the 

simulation of above-canopy reflectance through infinite reflectance and canopy 

reflectance models, constrained by a Canopy Model Parameter Assumption Set (j). Such 

an assumption of input parameters to the CR model defines the canopy structure, by a 

more or less complex set of canopy parameters, and viewing geometry, such as solar 

zenith and azimuth, and viewing angles, needed for simulating canopy reflectance from 

single leaf reflectance and transmittance measurements. Canopy Spectral Reflectances 

(CR,) simulated through the Canopy Simulation Model are used to calculate specific 

Optical Indices k (O&). For a given optical index, a set of n values are calculated from the 

leaf-level spectral measurements used for CR simulation. Leaf Bioindicators (Bmi) 

measured in each leaf sample (chlWb, carotenoids, FvlFm, etc) are used to derive 

relationships with the optical indices OIgk calculated from the above-canopy simulated 

spectra. Therefore, the relationship between a given bioindicator (e.g. pg chl,dcm2) and 

a given optical index (e-g. R750/R710) is calculated from simulated canopy reflectance 

rather than from leaf-level measured reflectance. This relationship is therefore affected by 



canopy structural parameters and viewing geometry, which enables its application to 

above-canopy measured reflectance. Thus, the relationships between the set of optical 

indices Olvk and the set of bioindicators Bmi are then applied to hyperspectral CAS1 

reflectance data to obtain bioindicator estimations. To do so, above-canopy measured 

CAS1 reflectance is used to calculate the CASI-optical indices input of such relationships 

of the form Bmi =j(Olvk), e.g. pg c h l , ~ c r n 2 = a * ~ ~ ~ & ~ ~ ~ + 6 ,  with a.b constant parameters 

for above-canopy simulation, and R75&710 an optical index denved from the above- 

canopy reflectance. This methodology enables the direct application of sensor-derived 

optical indices in scaled-up algonthms that are therefore a hnction of the canopy 

structure and viewing geometry, preciuding the need for calibration of prediction 

relationships. Assessment of optical indices as estirnators of bioindicators is then made 

comparing NI-field measured bioindicators (measured B,) with CASI-denved estimations 

(estimated B,,,). 





2.4.2.- Estimation of by Model Inversion 

The estimation of a biophysical canopy parameter by numerical model inversion can 

generally be camed out by different methodologies: i) Look-Up Tables (LUT); ii) 

Iterative Optimization (OPT); and iii) Neural NeTworks (NNT). The Look-Up Table 

technique is conceptually the simplest (Pragnère et al., 1999) and consists of the 

generation of an output table for a discrete set of input parameten covering the expected 

range of the parameten. The table is used to find the measured value that is directly 

related to a given set of input parameters. This method requires the generation of large 

amount of cases that are atterwards used to compare with measured data. Iterative 

Optimization is the classical technique for inverting radiative transfer rnodels in remote 

sensing (Bicheron et al., 1998; Jacquemoud et al., 1995; Kuusk, 1998, Goel, 1988) and 

consists in minimizing a Function that calculates the root mean square error between the 

measured and estimated quantities by successive input parameter iteration. Neural 

Networks are non-physical methods that relate a set of input variables to a set of output 

variabies by a learning process, and have been s h o w  to be efficient in inversion of 

canopy models (Abuelgasim et al., 1998; Smith, 1993). This third technique is not 

considered here because the objective is to develop methods for canopy modelling based 

in physically-based radiative transfer models. Iterative-optimization numencal model- 

inversion techniques to estimate chlorophyll content by using a coupled leaf model and a 

canopy model requires three consecutive steps (Figure 2.14): 



i) estimation of leaf refiectance and 

transmittance (r, t) from a set of leaf model 

input parameters, such as the parameter to 

be estimated, ~ h l , , ~ ,  and other leaf 

structural parameters; ii) estimation of 

canopy reflectance from leaf-level model- 

estimated r, t and set of canopy model 

parameters that define canopy structure 

and viewing geometry; and iii) error 

calculation by cornparison of estimated 

canopy reflectance r' to the at-sensor 

measured reflectance r,. Figure 2.1 5 

shows the input parameters and iteration 

........................ 
i Leaf Xlodel i 
I Parameten i :....*.................: 

............................. 
4- i C a a o ~ ~  .'iode' i 

............................. i Parameters i 

Figure 2.14. Itentive-optimization numerical 
model-inversion technique to estimate leaf 
and cmopy biophysical parameters coupling 
leaf and canopy models with input set of leaf 
and canopy parameters. Error calculation 
between modelled and measured canopy 
reflectance allows for estimation of the 
optimum set of input parameters by iterative 
optirnization. 

procedure for and LAI estimation with the coupled SAIL canopy reflectance and 

PROSPECT leaf radiative transfer models. Error calculation consists in determining the 

set of parameters P=(N,Chl,+~,Cw,LAI, &..) which minimizes a ment function A' over the 

whole spectmm, 

where, 

r, (4)  is the measured canopy spectral reflectance; 

( A  , P)  is the modelled canopy spectral reflectance with a set of P 
parameters; 



Different ment functions have 

been defined by researchen, 

each based on different 

assumptions. The minimizing 

function for numerical mode1 

invenion using reflectance data 

in seveni spectral bands can be 

calculated i) from single 

refiec tance channels, comparing 

the estimated with the measured 

reflectance in al1 spectral bands 

[Equation 2.641 (Jacquemoud 

1993; Jacquemoud et al., 1995); 

ii) using wi weighting factors 

-... 
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Figure 1.15. Schematic view of the methodology for 
PROSPECT and SAIL numerical inversion by iteration. 
allowing LAI and ~ h l , , ~  to Vary. LAI varied from 4 to 7, 
and from 10-70 Cig/cm2. 

that represent the weight given to the ith wavelength. The usual protocol is to choose 

weighting coefficients wi to be proportional to the inverse of the measured canopy 

reflectance, w, = l/r,, , thereby placing more weight to wavelengths in the visible part of 

the spectrurn where pigment absorption is maximum, and minimizing the impac: of errors 

between measured and estimated reflectance in the NIR, where chlorophyll absorption 

decreases and reflectance is dnven by canopy structure; iii) by a more sophisticated 

construction of ment functions as in Kuusk (1998), where penalization to the ment 

function (Kuusk, 1991) is introduced if the best fit is found when a parameter being 



inverted falls outside the prior-established range of allowed values; and iv) building ment 

hnctions based on spectral transforms or vegetation indices (Goel, 1988), in which the 

ment function generated is based on the optical index that is supposed to be related with 

the parameter subject to estimation, such as chla+,. Equation [2.65] presents a merit 

function when the red-edge spectral parameter R7&7]0 is used for pigment estimation, 

which could easily be modified if a combination of optical indices is used: 

w here, 

(Elm is the optical index calculated from measured canopy reflectance; 

for a given set of input parameten P; 

modelled canopy reflectance, 

The use of optical indices in the merit function has not been reported in any of the 

validation work found in the literature, although there is significant inherent potential of 

this approach in remote sensing application. Refiectance values measured From airbome 

or satellite sensors are a hnction of illumination, canopy structure, and atmospheric 

condition at the time of data collection. On the other hand, estimation of biophysical 

parameters through optical indices enable to maximize sensitivity to such biophysical 

parameten, normalizing extemal effects due to atmosphere, illumination conditions, and 

viewing geometry (Running et aL, 1994; Huete and Justice, 1999). Therefore in this 

research, leaf-level optical indices and ratios that showed good correlation with pigment 



content are proposed here to be used as a basis for the ment function for model inversion, 

especially those calculated from the red edge as discussed later. 

These different approaches have been tested in this research, in order to compare the 

pigment estimation by different techniques using hyperspectral airborne data collected in 

1998, 1999 and 2000; this dataset is considered a rare, if not unique, validation database 

for model inversion with hyperspectral data in closed dense rnaple canopies. The 

experimental rnethods and materials used to carry out the fluorescence and pigment 

investigations at al1 the different levels ofstudy are described in Chapter 3 that follows. 



Experiments were camed out in 1997, 1998, 1999 and 2000 at different levels of scale to 

test the hypothesis of this research: the study of whether canopy chlorophyll fluorescence 

and chlorophyll content can be measured in closed forest canopies using hyperspectral 

remote sensing reflectance data and predicted through radiative transfer models. The 

objectives can be descnbed as follows: i) study methodologies for linking leaf to canopy- 

level reflectance through radiative transfer modelling; ii) model the effects of CF on 

multi-level vegetation reflectance in laboratory and under natural illumination conditions 

through radiative transfer simulation; and iii) study RT numerical model inversion 

techniques to estimate pigment content in closed canopies through coupling leaf and 

canopy reflectance models. 

For the estimation of CF, four levels of studv were camed out: i) at the leaf level, with 

leaf samples collected from study sites, to develop relationships between leaf reflectance 

and CF and pigment content; diumal studies were also carried out at leaf level to study 

the effects of diumal changes in leaf apparent reflectance due to changes in CF; ii) at a 

canopy simulation level in the laboratory using the CAS1 hyperspectral sensor and maple 

seedlings; iii) at a canopy simulation level under natural illumination conditions in a 



diumal trial using maple seedlings; and iv) at an above-canopy level over selected forest 

maple stands at specific study sites. 

3.1.- LEAF-LEVEL EXPERIMENTAL METHODS AND MATERIALS 

Leaves from three-year old poned trees of Acer sacchumm M. (sugar maple) were used 

in the laboratory-greenhouse experiments of this study. Two experiments were designed 

to examine leaves with fixed pigment levels but under conditions in which fluorescence 

signals were expected to Vary, in order to test whether experimental measurement 

methods presented were able to track such variations. Below we first describe the 

measurement methodologies employed in these experiments, and then the experimental 

procedures for the two leaf-level experiments: diumal fluorescence variations and time 

decay of fluorescence amplitude following light exposure. 

3.1.1.- Laboratory Measurement Methodologies 

3.1.1.1.- C hlorophyll fluorescence 

Chlorophyll fluorescence was analyzed with a Pulse Amplitude Modulation (PAM-2000) 

Fluorometer (Heinz Walz GmbH, Effeltrich, Germany), an instrument that has been used 

widely in basic and applied fluorescence research (Mohammed et al, 1995). Procedures 

used for measuring Fv/Fm and AFIFm' were based on standard methodologies as 

documented in the PAM-2000 manual (Heinz-Walz-GmbH, 1993). The leaf was 

positioned in the PAM-2000 leaf clip holder, which exposes a sarnple area approximately 

1-cm in diameter to the fibreoptic light emitter and detector m y .  Steady-state 



fluorescence features were measured at 110 (Ft110) and 2820 (Ft2820) prnol quanta m-* 

s" (supplied by a halogen light attachment, excitation wavelength < 710 nm), to 

correspond to photosynthetic photon flux densities (PPFD) used in the reflectance and 

transmittance assessments (PPFD was monitored by a quantum sensor built into the leaf 

clip holder). Effective quantum yield, which denotes the actual eficienc y of PSII photon 

capture in the light by closed PSII reaction centers, was determined as AFF m' = (Fm7- 

Ft)/Fm', where Fm' is the maximal fluorescence of a pre-illuminated sample with PSII 

centers closed, and Ft is the fluorescence at steady-state (Genty et a/.. 1989; Van Kooten 

and Snel; 1990). The leaf was exposed to the PPFD for 2 to 3 sec, then Ft was measured 

followed by Fm' upon application of a saturating pulse. For measurement of maximal 

fluorescence induction, leaves were dark-adapted in the bags at room temperature for at 

least 30 min. Dark adaptation is necessary to oxidize electron camers in the 

photosynthetic tissues, so that when the tissues are subsequently exposed to bright light, 

maximal fluorescence may be observed (Walker, 1985). The ratio of variable to maximal 

fluorescence FvlFm was determined for the adaxial (upper) leaf surface. FvEm 

quantifies the maximal efficiency of photon capture by open PSI1 reaction centers (Butler 

and Kitajima, 1975), and is one of the most widely used chlorophyll fluorescence features 

(Mohammed et al., 1995). It is calculated from the equation FvTm = (Fm,-F,)/F,,, 

where Fm, is the maximal fluorescence yield of a dark-adapted sample, with al1 PSII 

reaction centers fully closed, and F, is the minimum fluorescence yield of a dark-adapted 

sample, with al1 PSI1 reaction centen hlly open (Van Kooten and Snel, 1990). Fo is 

rneasured Tint, using a red measuring light with a maximum emission of 655 nm, at a 



very low PPFD of about 0.1 pmol quanta m" s-', and a modulation frequency of 600 Hz. 

Fm was determined by exposing the sample to a saturating pulse of light (> 6000 pmol 

quanta m-* s-', < 7 10 nm wavelength) of 0.8 s duration and 20 kHz modulation frequency. 

Fluorescence from the plant is detected at wavelengths > 700 nrn. The instrument runs 

this test using an automated procedure and calculates the FvEm ratio. Most of the 

measurements of leaf fluorescence with the PAM-2000 instrument were made at OFRI, at 

the study sites, and some at York University, but al1 under the direction and supervision 

of Dr. Gina Mohammed. 

3.1.1.2.- Apparent leaf reflectance and transmittance spectra 

Single leaf reflectance and transmittance measurements were acquired on al1 leaf samples 

using a Li-Cor 1800-12 Integrating Sphere apparatus coupled by a 200 prn diarneter 

single mode fibre to an Ocean Optics mode1 ST 1000 spectrometer, with a 1024 element 

detector array, yielding a 0.5 nrn sampling interval and -7.3 nm spectral resolution in the 

340-860 nm range. The spectrometer is controlled and read out by a National Instruments 

multi-purpose Data Acquisition Card (DAC-550). Software was designed to allow 

detailed control of signal verification, adjusmient of integration time, and data acquisition 

(Harron and Miller, 1995). Spectral bandpass characterization perfonned using a mercury 

spectral line lamp source yielded full-width at half maximum (FWHM) bandwidth 

estimates of 7.37 nm, 7.15 nm, and 7.25 nm, at 438.5 nrn, 546.1 nrn and 576.9 nm 

respectively. Fibre spectrometer wavelength calibration was performed using the Ocean 

Optics H G 4  Mercury-Argon Calibration Source, that produces Hg and Ar emission lines 



between 253 and 922 nm. Single leaf reflectance and transmittance rneasurements were 

acquired following the rnethodology descnbed in the manual for the Li-Cor 1800-12 

system (Li-Cor-Inc., 1983) in which six signal measurements are required: transmittance 

signal (TSP), reflectance signal (RSS), reflectance intemal standard (RTS), reflectance 

extemal reference (RST), and dark measurements (TOP, RSD). Refiectance (Rfl) and 

transmittance (Tns) are calculated assuming a constant center wavelength and spectral 

bandpass (Equations [3.1] and [3.2]). An integration time of 609.3 msec was used for al1 

sample measurements. 

(RSS - RSD) RJIEdo, 
Rjl = 

RTS-  RSD 

(TSP - TDP) RflEdo, 
Tns = 

RST - RSD 
with Rflaaso4 the reflectance of Barium Sulfate. 

3.1.1.2.1.- Pre-processing for reflectance and transmittance spectral data 

A signal-to-noise study was camed out to choose the optimum function and bandwidth 

for the smoothing and derivative processing to be applied to the single leaf spectral 

reflectance and transmittance data pnor to subsequent analysis and extraction of 

diagnostic indices. Perhaps the most common and popular method for smoothing and 

denvatives calculations is described by Savitzky and Golay (1964), evidenced by 

fiequent reference in the iiterahlre (Enke and Nieman, 1976; Madden, 1978; Marchand 

and Marmet, 1983; Kawata and Minami, 1984; Dernetriadesshah et al., 1990; Tsai and 

Philpot, 1998). The method is based on a simplified polynomial least squares procedure 



for smo~thing and differentiating data considenng that the noise is not wavelength 

dependent and therefore having similar characteristics throughout the spectrum. Other 

methods cited in the literature for smoothing purposes are (i) the moving-average filter, 

that uses a squared window as a filter; (ii) a ûiangular function, that uses a hnction with 

triangular shape that gives more weight to the point being smoothed; and (iii) an adaptive 

smoothing function based on a linear mean-square estimation of the noise, that it is 

considered as wavelength dependent (Kawata and Minami, 1984). The amount of 

distortion suffered by the signal depends on the srnoothing process and the properties of 

the data (Enke and Nieman, 1976); studies to estimate the optimum smoothing bandwidth 

to be used show that the optimum smoothing bandwidth depends on three factors: (i)  type 

of smoothing hnction used for smoothing; (ii) shape and characteristics of the spectral 

feanires being analyzed; and (iii) the radiometnc and spectral response characteristics of 

the measuring instrument leading to differences in the noise generated (Demetnades- 

Shah et al.. 1990). 

Methods for differentiation of spectra have been reported in the literature as (i) finite 

approximation difference, (ii) linear regression denvative function; and (iii) Savitzky- 

Golay derivative computation based on the simplified polynomial least square procedure 

mentioned before. The finite difference method keeps the spectral features depending on 

the band separation and allows the computation at vanous band separations, causing 

scaling effects (Tsai and Philpot, 1998). The optimum differentiating fùnction and 



bandwidth depends on the level of noise in the data and the spectral bandwidth of the 

spectral measuring device (Demetriades-Shah et al., 1990). 

An experiment was carried out to test different smoothing and derivative functions suited 

to the data set generated by the experimental apparatus to obtain reflectance and 

transmittance spectra for the broad leaves under study. The analysis was focused on the 

signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and the noise spectra in the data collected by the optic fibre 

spectrometer attached to the LI-COR integrating sphere for the three measurement 

targets. 

The analysis of the SNR For data sets being generated is a method widely used to 

calculate the optimum smoothing bandwidth (Enke and Nieman, 1976; Demetnades-Shah 

et al.. 1990). This approach involves the selection of the optimum spectral bandwidth by 

smoothing the data using a range of bandwidths. The "signal" is defined as the average of 

a number of measurements made from the same target under the same conditions; the 

"noise" is defined as the sum of the absolute values of the deviations behveen the 

smoothed measurernent spectra and the "signal". 

The following smoothing functions were tested from 3 to 50 nm bandwidth at 5 nm 

intervals in order to study the optimum noise and SNR performance: rectangular 

(moving-average), tiangular and Savitzky-Golay smoothing functions. The Savitzky- 

Golay function was tested using polynomials of second, third and fourth order. The 



results of the SNR study (Figure 3.1 ), the 

very high sarnpling rate (small spacing) 

of the instrument, the very high 

Frequency of the noise, and the relatively 

broad spectral features of leaf samples 

suggea the selection of Savitzky-Golay 

approach with a third-order polynomial 

hc t ion  with 25 nm bandwidth is 

optimum for our spectral data set. 
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Figure 3.1. Noise calculated h m  reflectance 
measurements of Sugar Maple leaf samples using 
rectangular, tnangular and Savitzky-Golay (order 2,3 
and 4) smoothing functions at 5 nm intervals h m  3 to 
50 nm bandwidth. 

3.1.1.3.- Measurement apparntus and protocol for distinguishing fluorescence in 

measurements of apparent spectral reflectance 

The apparatus and methodology employed to meanire the reflectance and transmittance 

spectra is based on the commercial Li-Cor Mode1 1800 integrating sphere system as 

shown schematically in Figure 3.2. A simple modification was made to the standard 

apparatus involving the purchase of a second Li-Cor Lamp/Collimator housing and the 

insertion of a Schott RG 695 colored long-pass glas filter at the exit aperture of one of 

the illuminator units. As described below, with a suitable measurement protocol these 

two light sources enable reflectance and transmittance rneasurements of a given sample 

without fluorescence and including the effect of fluorescence. 



Fibre Optics 
attached to Dark PIug 

spectrometer 

Figure 3.2. Schematic view of the Li-Cor 1800 integrating sphere coated intemally with 
BaS04, coupled to the Ocean Optics spectrorneter. Ports A, B, and C enable the 
exchange of white and dark plugs as we11 as the light source. The optional long-pas 
filter placed at the exit aperture of the light source enables rneasurements of reflectance 
and transmittance at h > 700 nm while suppressing the fluorescence signal. 

Table 3.1. Sequence of measurements with the Li-Cor 1800 and fibre 
spectrometer to enable the calculation of reflectance and transmittance 
with Equations [3.1] and E3.21. Measurements start with the filter IN in 
order to substantially reduce the activation of PSI1 with visible light, with 
no change in the position of the leaf sample needed to proceed with the 
second set of rneasurements without the filter. 

Step Setup Lamp Filter White Dark Sampte BaS0, 
Plug Plug 

1 TSF ON lN C B iN+ OUT 
2 RSS 
3 RTS 
4 RSS 
5 RTS 
6 TSP 
7 RST 
8 RST 
9 RSD 

ON 
ON 
ON 
ON 
ON 
ON 
ON 
OFF 

B A 
mf C A 
OUT B A 
OUT C A 
OUT C B 
OUT B A 

M B A 
rN B A 

OUT 
OUT 
OUT 
OUT 
OUT 
rN 
M 
OUT 

10 TDP OFF M C B rN OUT 
iN 3: adaxial Ieaf surface facing sample port A 
iN t: adaxial Ieaf surface facing sphere 



The Schott RG 695 colored glass filter, with 3 mm thickness, blocks radiant flux at I < 

695 nrn as shown by the measured transmittance spectrum in Figure 3.3. Using the 

"filtered illuminator" and standard illuminator in tum, reflectance and transmittance 

measurements were carried out on non-fluorescent (assured by the PAM-2000 

Fluorometer) diffusing targets. Measurements showed that relative differences in 

reflectance and transmittance spectra for h > 700 nrn, with and without the filter in the 

illuminator, were less than 2%. Photosynthetic photon flux density (PPFD) illumination 

values (measured with a Li-Cor quantum sensor) were 1 lof2  pmol m" s-' For the 

illurninator with the filter in and 2820+15 f mol m'2 s" with no filter. 

A set of IO rneasurements per leaf sample were needed using the Li-Cor 1800 protocol to 

calculate leaf reflectance and transmittance with fluorescence signal embedded (no filter 

between target and light source) and without fluorescence signal (filter between target 

and light source). Leaf samples were dark-adapted before the measurements were camed 

out. The specific sequence of measurements with the Li-Cor 1800 apparatus and fibre 

spectrometer and the two illuminaton is provided in Table 3.1, and calculation of spectral 

refiectance and transmittance was determined from Equations [3.1] and [3.2]. 

Measurements start with the filter between the leaf sample and the light source in order to 

substantially reduce the activation of PSI1 with visible light. No change in the position of 

the leaf sample was needed to proceed with the set of measurements without the filter. 

The measured leaf reflectance and transrnittance with and without the filter c m  therefore 



be accurately compared in 

order to detect potentially- 

small differences due to a 

fluorescence signal. 

A typical pair of reflectance O 
400 500 600 700 800 

spectra obtained with this - (m 

measurement protocol is Figure 3.3. Trammittance of the Schon RG 695 high pass 
filter measured with the Li-Cor 1800 integrating sphere 
and 7.5nm Ocean Optics fibre spectrometer. The filter 

s h o w  in Figure 3.4 blocks out the excitation light at h < 695 nm and enables 
the measurements of leaf reflecunce and transmittance 

illustrating the additive effect without the influence of chiorophyll fluorescence. 

of the broad 740 nm fluorescence signal superimposed on the reflectance spectrum due 

only to the scattering and absorption effects within the leaf. Cornparisons were 

considered valid for h > 705 nm due to the rapidly increasing noise level in the signal 

below that wavelength with the Iow Schon 695 filter transmission. 

3.1.1.4.- Chlorophyll a & b and total carotenoids content of sugar maple leaves 

Leaves were stored at -23°C until analysis. I w o  2.3 cm circles were cut out of the leaf. 

One circle was ground in liquid N?, weighed, and placed in a 15 ml centrifuge tube. The 

second circle was weighed, oven dried at 80°C for 24 hours, and re-weighed. Ten ml of 

N, N-dimethylformamide (Spectralanalyzed grade, Fisher) was added to the tube. Tubes 

were placed horizontally in a darkened 4°C orbital shaker set to 100 rpm for two hours to 



extract pigments. Tubes 

were centrifuged at 5OC 

and 5,000 g for 20 

minutes. Tubes were 

placcd in a dark, 4°C 

refngerator for 20 

minutes. Tubes were 

removed from the 

refngerator and 3 ml of 

supernatant removed and 

placed in a cuvette and 

the absorbance measured 

Wavelength (nm ) 

W h  RG695 fiiter - No fiiter - . - . . . . Otfference 

Figure 3.4. Single leaf reflectance measurernents obtained with 
the Li-Cor 1800 apparatus and tibre spectrometer using the 
mesurement protocol with the RG695 filter (thick line) and with 
no filter (thin Iine) from a dark-adapted Acrr saccharum M. leaf 
sample. The additive effat of the broad 740 nm tluorescence 
signai superirnposed on the reflectance spectrum is shown. 

at 663.8 nrn, 646.8 nm, and 480 nm with a Cary 1 spectrophotometer. Chlorophyll a, 

chlorophyll b, and total carotenoid concentrations were calculated using the extinction 

coefficients derived by (Wellbum, 1994). Pigment content measurements were made at 

the OFRI, under the direction of Dr. Thomas N. Noland. 

3.1.2.- Diurnal variation of fluorescence 

This study sampled 30 leaves which had similar chlorophyll content (49 to 53 units 

according to SPAD-502 (Minolta Camera Co., Ltd., Japan) chlorophyll meter readings, 

and fiom subsequent pigment analysis, F =58.08 pg/cm', ~ 5 . 2 6 ,  ~ 3 0 ) .  Leaf samples 

were selected with shilar chlorophyll content in order to study possible variations in the 



apparent leaf reflectance and transmittance due to normal diumal changes of chlorophyll 

fluorescence. The day before the expenment, leaves were selected and a circular area 

was marked on each leaf for subsequent sampling. On the moming of the study, trees 

were transferred from a shaded (50%) greenhouse environment to unshaded outdoor 

conditions at 0800 h, and retumed to the greenhouse at 1430 h. This was done to induce a 

strong diurnal chlorophyll fluorescence response. Plants were sampled for chlorophyll 

fluorescence and spectral analysis at 07.00 h, 10.00 h, 13.00 h, 17.00 h, and 20.00 h. 

At each sampling time, leaves (with petioles attached) were removed fiom the plants and 

immediately placed into plastic bags, sealed, and kept in a cooler on ice until one leaf had 

been sampled from each of 6 plants, typically < 5 min collection time. They were taken 

into the laboratory, warmed bt-iefly to room temperature, then sampled for effective 

quantum yield, then dark adapted for 30 min and re-sarnpled for Fv/Fm (as described 

below). 

Measurements of reflectance and transmittance were made using the Li-Cor 1800 

integrating sphere coupled to the 7.5 nm spectral resolution Ocean Optics STlOOO fibre 

spectrorneter, and applying the rnethodology explained below which uses a long-pass 

optical Blter to suppress excitation of Photosystem II (PSII) fluorescence signal from the 

apparent reflectance signal. These spectral readings were taken following the 

fluorescence measurement, allowing the calculation of the reflectance difference between 

the measurement with and without the long-pass filter (as described below). Immediately 



after optical measurements were completed on each leaf, it was placed in a plastic bag, 

sealed and stored in the freezer for subsequent analysis of pigments. 

3.1.3.- Time decay studies on same leaf 

This expenment was designed to study the effects of fluorescence time-decay on the 

measurements of apparent spectral reflectance. The leaf was inserted into the leaf holder 

in the Li-Cor apparatus and exposed to Iight for five minutes. Subsequently, leaf 

reflectance measurements were taken at 2 second intervals for five minutes, again with 

and then without the long-pass filter. 

3.2.- LABORATORY CANOPY-LEVEL EXPERIMENTAL METHODS AND 

LMATERIALS 

3.2.1.- Labotatory BRF facility 

CAS1 hyperspectral canopy reflectance measurements (Figure 3.5) in the laboratory were 

made using a Bi-Directional Reflectance Factor (BRF) facility (Soffer, 1996) which is 

comprised of 4 subsystems (Figure 3.6): the CAS1 sensor, the illumination system, the 

canopy created by maple seedlings, and the mechanical system. The CAS1 sensor head 

unit was iiistalled in the system sensor support arms at the altitude of 2.5 m from the 

canopy of plant material. The CASI was operated in a hypenpectral mode at maximum 

spectral resolution with 288 channels, spectral spacing of 1.8 nm and nominal bandwidth 

of 2.5 nrn, with W2.0 aperture. Collimated illumination at 45' inclination was provided 

by a regulated lOOOW halogen light source and a collirnating lem. The raw 12 bit CAS1 



data were calibrated to spectral radiance 

using radiance sensitivity factors (Gray et 

al., 1997) derived fiom the calibration 

methodology designed at York University 

and CRESTech (Miller et ai., 1995). A 

translation table under the plant canopy 

attached to an electric motor with user- 

controlled speed enabled the collection of 

above-canopy spatial irnagery with the 

CAS1 viewing a line oriented perpendicular 

to platfonn motion. A Spectralon 

reflectance panel placed on the rnoveable 

Figure 3.5.- Canopy reflectance irnagery 
collected in laboratory h m  Acer saccharum 
M. seedlings using the CAS1 hyperspecbal 
imager at 2.5 m above the canopy, at a 
nominal bandwidth of 2.5 nrn between 405 
and 940 nm. Collimated illumination by a 
stabilized lOOOW light source at 45" 
inclination and a Spectralon reflectance panel 
enabled notmalization to scene above-canopy 
apparent reflectance. 

platform with the plant material so as to be viewed at the end of each CAS1 scene 

permitted non-uniformities between across-track pixels to be normalized by scaling each 

canopy pixel by the relative response of the Spectralon panel in the sarne position. Thus 

pixel responses were scaled to reflectance values by applying the known reference panel 

bi-directional reflectance factor values. 





3.2.2.- Measurement Protocols 

A filter holder was custom-designed to permit a Schott RG695 high pass filter to be 

placed in front of the lOOOW halogen light source in order to restrict incident radiant 

energy on the scene to h > 705 nm. This facilitated the collection of canopy reflectance 

measurements with CAS1 in the absence of fluorescence generating radiation, similar to 

measurement protocols at the leaf level, as described in Section 3.1.1.3. Canopy scene 

refiectance measurements were collected using the CAS1 first with the blocking filter and 

then without the filter in order to study canopy apparent reflectance signatures as the 

plant matenal made a transition from dark-adapted to steady-state illumination 

conditions. 

3.2.3.- Plant Material 

Acer saccharum M. seed was collected fkom a single tree in Sault Ste. Marie, ON, in 

September, 1998. In November 1998, at the Ontario Forest Research Institute. the seed 

was soaked in aerated deionized water for 24 hours and placed in stratification (at 2°C) 

for 60 days. On lanuary 15, 1999 the seeds were sown in seven multipot 6-45 containers 

with 2:l (peat:vermiculite) soi1 mix and placed in +2OC cooler and kept moist. The 

containers were placed in an outdoor shade house (50% of full sun) on Apnl 6th and 

germination was complete in about 5 weeks. Seedlings were grown in the shade house at 

the Ontario Forest Research Institute until July 30'. The containerized seedlings formed a 

vegetation canopy of 100cmx50cm used for the CASI-laboratory hyperspectral data 

collection carried out in the BRF facility. 



3.2.4.- Experiment Description 

3.2.4.1.- Fluororneter Fluorescence measurements 

Chlorophyll fluorescence measurements were carried out with a Pulse Amplitude 

Modulation (PM-2000) Fluororneter as described before. 

3.2.4.2.- Canopy measurements of apparent refiectance 

Hyperspectral CAS1 data were collected from the plant material using the Schott RG695 

filter with dark-adapted plant material. The scene reflectance was re-acquired without the 

blocking filter, therefore allowing red light to reach the plant matenal, generating steady- 

state fluorescence. 

3.2.4.3.- Time-decay fluorescence in apparent canopy reflectance 

A time-decay fluorescence experiment was camed out in order to study the canopy 

re flectance change with time. Dark-adapted plant matenal was fixed motionless under the 

CASI sensor and consecutive hyperspectral data fkames were collected over the same 

image line cross-section plant canopy for a full 3 minutes. A study of the variation in 

apparent reflectance dunng the 3-minute expenment was designed to track changes in 

fluorescence from the sarne plant material during this time period. 

3.2.4.4.- Diurnal variation of apparent refiectance and fluorescence 

Fv/Fm measurements were collected with the PAM-2000 Fluororneter during a one-day 

period in order to study relationships between changes in FvEm and CAS1 optical 



indices. Maple seedlings were moved outside the laboratory to get direct solar 

illumination and then moved inside the laboratory to make measurements of FvIFm, 

execute a CAS1 scene data collection, and then moved back outside again. Eight CAS1 

hyperspectral measurements were camed out dunng the day, b e ~ e e n  8.30am and 

9.30pm. Plants were dark adapted for 15 minutes before each set of Fv/Fm readings. 

3.2.4.5.- ReHectance measurements of steady-state fluorescence in healthy and 

stressed plant material 

The last laboratory experiment was intended to study differences in steady-state 

fluorescence between two trays of maple seedlings, one healthy and the other one in 

severe drought stress. CAS1 images and steady-state readings were collected for 3 hours, 

and optical indices from CAS1 data were studied for consistency with PAM-2000 steady- 

state readings and with the FRT leaf simulation mode1 (Zarco-Tejada et al., 2000a). 

Canopy reflectance from the plant matenal was determined by selecting pixels with the 

30% highest values in the NIR (850 nm), therefore minimizing effects of shadows and 

canopy openings, as performed in field CAS1 canopy reflectance extraction from Acer 

saccharum M. study sites (Zarco-Tejada et al., 1999a; 1999b). 



3.3.- EXPERIMENTAL METHODS AND MATERIALS FOR DIURNAL 

CANOPY DATA COLLECTION UNDER NATURAL ILLUMINATION 

CONDITIONS 

Acer saccharum M. seed was collected frorn a single tree in Sault Ste. Marie, ON, in 

September, 1999, and a similar process was carried out as explained before in seedlings 

for canopy laboratory experiments. Seedlings were grown in the greenhouse at the 

Ontario Forest Research Institute until Apnl 27th, then transferred to York University 

before leaf-out. The containerized seedlings fonned a vegetation canopy of 70cmx50cm 

used for the data collection camed out under natural illumination conditions on May 27", 

2000. 

Chlorophyll fluorescence was analyzed with a PAM-2000 Fluororneter as explained 

before for rneasuring FdFm and Ft in dark-adapted material in a diurnal pattern at 9.09 h, 

1 1.22 h, and 13.23 h. Leaf samples needed 30 minutes for dark adaptation and 3 minutes 

run for CF rneasurements. 

A 4S0 full-angle FOV lens apparatus for upwelling radiance and downwelling irradiance 

measurements was coupled by two 200pm diameter fibre to the same Ocean Optics 

mode1 ST 1000 triple spectrometer described previously, with 0.5 nm sampling interval, 

7.3 MI spectral resolution, and 340-860 nm range. 



The spectrorneter is controlled and read out 

by a National Instruments multi-purpose 

Data Acquisition Card (DAC-750), and 

data collected at 48.75 rnsec integration 

time. Lens apparatus with fibre 

spectrometers were placed at nadir view 

over the seedling canopy using a 1.5m 

tripod (Figure 3.7), and measurernents 

were made at 8.20h, 8.42h, 9.02h, 10.47h, 

1 1.34h, l2.52h, and 13.37h to capture 

variations in apparent reflectance due to 

the effect of diurnal changes in CF. 

Collected spectra were smoothed using 

Up/down 
radiancelimadiance 

optical head coupled 
by nvo 200pm 
diameter fibre 

Figure 3.7. Schematic view of the radiometer 
optics with the fibre spectrometer detector 
directed at nadir view over the seedling canopy 
using a 1.5m tripod. UpwelIing radiance and 
downwelling imdiance measureinents were 
made during the day by coupling two 700p.m 
diameter fibres to the Ocean Optics mode1 ST 
1 O00 triple spectrometer. 

third order Savitzky-Golay method with 15 nm bandwidth. A Spectralon reflectance 

panel was used to calculate canopy refiectance values from the radian. 2 measurements of 

the canopy. 

3.4,- FIELD-CANOPY EXPERIMENTAL METHODS AND MATERIALS 

3.4.1.- Study sites description 

Twelve study sites of Acer saccharum M. were selected in 1997 fiom rxisting provincial 

plot networks in the Algoma Region, Ontario (Sault Ste. Marie and the surroundhg area). 

The sites were selected to represent a range of productivity and decline. In particular, six 



permanent sarnple plots from the provincial Growth & Yield Program (Anon, 1993; 

Hayden et al.. 1995) were chosen to investigate the effects of stand productivity in maple. 

Another six plots were selected fiorn the provincial Hardwood Forest Health network 

(McLaughlin ei al.. 1992; 1999) to represent a gradient in rnaple forest decline. Detailed 

stand records exist and these sites are considered representative of tolerant hardwood 

forests in the Algoma Region. 

3.4.2.- Leaf sampling scherne 

Two samplings were carried out in Iune and JuIy 1998 and 1999, collecting from the top 

of the crowns at each one of the twelve 3Ox30m Acer saccharum M study sites. Trees 

from each site were sampled collecting four leaves per tree with five trees per study site 

with a total of 440 leaf samples per year. Samples were used for biochemical analysis and 

measurement of leaf chlorophyll, carotenoid concentrations, ratio of variable to 

maximum chlorophyll fluorescence Fv/Fm, and spectral measurements of reflectance and 

transmittance. Single leaf reflectance and transmittance measurements were acquired on 

al1 leaf samples using a Li-Cor 1800-12 Sphere appantus with an Ocean Optics fibre 

spectroincter with 0.5 nrn spacing and 7.5 nm spectral resolution in the 340-860 nm 

range. Scaling-up from leaf level to canopy level requires leaf reflectance and 

transmittance data as input to canopy reflectance models. Reflectance and transmittance 

measurement techniques are also descnbed in a previous section. LAI measurements 

were acquired for al1 the plots using a PCA Li-Cor 2000 instrument by OFRI scientist 

Mr. Paul Sampson. 



3.4.3.- Hyperspectral Remote Seasing data acquisition 

CAS1 data were collected in deployments over the twelve sites seiected of Acer 

saccharum M .  in the Algoma Region. in 1997, 1998, 1999 and 2000. Mean reflectance 

values per plot were calculated from the irnagery in each Acer saccharum M .  study site of 

20 x 20 m (Figure 3.8). 
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Figure 3.8. CAS1 image collected over one of the -4cer succharum M. study sites ~ h e ~  gound tnith 
pigment and CF data were measured in leaf samples. Data were collected in the Rshannel mode of 
operation at 1x4 m spatial resolution resampled to 2 . ~ 2  m. Average reflwtance was calculated from the 
study site of 20 x 20 rn for caiculation of optical indices and denvative analysis. 



The mean reflectance per plot was calculated selecting the 25% of pixels with highest 

reflectances in the NIR, therefore targeting crowns while minimizing the influence of 

shadows, canopy openings and the direct understorey reflectance. The above-canopy data 

acquisition using the CAS1 sensor was divided into three missions each with a specific 

sensor mode of operation (see Appendix for CAS1 spectral modes of operation): the 

Mapping Mission, with 0.5 m spatial resolution and 7 spectral bands (Figures 3.9 and 

3.10); the Hyperspectral Mission, with 2 m spatial resolution, 72 channels and 7.5 nrn 

spectral resolution (Figures 3.1 1 and 3.12); and the FulI-spectral Hyperspectral Mission, 

with 288 charnels, 2.5 nm spectral resolution, and 7 m spatial resolution. In addition, a 

CAS1 diurnal mission with the 144-channel mode of operation and 5m spatial resolution 

was camed out in Iuly 1999 collecting data over two study sites at different times of the 

day, 8.00h, 9.30h, 12.20, and 16.12h along with ground tmth CF rneasurements with 

PAM-2000. A second diumal experiment over hvo sites was carried out in June 2000 

with a specific CAS1 mode of operation in order to allow for higher spatial resolution 

data with spectral bands centered at the PSI1 photosystem. CAS1 data were collected in 9 

spectral bands and 5nrn bandwidth at 680.47, 684.26, 688.06? 691.86, 695.66, 699.46, 

703.26, 707.06, and 7 10.87 m, and 0 . 5 6 ~  1 .08m spatial resolution re-sampled to 

0.5x0.5m. The 12-bit radiometric resolution data collected by CAS1 was processed to 

at-sensor radiance using calibration coefficients derived in the Iaboratory by CRESTech. 

Aerosol optical depth data at 340, 380, 440, 500, 670, 870, and 1020 nm were collected 

using a Micro-Tops III sunphotometer in the sîudy area at the time of data acquisition in 

order to derive aerosol optical depth at 550nm to be used to process image data to 



ground-reflectance using the CAMSS atmospheric correction mode1 (O'Neill et al., 

1997). Reflectance data were geo-referenced using GPS data collected onboard the 

aircrafi. Final registration of the hypenpectral mode imagery was achieved by 

registration to the CASI mapping-mission iinagery using visual identification of 

ground-referenced 1 m white targets (Figure 3.10), which served to accurately identify 

the location of the sites. 
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Figure 3.9. CAS1 image collected OY-r me of the Acer sacchurumM. study sites in the Mapping Mission 
mode of operation. with 7 channels and 0.8m spatiaI resolution. The hi& spatial resolution facilitated 
target location needed in the image registration process. therefore locating the study site of 20x20 m ( 1998 
and 1999) and 8Ox80m blocks (2000 validation campaign. white box in figure). Colour composite of 
images with 554.9nm (blue). 742.3nm (green). and 439.5nm (red). 
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F i g m  3.10.TGget location h m  a CASI image collected over one of the dcer socchmm M. midy 
the Mapping Mission mode of operation. with 7 channels and 0.8m spatial resolution. Three white 
of l X I  m were placed around the 8ûx80m study site (labelled as # 1 .  #2 and Y3 in image). Colour coi 
of images with 776.7nm (blue). 68 t . 4 m  (green). and 489.5nm (red). 
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Figure 3.12 Study areas of 500it500rn acquired over the .MapIe Decline pIots used for field 
measurements in 1997. 1998 and 1999. CAS1 data of 2x4 m (72chnls). Site codes (from upper lefi): 
MD32,MD33.MD35.MD37~38.~39.Composite:55.6(blue).706.8(en).8 1 nm (red). 



In this chapter the results obtained at the different levels of study are presented in which 

retrieval of leaf pigment content and CF have been investigated. The first section shows 

results obtained at a leaf level with optical indices calculated from leaf refiectance and 

transmittance data from samples collected in 1998 and 1999. The "good" relationships 

obtained at leaf level with CF lad us to investigate the effects of CF in apparent 

reflectance, at leaf, canopy-laboratory, and canopy-airborne levels; these results are 

presented in the second section. Finally, results obtained with the airborne CAS1 sensor 

over the study sites in 1998, 1999 and 2000 are presented, showing the effects of the 

di fferent methodologies for pigment estimation in c losed canopies. 

4.1.- LEAF-LEVEL RESULTS: OPTICAL INDICES AND BIOINDICATORS, 

CHLOROPHYLL PIGMENT CONTENT AND FLUORESCENCE MEASCIRES 

Results obtained at a leaf level h m  leaf samples collected in June and July 1998 and 

1999 campaigns demonstrated that a link exists between leaf pigments, chlorophyll-a&b, 

carotenoids, Ieaf fluorescence and certain optical indices derived from the reflectance 



spectra. The indices at the individual leaf level are listed in Table 4.1, along with their 

determination coefficients. As expected from other studies (Matson et ai., 1994), better 

relationships are found with chl,b per unit area (pg chl,dcm2) rather than per unit 

weight (pg ch1,dg) as can be seen with some of the most prominent optical indices: 

Vogl (R,HJR,~,,) (?=0.82 with chl,+~, per area; ?=0.28 with chla+ per weight); A, (1'=0.8 1 

with chlmb per area; r'=0.1 with chleb per weight). Al1 the relationships with chlrb and 

carotenoids are therefore developed with per area ground truth measurements. Results in 

Table 4.1, documenting the performance of optical indices surnmarized in Section 1.2, 

show improvement in relationships with chlaTb from 1998 to 1999 data collection. This 

improvement in relationships between optical indices and chla+ from 1998 to 1999 is 

considered due to the change in ground truth data collection scheme in 1999. In 1998, 

two sets of leaves were collected from the tree, one for spectral measurements, the other 

for biochemical study, whereas in 1999 the same leaf portion was used for both leaf 

spectral and pigment measurements. 



Table 4.1. Correlation coefficients r obtained from the statistical analysis between chlorophyll 
a b ,  carotenoids and Fv/Fm, and opticai indices obtained h m  Acer saccharum M .  leaf 
reflectance and transrnittance measurements for 1998 (F 1 13, June+Juiy) and 1999 (n= 17 1, 
JuneeJdy), organized by chimb in 1999. Colour codes: visibie ratios (green), VISNIR 
ratios (yellow), red-edge indices (red), and spectral and denvative indices (blue). Light 
blue shows relationships with ~ 0 . 6 .  



Red edge and spectral and derivative indices consistently show the best relationships in 

the two-year study, demonstrating that R750/R710, Vogl (R~Jo&o), Vog2 

(R73&747)/@7 1 5f Rm),  V0g3 (R73&747)/(R7 i &72o), V0g4 (D7 i dD705), GM 1 

(R75&sso), GM2 (R7&70) and Ctr2 h g 5 / k 6 ~  (red-edge indices) and hp, DP21 

(Di4D7a3), and DP22 (Dr,/D720) (spectral and denvative indices) achieve the best results 

in both seasons when used for chLb  estimation. Optical indices calculated from the red 

edge are consistently well correlated with chleb, since this is the spectral region were 

pigment absorption decreases, therefore exhibiting increasing effects of the medium 

structure in the measured reflectance, affecting the slope. Thus, results confirm previous 

work by Horler (1980, 1983), Miller et al. (1991), and othen that were mentioned 

previously. 

Generally good relationships are also found with carotenoids, primarily due to its 

correlation with ~ h l , ~  (Table 4.2). Measured carotenoids at 480 nm from the leaf samples 

after extraction into dimethyl foramide happens to be in a spectral region with absorption 

of both and carotenoids, as explained in Chapter 1, therefore with carotenoids 

being masked by chlorophyll a and b absorption. The correlation rnatrix (Table 4.2) 

shows that carotenoids correlated highly with in both 1998 (r=0.7) and 1999 

(r=0.82). No further investigation of carotenoid estimation was made due to the 

difficulties caused by atrnospheric effects and the low signal-to-noise ratio in the blue 

region that do not allow the differentiation of mal1 changes due to carotenoid absorption 

effects in the presence of dominant masking effects of chl,b. 



Red edge and spectral and denvative indices also show the best relationships with CF, 

but joined by other indices sucb as DP22 ( D A c 7 ? 0 ) ,  DPRl (DLfl++12) (derivative 

indices), curvature index ( % 7 5 * & 9 0 ) ~ 8 3 2 )  (red edge) as suggested in Zarco-Tejada et al. 

(2000a, 2000b), and PRi indices, which target changes in the 530-550 nm region 

responsive to photosynthetic radiation use efficiency changes as described by Gamon et 

al. (1997). 

Table 4.2. Comlation matrix calculated from pigment (in pg/cm2) and CF data in 1998 and 1999 leaf 
sampling collection after avetaging single leaf biochemical values per site, with n=12 in 1998 and 
n= 12 in 1999, in Acer saccharum M. study sites. Highlighted values are for ~0.4. 

Results indicate a decrease in the significance of the correlation of indices with CF in 

1999 compared to 1998 (Table 4 4 ,  where it can be seen that al1 indices show lower 

correlation coefficients in 1999 (right colurnn) than with 1998 data (left colurnn). This 

could be explained by the fact that a narrower range of CF values was measured in 1999 

(Fv/Fm E [0.77, 0.8 11) compared to 1998 (Fv/Fm E [0.74,0.8 11) (Table 4.3), with a range 

variation=44.15%, therefore showing Frorn ground measurements that the sites were more 
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1998 
clileh caror Fo Fm Fv/Fm 

1 
0.706 1 
-0.289 -0.072 1 
0.222 0.125 0.529 1 
0.463 0.173 -0.764 0.138 1 
0.753 0.69 1 -0.534 -0.13 1 0.502 
0.398 0.650 -0.272 -0.139 0.212 
0.501 0.496 -0.069 -0.101 0.003 
0.500 0.362 -0.143 -0.134 0.058 
0.008 -0.127 -0.340 -0.237 0.236 

c h L b  
carot 
FO 
Fm 

Fv/Fm 
chleb 
carot 
FO 
Fm 

Fv/Frn 

1999 
ch/& caror Fo Fm Fv/Fm 

1 
0.827 1 
0.448 0.391 1 
0.393 0.299 0.936 I 
0.173 0.016 0.430 0.510 1 



stressed in 1998 than in 1999. This is also confirmed by pigment data, which decreased 

its range by 12.7% from 1998 to 1999, showing a minimum value of 

chlWb=19.08 Cig/cm2 in 1998, with a minimum chlMb=26.5 jqg/crn2 in 1999. Therefore 

both and CF showed a consistent range variation indicative of a lower stress 

condition in 1999, although CF vaned more than chimb. Carotenoid range increased from 

1998 to 1999, showing lower content in 1999 compared to 1998. A more detailed look at 

the relationship between pigment and CF shows that, although both and FvIFm 

ranges decreased from 1998 to 1999, therefore implying less stress range in 1999, the 

cross-year variation for al1 the sites with respect to chlPb (chl,+b 1998 vs chiwb 1999) 

~ 0 . 7 5  vaned more homogeneously than with respect to FvEm (Fv/Fm 1998 vs FvEm 

1999) r=0.23. This implies that study sites behaved more similarly from one year to 

another in their ~ h l , , ~  content than in their Fv/Fm chlorophyll fluorescence. Moreover, 

the relationship between and Fv/Fm in 1998 was higher (r=0.46) than in 1999 

(r=0.17). Therefore a reason why the relationships with optical indices in 1998 were 

stronger than in 1999, could be due to the fact that red edge spectral indices are affected 

by both pigment content and CF. 

Table 4.3. Percentage variation and ranges obtained in 1998 and 1999 data collection for pigment (in 

Range ( 22.02 19.71 ( 2.14 3.18 ( 0.09 0.08 ( 0.33 0.39 1 0.07 0.04 
O h  i 

variation: -12.704 i 483903 i -16.055 17.807 -41.159 i 

pg/cm2) and CF meaniremenu from Acer succhomm M. leaf samples. 

Min 
Max 

~ h l ~  1 I carot , Fo , Fm ; FvIFm 
98 99 

0.24 0.08 
0.33 0.16 

98 99 
1.15 0.37 
1.48 0.76 

98 99 
19.08 26.58 
41.09 45.79 

98 99 
0.75 0.77 
0.81 0.81 

98 99 
7.53 5.58 
9.67 8.75 



Figure 4.1 shows leaf level relationships obtained in 1999 for chleb with Ip and R750/R710 

optical indices, and between FvEm and curvature index (&75*&90)&1* and derivative 

index DP22 for 1998. 

Figure 4.1. Relationships found between chlmb and 2.p (upper left) and R75&7i0 (upper right) for 
1999 (n=17 1. Jun~Ju ly ) ,  and between CF Fv/Fm and c w a m  index &75-&w/%a3' (lower leb) 
and derivative index DP22 (DAplD720) (lower right) for 1998 (r-434, JuneJuly), obmined fmm 
Acer saccharum M. leaf reflectance measurements. 



4.2.- EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR CF INVESTIGATION 

The statistical study reported in Section 4.1 clearly demonstrates that both pigment 

content and CF correlate significantly with specific optical indices in leaf spectra. In this 

section results for CF investigations will be reported, at al1 the levels of study: leaf level, 

laboratory simulation with canopy seedlings, and in the field under natural illumination 

conditions in order to increase Our understanding of the nature of the observed 

correlations. Simulation results using the FRT mode1 and coupling FRT and PROSPECT 

for CF and ~ h l , , ~  estimation at leaf level are also included here. 

4.2.1.- Experimental Results from CF studies at leaf level 

4.2.1.1.- Time decay studies on same leaf 

For this study the experimental protocol descnbed in Section 3.1.3 was followed. 

Changes in CF amplitude subsequent to exposure were also tracked in apparent 

reflectance spectra. By exposing a dark-adapted leaf to sudden prolonged illumination, 

one can expect a classical Kautsky response pattern by which CF initially peaks then 

gradually decays in the ensuing minutes as a result of photochemical and non- 

photochemical quenching of CF. This pattern, clearly evident in the CF measurements 

done with the Fluororneter, should also be discemed in reflectance difference patterns if 

fluorescence is affecting the apparent reflectance spectra. Measurernents were taken 

every 2 seconds during five minutes of illumination, alternating between "with " and then 

"without" the blocking filter. The cornparison between the fint and last spectral 



reflectance measurement made without the filter can be seen in Figure 4.2. The 

differences in apparent refiectance are easily seen in three spectral regions, with maximal 

difierences at approximately 690 nm and 750 nrn corresponding to the two chlorophyll 

fluorescence emission peaks. The other region, located near 370 nm in the blue is not 

expected from chlorophyll and needs further study. Figure 4.3 shows the change of the 

reflectance peak at 755 nm with time when the reflectance measurementç made with and 

without filter are subtracted. The plot shows that the time variation pattern is consistent 

with the Kautsky curve measured with the fluororneter. 

W ave length  ( n m )  r l  r2- Difference 

Figure 4.2. Reflectance measurements taken at b (r,) and t1(5 min) (rt) which 
dernonstrates that fluorescence emission bands affect the reflectance 
measurements. 



4.2.1.2.- Diurnal variation in fluorescence 

In this experiment the methodology described in Section 3.1.2 was used. Figures 4.4 and 

4.5 show the diumal variation of Fv/Fm and Ft 1 10, respectively, observed during the day 

compared to the variation of the reflectance difference at 740 nm with and v~ithout the 

filter, therefore tracking the PSI1 excitation to visible light superimposed on the 

reflectance when there is no excitation. The changes in the reflectance when there iç 

visible excitation light are consistent and proportional to measurernents of fluorescence in 

the leaf material. Results showed that variations in FvEm during the day are captured in 

the leaf reflectance measurements even when the pigment concentration is constant. 
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Figure 4.3. Variation of the reflectance difference at 755 
nm with (RA-wf) and without filter (Rtl-nf) with time. It 
demonstrates the fluorescence decay at 755 nrn with time 
afler the ilIrnination of a dark-adapted leaf. 
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Figure 4.4. Variation of FvFm during the day of 
the experiment measured in leaf samples, 
compared to the variation of the reflectance 
difference at 740 nm (Rdiffa740) with and 
without the filter. The similar tendencies in solid 
curves, which are the least-squares best fit 
through the two sets of data, show that the dark- 
adapted fluorescence is tracked by re flectance 
measurements. 
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Figure 4.5. Variation of Ftl10 during the day of the 
experiment measured in leaf samples, compared to 
the variation of the reflectance difference at 740 
nm (Rdiffa740) with and without the filter. The 
similar tendencies in the solid curves, which are 
the least-squares best fit through the two sets of 
data, show that the steady-state fluorescence is 
tracked by reflectance measurements. 

Relationships found between the observed reflectance difference at 740 nrn 

(Rdiff@74Onm) and FvRm (?=0.66, Figure 4.6), FMAX (2=0.62), Ft 1 10 (3=0.54, Figure 

4.7), Ft2820 (r2=0.51), Fm92820 (?=0.52) demonstrate the consistent relationships 

between spectral reflectance and CF features. The experiment shows that reflectance 

difference Rdiff@740nm tracks not only dark-adapted fluorescence (FvfFm) but also 

steady-state fluorescence (Ft and Fm'), and to lesser degree AF/FmY (+=0.37). In al1 

cases, changes in CF in this experiment are due to fluorescence mechanisms aione since 

leaf chlorophyll content was selected to be effectively constant (+ =%.O8 pg/crn2, 

s=5.26, n=30). Changes in &go were not tested with 

of the filter cutsff at 695 nrn. Nevertheless, changes 

this measurement protocol because 

in that region are observed and are 



reported later using optical indices related to changes in the reflectance curvature in the 

680-690 nm region. 

Figure 4.6. Relationship between Fv/Fm and 
reflectance difference at 740 nm with and 
without the filter. Refiectance peak at 700- 
750 nm region is able to track changes in 
dark-adapted fluorescence FvfFm. 

Figure 4.7. Relationship benveen steady- 
state fluorescence Ft 1 1 O and reflectance 
difference at 740 nm with and without the 
filter. Reflectance peak at 700-750 nm 
region is able to tnck changes in steady 
state fluorescence features. 

4.2.2.- Leaf Reflectance and CF Simulation Results with the FRT Mode1 

With the Fluorescence, Reflectance and Transrnittance simulation model (FRT model) 

developed as part of this research (as described in Section 2.2), a wide range of 

experimental results c m  be simulated. First, with nominal leaf parameten the apparent 

reflectance with and without fluorescence can be simulated for qualitative cornparison 

with the rneasurements reported earlier. Here we have used the following leaf parameters: 

leaf thickness D= 0.075 mm, chlWb content C=50 pg/cm2, protein content (0.0012 

pg/crn') and cellulose plus lignin content (0.002 &m2), and PROSPECT structural 



parameter W1.4.  For the fluorescence signal we use Equation [2.17] with Ar = 690 nrn, 

)ce735 nrn, fR=l, AL=25nm, Ap60 nm, and a fluorescence yield of 10% or 0% 

depending on whether the simulation is with, or without, fluorescence stimulation. The 

FRT model simulation results are s h o w  in the Figure 4.8. It is clear from a cornparison 

with the measurement results reported in Figure 4.8 that the relative magnitudes of the 

fluorescence signature at 690 and 740 and the deviations from the inherent reflectance 

signature that the observations at the leaf level are consistent with theory. 

Wavelength (nm) 

Figure 4.8. FRT Model simulating leaf reflectance with fluorescence 
(fluorescence efficiency=0.085. chia+b content = 50 pg.cm". leaf 
thickness = 0.075 mm, labeted as r*). and without fluorescence 
(labeled as r). 

4.2.2.1.- Model assessrnent using experimental data 

The FRT model simulation was compared to experimental leaf sample data described 

before. Chlorophyll fluorescence rneasurements for a constant pigment concentration data 



allowed the simulation of 

re flec tance spectra. 

Cornparison with leaf 

spectral re flectance 

measurements collected with 

and without the filter for 

non- fluorescence disturbance 

was performed. The test was 

camed out using the data 

coilected in the experiment 

where ~ h l , ~  contents were 

constant ( 1 =58.08 Cig/cm2, 

s=5.26, ~30). input parameters 

0.01 0.01 5 0.02 0.025 0.03 
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Figure 4.9. Peak at 750 nm due to fluorescence was 
consistent with the model. Relationship shows that 
?=0.58 was obtained in the cornparison b e ~ e e n  the 
Rdiff@750 predicted by the mode1 and the real 
Rdiffa750 calculated from reflectance spectral 
measurements with the Li-Cor sphere with and without 
the filter. 

in the model were chla+, FvEm as fluorescence 

efficiency factor (measured with the PAM-2000), and leaf thickness. Resuits showed that 

peak at 700-750 nm region due to fluorescence are generally consistent with the model. 

Figure 4.9 shows that r'=0.58 was obtained in the cornpanson between the modeled 

RdiffB750 and the real Rdiffi750 calculated from reflectance spectral rneasurements 

with the Li-Cor sphere with and without the filter. 

The FRT model and the expenment with leaf samples with constant chlorophyll content 

ailow us to investigate optical indices that are able to track changes in refiectance due to 

chlorophyll fluorescence only, without the influence of chlorophyll content. 



R7S&M) was calculated fiom leaf refiectance spectra with and without filter and studied 

for its relationship with fluorescence measurements: we see that the index tracks changes 

in CF, producing higher correlations when we use the dataset with a fluorescence signal 

(r?=0.62, MIFrn'llO; ?=0.51, FtllO; r'=0.75, FvRm). When we use the data without 

fluorescence the reflectance peak at 700-750 region disappears and the relationship with 

CF is removed (2=0.22, AF/Fm7 1 10; ?=O. 18, Ft 1 10; h.23, FvfFm). niese results are 

consistent with the expected relationship between the reflectance peak in the region 700- 

750 nm and fluorescence measurements. For constant chlorophyll content, the index is 

therefore directly related to chlorophyll fluorescence. 

Reflectance changes in the 680-690 nm region can be studied with indices that are able to 

track the curvature of the reflectance spectrurn, such as the curvature index 

%sa2/%754Q9i that tracks changes centered at ha, therefore being affected by variations 

in reflectance due to CF. 

Results show that good relationships are found between the curvature index and CF 

measurements using data from the same experiment, where chlorophyll content was 

fixed: i=0.53, M/Fm' 1 1 O; +=0.65, Ft 1 1 O; ?=0.77, Fv/Fm (Figure 4.10). Other indices 

also result in high correlation with chlorophyll fluorescence, such as kss/Rsss (*=0.56, 

AF/FmY1 10; ?=0.75, FtllO; 8=0.85, Fv/Fm), (?=0.58, AF/Fm'llO; 1!=0.76, 

Ftl10; ?=0.86, Fv/Fm). 



A cornparison between 1 .08 
a l 

R75dRs00 and %832/%75.%9 i g 1.04 
Q, 
(O 

calculated from leaf 

reflectance spectra and N- 
(3 
oD 

sirnulated by the FRT 2 0.96 

model was made (Figures 
0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9 

4.1 1 and 4.12, respectively), F V I F ~  

with agreement between the Figure 4.10. Relationship between the optical curvature 
index R ~ ~ J ~ / % , & , ~  and Fv/Fm. from the experiment 
with rnaple leaves with constant chlorophyll content and 

predicted and measured diurnal variation of chlorophyll fluorescence. 

optical index. Prediction 

erron are likely due both to the model itself, which needs calibration of input parameters, 

as well as to experimental errors in the process of leaf reflectance measurements. 

Reflectance measurement duration time is also a cntical factor that affects the reflectance 

peak at 700-750 nm region, due to rapid temporal changes in chlorophyll fluorescence in 

dark-adapted leaf samples. Therefore small differences in the time needed for single leaf 

measurement affects the amplitude of the re flectance peak and the optical index. 



Figure 4.1 1 .  Relationship between the optical 
index R75&00 predicted by the FRT mode\ 
and calculated from single Ieaf reflectance 
speccra. 

r= = 0.66 
0.92 

1.06 1.07 1.08 1.09 1.1 1.11 1-12 

~ 6 8 3 ~ / ( ~ 6 7 5 * ~ 6 9 0 )  (model) 

Figure 4.12. Relationship between the curvature 
optical index R ~ ~ ~ & ~ ~ ~ & ~  predicted by the FRT 
mode1 and calculated from single leaf reflectance 
spectra. 

4.2.2.2.- Coupling FRT and PROSPECT models for ~ h l . + ~  and CF estimations 

PROSPECT mode1 has been extensively tested and its use for chlPb estimation at the leaf 

level is generally accepted. The results presented previously with the FRT model led us 

to couple PROSPECT and FRT, so that the combination of the two models would allow 

leaf reflectance and transmittance to be rnodelled from through PROSPECT and 

the effect of CF added through FRT. The coupled model allows the estimation of ch&+ 

and fluorescence efficiency by inversion. 

The input parameten for PROSPECT for the VIS-NIR region are the structural parameter 

N, and for FRT, chleb, scattering parameter n, DL (thickness), AL and AL (for PS-II 

peak), hH and AH (for PS-I peak), f (ratio PS-IWS-I peaks), and fluorescence efficiency, 

4. Input parameters N and chleb in PROSPECT generate leaf reflectance and 



transmittance r p ~ o s p ~ m  and IPROSPECT, respectively. Accordingly, the input parameter 

used in PROSPECT (chla+,), DL calculated from an empirical relationship with N using 

greenhouse sample leaves with variable ~hl , ,~ ,  and the rest of input parameters needed in 

FRT for fluorescence rnodelling (hL, AL, XH, AH , f, and 4)  allowed the calculation of the 

fluorescence spectra in the 400-800 nm range: h r ~ ~ ~  and AtFRT. The final apparent r and t 

is calculated as r*= rp~0spE-J + h r ~ ~ ~  ; t* = IPROSPECT - AzFR~.  

An assessrnent of PROSPECT for estimation of leaf chlaLb was perfomed using the 

greenhouse experiment that sampled 60 leaves which had variable chlorophyll content 

( Y =35.66 j.iglcrn2, s= 15.87, n=60). Leaf samples were selected with variable chlorophyll 

content in order to study variations in the apparent leaf reflectance and transmittance due 

to changes of both pigment content and chlorophyll fluorescence. 

The inversion was perfomed by 

iteration, varying the structural 

parameter N From 0.9 to 1.6 as the 

first step, and the root mean square 

error (RMSE) function c(N) is then 

minimized iooking at both r and t in 

the NIR (780-800 nm), where 

structural effects are dominant in 

reflectance and transrnittance 

[Equation 4.11. 

Figure 4.13. Estimation of chla,,, by inversion of the 
PROSPECT leaf radiative trader mode]. 



where r, and t ,  are r and t measured from the leaf samples with the Li-Cor and 

fibre spectrometer. In the second step, with N estimated, chlPb was vaned from 10 to 

70 pgicm2 and the hnction ç(N. ch&,) minimized by calculating the RMSE for the 

450-700 nm range, obtaining ?=0.96 and RMSE=0.02 (Figure 4.13). 

An assessment of the coupled 

PROSPECT and FRT model was 

performed by looking at the spectnl 

region where CF affects apparent 

reflectance. Other published work 

(Jacquemoud et ai.. 1995; 1996) 

extensively assessed PROSPECT 

for the entire VIS and NIR spectral 

regions. 

Figure 1.14. Relationship between the curvature 
index (&j75*&jW)/%83- (CUR) measured lrom 
lea f samples (greenhouse experiment with chla,,, 
constant) and modelled by PROSPECT-FRT. 
Fm'110 was used as input for # in 
PROSPECT+FRT model. 

The curvature index (%75*%w)/E&jn' found to correlate strongly with fluorescence was 

used for assessrnent, comparing the curvature index calculated by the coupled 

PROSPECT+FRT (Figure 4.14) in the forward direction and the curvature index 

measured fiom leaf reflectance samples fiom greenhouse experiments with constant and 



variable ~ h l , , ~  contents, and variable CF. Input parameters used were chladb measured 

fi-om the single leaves; N estimated by inversion of the PROSPECT model; AL, AL, AH, AH 

for FRT, in which tests were performed, obtaining best fit for A~=685; AL=20 and 

hH=740; AH=50; 4 (fluorescence efficiency) in which different input values were selected, 

4 = O, to calculate the curvature index without fluorescence; ( = Fv/Frn measured; # = 

Fm'l 10 measured; and 8 = AFîFm' 1 10 and AFRm'2820. 

Results show that when chlorophyll content is fixed, the curvature index tracks changes 

in chlorophyll fluorescence, and the relationships found between measured and modelled 

curvature index are: *=0.72 ($ = FdFrn), r?=0.78 (( = Fm'l IO), ?=OS (( = 

AF/Fm9@ 1 10)' *=0.34 (1 = AFIFm7@2820). No relationship is found between measured 

and estimated curvature index (+=O) when curvature index is modelled using # = 0; the 

peak centre affects the reiationship found between measured and modelled curvature 

index and demonstrates that hL=685 achieves better results than hL=690 (in both cases 

AL=20) obtaining 2=0.78 (+ = Fm'llO; 7cL=685) and r2=0.68 (4 = Fm'l IO; hL=690). 

These results demonstrate that modelled curvature index performs well, and simulation of 

fluorescence effect in apparent reflectance is well modelled by coupling PROSPECT and 

FRT. Best results are obtained by Fm'l10 and Fv/Fm, and the Iack of correlation when 

@= O demonstrates that the curvature index is affected by fluorescence when chlPb are 

constant. W i n  both chlWb and CF are variable, results indicate that the curvature index is 

also affected by changes in chlWb: ?=0.73 is found fiom the modelled curvanire index 



with ( = 0; +=0.85 (# = Fv/Fm) and 

?=0.87 ((= Fm' 1 1 O). These results 

indicate that a better fit is found 

between measured and modelled 

curvature index when / is considered. 

But it also indicates that the curvature 

index is affected by changes in both 

chipb and CF. 

Figure 4.15. Relationship between Fm' 1 1 O measured 
from teaf samples (greenhouse experiment with 
chla+ constant) and 4 estimated by inversion of 
PROSPECT+FRT. 

Inversion of coupled PROSPECT and FRT mode1 was performed using the r and i 

spectra frorn the greenhouse experiments. The hnction minimized was the RMSE 

between the measured and modelled curvature index. Results obtained in the experiment 

with constant allowed the cornpanson between fluorescence efficiency / estimated 

by inversion with PAM-2000 measured fluorescence features: *=0.75 (FvNm); ?=0.75 

(Fm'l IO, Figure 4.15); ?=0.79 (Fm12820); +=0.62 (Ft 1 10); +=0.77 (Ft2820); ?=0.55 

(AF/Fm'@l 10); i=0.39 (hF/Fm'@2820). These results, with chl,b constant, show that 

inversion of the coupled PROSPECT and FRT models yields good results in the 

estimation of @. Results obtained in the expenment with variable chl,~, were +=OS 

(Fv/Fm); 1=0.74 (Fm'llO); ?=0.66 (Fm12820); 2=0.64 (Ftl 10); 2=0.62 (Ft2820); 

*=0.62 (AF/Fm'@llO); r2=0.33 (AF/Frn'@2820). Figure 4.16 shows PROSPECT and 

FRT mode1 coupling method. 



Figure 4.16. Schematic view of FRT and PROSPECT coupling methodology. 



4.2.3.- Experimental Results for CF with a Simulated Canopy in Laboratory 

Effects of CF on apparent spectral reflectance are quantified at the leaf level in the 

previous section. Next, the question of the degree to which these results are expressed at 

the next level (canopy) is examined. 

4.2.3.1.- Canopy measurements of apparent reflectance and fluorescence 

The expenment descnbed in Section 3.2.4.2 was followed. The results in Figure 4.17 

show that changes in canopy apparent reflectance fiom targeted plant material are 

observed when Schott 695nm 

blocking filter is used. This effect 

is evident at 730-750 m, and is 

most pronounced at 742 m. 

These findings are generally 

consistent with results at leaf 

level, indicating that canopy 

apparent reflectance is affected by 

chlorophyll fluorescence. The 

apparent lack of effect at 690 nm 

is due to the Schott RG695 cut-off 

filter, which does not allow a 

comparison of reflectance at 

wavelengths less than 695 nm. 

600 650 700 750 800 

Wavelength (nm) 

- No filter - Filter - Rfi Difference 

Figure 4.1 7. CAS1 canopy-re flectance measurements 
of Acer sacchanun M. seedlings in laboratory. Data 
were collected h m  the plant material using the 
Schott RG695 filtet with dark-adapted plant matenal 
and then without the filter, therefore allowing red 
light to reach the plant material. A reflectance 
change in the 730-750 nm can be detected due to the 
photosystem excitation by red Iight. The maximum 
reflectance difference of 3% is observed at 742 m. 



4-2.3.2.- Time-decay fluorescence in apparent canopy reflectance 

The maple-seedling canopy was kept in a fured position during 3 minutes of CASI data 

acquisition in the 72-channel (7.5 nm bandwidth) mode of operation. Changes in the 

CASI reflectance bands affected by chlorophyll fluorescence in this time-decay 

expenment cm be seen in Figure 4.18. Changes at 680-690 nm and 730-750 rn spectral 

regions can be seen clearly (lefi plot) if we compare the reflectance measurement at the 

start and at the end of 3 minutes of illumination. Changes of reflectance bands affected by 

chlorophyll fluorescence cm be seen in the right plot (R751.8 and &89 nm). 

The fust 30 seconds of reflectance variation show a temporal decay of CASI reflectance 

at 75 1.8 nm and 689 nm (left) similar to the behaviour of the Kautsky curve measured 

O 30 60 90 120 150 180 
Tirrie (s) 

Figure 4.18. Time-decay fluorescence in apparent canopy reflectance. Lefi plot shows the CAS1 
reflectance measurements h m  Acer saccharum M. seedlings in the laboratory taken after dark 
adaptation and d e r  3 minutes of illumination. Differences in reflectances at 680-690 nm and 730- 
750 nm are observed due to changes in chforophyll fluorescence. Changes at 530-550 nrn region can 
a h  be detected. consistent with photosynthetic radiation use efficiency changes as describeci by 
Garnon et al. (1997). Right plot shows the variation of CAS1 bands 751.8 nrn and 689 nm over the 
same target during the 3-minute period. 



(using the PAM-2000 Fluorometer) fiom the same leaf (Figure 4.19). No changes in 

reflectance were found dunng the 3-minute expenment in bands that are not associated 

with fluorescence emissions, such as at RSs3 nrn. 

Figure 4.19. Time-decay fluorescence in apparent canopy reflectance during the first 30 seconds of 
the smdy. Lefl plot shows the CAS1 reflectance bands 751.8 nm and 689 nrn frorn the canopy of 
Acer saccharum M. seedlings in laboratory taken after dark adaptation. Differences in the 
reflectance bands are associated to changes in chiorophyll fluorescence. Right plot shows the 
Kautsky curve from one leaf of the canopy measured with PAM-200 Fluorometer. Both CAS1 
apparent reflectance and Kautsky curve show similar behaviour. 

The different spectra obtained at leaf (Figure 4.2) and canopy levels (Figure 4.18) with 

the fibre spectrometer and with the CASI sensor, respectively, allowed for reflectance 

differences in the red edge to be fitted. A double gaussian function was used, as 

suggested in Subhash and Mohanan (1997) and as used in the FRT radiative transfer 

mode1 for CF simulation on apparent reflectance. Parameten showing the centre mêuirna 

and bandwidth for both fluorescence emissions from Acer succhancm M. leaf samples are 

shown in Table 4.4 and Figure 4.20. These fits produce high correlation coefficients 

(R>0.9), generate parameters similar to those of Subhash and Mohanan (1997) and also 



show bandwidths at 750 nrn that are approxirnately 2 to 3 times larger than near 690 nm. 

The centre peaks show shifts fiom those reported earlier, but these results correspond to 

natural fluorescence from broadband illumination rather than fiom laser excitation energy 

in the earlier results. 

Table 4.4. The reflectance difference 
spectra have been fit with a double 
gaussian curve de fined above. The best fit 
parameters show spectral peaks and half- 
widths consistent with fluorescence 
ernissions. 

Double Gaussian Fit: 

-0.5 - - . . . a  A . -  

650 700 750 800 
Wavelength (nm) 

Figure 4.20, The measured difference reflectance 
spectra corresponding to Figures 4.2 and 4.18 have 
k e n  fitted with a double-gaussian function. The fit 
parameters are presented in Table 4.4. 

4.2.33.- Diurnal variation of apparent reflectance and fluorescence 

Results in this diumal study show that optical indices in the 680-690 nm region track 

changes in FvFm; R,58&30, &8s/%30, &s7/%30 and &&30, tu achieve correlation 

coefficients ?=0.93, 1=0.94, ?=0.92, and &.9 1, respectively . Indices sensitive to 

changes in the reflectance curvature in the 675-690 nm region, that were observed 



previously (Zarco-Tejada et aL. 2000a), also show correlation with diurnal changes in 

FvRrn, Le. ~ 8 5 ' / ( ~ 7 5 . & 9 0 )  (Figure 4.2 1) yields $=0.95. 

The diumal variation range of each one of the indices was also studicd. Figure 4.22 

shows the four indices normalized to the first image so that their ranges of variation can 

be compared. The plot shows that R&&30 varies up to 17% during the day, while the 

percentage variation of (&ss')/(&7s*%eo) is 10%. Al1 the indices tested in the 680-690 

nm region Vary similarly, with comparable behaviour. The behaviour of the indices is 

consistent with the theoretically expected variation: in the moming we get high values of 

Fv/Fm, therefore high values of F685-F690. &9&30 should therefore decrease durhg 

the day and then recover at night. A direct relationship is found between these indices and 

FvEm, as expected. 

Figure 4.21. Diurnal variations of FvlFm and the optical index &5'l(&75-&so) calculated From 
CAS1 canopy reflectance in labomtory using Acer sachnnim M. seedIings. The behaviour of CF 
during the day is tracked by the optical index derived h m  CAS1 reflectance achieving h . 9 5 .  
Maple seedlings were moved inside the laboratory to make rneasurements of Fv/Fm and CASI 
reflectance, keeping the seedlings outside between rneasurements. Eight measurernents were carried 
out frorn 8.30a.m to 9.30pm with plants dark-adapted for 15 minutes prior to readings of Fv/Frn. 



Potential variations in these optical indices due to changes in the NIR or inconsistencies 

between the collected CAS1 images were examined relative to tbe behaviour of 

normalized FvRm (Figure 4.23). It is shown that variations in the R680-R690 nrn region 

(%&30) are independent of changes in the MR (%50) and %~,J IR~~,  where no response 

to chlorophy Il fluorescence is expected. 

A study of the optical index &fi3o using the FRT model shows that behaves 

as expected by theory. Figure 4.24 shows the predicted R49dR630 by the FRT model and 

the index calculated fiom CAS1 data, yielding high correlation (8-0.93) in the 

relationship between the predicted and calculated index. No relationship was found 

between fluorescence and the CAS1 opticai index R 7 s ~ 7 i o ,  also in agreement with 

simulation based on the leaf FRT mode1 that will be discussed in next section. 

Figure 4.22 Cornparison of b5/R630r 
%ed%30, & k m  a d  %a5=1(%75.%90) INxmahd 
to the first measurement for cornparison purposes. 
&dM varies up to 17% during the &y, while the 
pemntage variaiion of %81/(%15-~) is 10%. AU 
indices show similar behaviour as expecteà, for 
changes in the 680-690 nm region due to 
fluorescence. 

Figure 4.23. Variations in R68GR690 nm region 
(MM) are independent of changes in the NIR 
(Raso) and mm where no responst to 
chiorophyii fluorescence is expected. Variations 
in these optical indices are not due to changes in 
the NIR or inconsistencies benireen the collected 
CAS1 Mages. The diurnal behaviour of 
is similar to FvEm. 



4.2.3.4.- Reflectance measurements of steady-state fluorescence in healthy and 

stressed plant material 

CAS1 reflectance measurements over healthy and stressed plant material were collected 

in laboratory (Figure 4.25), where PAM-2000 measurements derived AFIFm', Ft and Fm' 

to which optical indices can be compared. Direct relationship between steady-state 

fluorescence and dark-adapted FvlFm should be found, as reported previously, where 

diumal variations of FvFm were directly related to AFIFm', Ft and Fm'. Optical indices 

F&&/(%75*&9i) and %ss/%5s, sensitive to changes in chlorophyll fluorescence, were 

studied at this intermediate level at the laboratory between leaf and field canopy. 

Results show that the two trays with mapie seedlings with different stress status show 

differences in L IF IF~ ' ,  Fm' and Ft steady-state features. The indices behave consistently 

with the model and with previous experiments: indices calculated from the 680-690 nm 

region, such as kssks5 and &832/%75*&91 show consistent behaviour with the other 

two experiments canied out. Indices show lower values in the stressed than in the healthy 

plant material. This is also consistent with results predicted by the FRT model (Table 

4.5). 
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Figure 4.24. Study of the optical index &Alo modelled by the FRT model (companion 
paper) and calculated frorn CAS1 canopy reflectance. Plot shows that predicted %A0 by 
the FRT model and the index calculated from CAS1 data behave consistently. The linear 
relationship behveen the predicted and calculated index is shown. achieving ?=0.93. 

Table 4.5 shows four different stress situations, two of them at the extrernes: stressed 

(low photochernical efficiency Fv/Fm, low chlWb), healthy (high photosynthetic 

efficiency Fv/Fm, high ~hl ,~) .  The other two are intermediate stress. This simulation 

helps us to understand the expenmental results obtained and demonstrate that they are 

consistent with theory. When the plant is stressed (photochemical efficiency, Fv/Frn=0.5, 

chl,b=15) we expect lower &ss/&ss values than when the plant is healthy (Fv/Fm=O.8, 

~hI,~=50). This is confirmed in the expenmental results. R75&710 is shown in the FRT 

simulation as insensitive to changes in photochemical efficiency. Mode1 simulation of 

R710/R710 predicts a change from 1.6 (~hl,+~=15, Fv/Fm=0.5, Fv/Fm=O.8) to 1.9 

(chlPb=50, Fv/Fm=0.5, Fv/Fm=O.%). That is, R7S&710 is affected by changes in chlWb, 

not by changes in CF. This is also consistent with previous expenments which show that 

R75&710 is not tracking changes in fluorescence. Results in this experiment show that 



R7s0/R710 is able to differentiate between the two stress conditions, due to their different 

values of chla+ (SPAD=20 + -15 ~ h l , ~  j.@crn2; SPAD=35 3 -35 pg/cm2). 

Accordingly to the FRT model simulation, the CASI R7s&10 from the stressed plants 

shows lower values than the healthy plants, with the effect due to changes in chlVb, not to 

changes in CF. 

Figure 4.25. CAS1 canopy reflectance measurement over healthy and stressed seedlings of Acer 
saccharum M. in laboratory, where PAM-2000 fluorescence rneasures m m ' ,  Ft and Fm' (top) and 
reflectance optical indices (below) are compared. The two trays with maple seedlings with different 
stress status show differences in MIFrn'. Fm' and Ft steady-state features. The indices behave 
consistently with the model and with previous experiments: indices calculated in the 680-690 nm 
region, ks/%, (bottom-lefi) and %2/%,5-&91 (bottom-right) show consistency with the other two 
experimenu in this paper. The two indices show lower values in the stressed han in the healthy plant 
material. 



Table 4.5. FRT mode1 simulation of R7s&710 and &Au for four different chlorophyll and 
fluorescence values, with two considered the stress extremes: (i) stressed (low photochemical 
efficiency Fv/Fm, low chla+b); (ii) healthy (high photochemical efficiency FvFm, high chl*b). 
In stressed conditions (photochernical eff?ciency=0.5, chl,b=15) results show lower &fis5 
values than when the plant is healthy (photochemical efficiency Fv/Frn=0.8, chlaib=5O). In the 
FRT simulation R75dR710 is not sensitive to changes in photochemical eficiency: when 
eficiency changes, R7S,-,Ri10 varies fiom I .6 (chI,b= 15, Fv/Fm=0.5, Fv/Fm=0.08) to 1.9 
(~hl,+~=50, Fv/Fm=0.5, Fv/Fm=0.8). This shows that is affected by both changes in 

4.2.4.- Diurnal Above-Canopy Data Collection Experimental Results Under Natural 

Illumination Conditions 

Consistent results were found in the diumal experiments over a canopy of Acer 

chI,+b and CF, and it is sensitive to variations in CF when chla+ is constant. 

succhumm M. seedlings (Figure 4.26, upper plot), and from one of the healthy forest sites 

FRT Simulation 

Stressed 

.1 
Healthy 

(Figure 4.26, lower plot) where reflectance and CF measurements were collected at 

different times to investigate the effects of CF in canopy apparent reflectance. Effects of 

Efficiency 
FvlFm 

0.5 
0.8 
0.5 
0.8 

CF on apparent reflectance were found in canopy reflectance measurements with a fibre 

spectrometer, where results of the diumal experiments over a canopy of Acer 

chl,,, 

15 
15 
50 
50 

saccharum M. seedlings (Figure 4.26, upper plot) showed that reflectance difference 

between 8.20h and 13.30h was higher than reflectance difference between 8.20h and 

9.00a.m. The maximum in the 690-700nm region due to the effects of CF is higher in the 

early moming than in mid-day, when light saturation reduces the CF, and therefore its 

R7sdR710 

1.64 
i .63 
1.91 
1.90 

effects on the apparent reflectance. Dark-adapted CF measurements from the maple 

RssslRsss 

1.1 9 
1.24 
1.24 
1.35 



seedlings showed a variation in FvFm 

and Ft during the day, decreasing in 

the aftemoon: Fv/Fm=0.574, Ft=0.495 

at 9:09h; Fv/Fm=0.524, Ft4.418 at 

1 1 :22h; and Fv/Fm=0.5 16, F ~ 0 . 3 9 6  

at 1 3 :23 h. These results de monstrate 

consistency with artificial light and 

laboratory experiments, showing that 

CF changes can be tracked under 

natural illumination conditions using a 

fibre spectrometer over smail 

canopies. 

Subsequent expenments with the 

airbome CAS1 hyperspectral sensor 

over forest sites in diurnal acquisitions 

in 1999 and 2000 revealed promising 

but less convincing results 

-0.02 -0.046 

Wivelcogth (om) 

Figure 4.26. Reflectance difference obtained 
in the diurnal experiments over a canopy of 
Acer Saccharum M. seedlings (upper plot. 
t g  z0-r13 33) using a fibre spectrometer. and 
fiom one of the healthy forest sites (lower 
plot. rg w-rlf 20) collected with CAS1 sensor. 

(Zarco-Tejada, et oL. in press). Analysis results fiom one of the healthy forest sites are 

s h o w  in Figure 4.26 (lower plot) where reflectance in the 72-channel CAS1 mode and 

CF measurements were collected at different times of the day. Reflectance difference 

between CAS1 measurements at 8.00h and 12.20h shows a maximum at 700nrn, 



consistent with higher value of reflectance at 700nm due to the higher CF effects in the 

early moming before photosystem saturation. Ground truth CF measurements showed a 

decrease in the non-dark-adapted Ft: F t O . 7 4  at 8.00h, FF0.72 at 9.30h, Ft=0.46 at 

12.30h, and dark-adapted Fv/Fm: Fv/Fm=0.83 at 8.00h, Fv/Fm=0.82 at 9.30h, 

Fv/Fm=0.79 at 12.30h. Results from the experiments in June 2000 using higher spatial 

resolution of 0.56xl.08m and a CAS1 bandset of 9 bands centered in the 695 nm spectral 

region did not show clear and definitive results. The effect of the atmosphere with the 

water vapour and Oz bands in the 690-700 nm region was an issue investigated for both 

cases in which different sensors and data correction was camed out, For the 

rneasurements with the fibre spectrometer, a Spectalon panel measurement collected 

every time facilitated the elimination of atmospheric features in the reflectance data. For 

the CASI data collected at different times, a post-processing refinement after atmosphenc 

correction was performed in order to remove residual correction errors in the 670-7 10 nm 

region by selecting road spectra from the images. Correction factors were applied to the 

data using aflatfield approach, removing residual atmospheric effects in the difference 

spectra. 



4.3.- AIRBORNE FIELD-CANOPY STUDY RESULTS 

In this section the resuIts are shown that were obtained with CAS[ reflectance data corn 

the study sites for the estimation of chleb and CF by the scaling-up and model inversion 

approaches, as described in Sections 2.4.1 and 2.4.2, respectively. The fint section deals 

with the selection of input canopy simulation parameters needed for the SAILH and 

Kuusk CR models, in order to show the effect of stnictural parameters in optical indices 

calculated for the scaling-up and the numerical inversion methods for pigment estimation. 

4.3.1.- Mode1 Parameter Sensitivity Study using SAILH CR mode1 

The methodologies studied here for chlPb estimation using CR models require input 

parameters for the canopy structure and viewing geometry at the time of data collection. 

They have an effect, which magnitude depends upon the method used for estimation: 

using either optical indices or single reflectance channels in the merit function adopted 

for minimization. In this section the effect of such structural and viewing geometry 

parameten on the optical indices that may be used for prediction is examined. 

For monitoring of bioindicaton by remote sensing, changes are expected in the solar 

zenith angle 4 dunng data acquisition in diurnal and seasonal cycles. LAI variations 

occur with changes in the canopy conditions, in addition to changes in LADF between 

species. A modeliing study was carried out in order to determine the influence of changes 

in these CR parameters on the calculated optical indices and therefore in the final 

bioindicaior prediction. Input parameters for the SAILH model were changed to study 



their sensitivity on the indices derived 

from the simulated canopy spectra. LAI 

was stepped from LAI=l to LAi=8; 

LADF was changed to simulate 4 

different canopy types: planophile 

(&O0, ~0 .985) ,  erectophile (890° ,  

~ 0 . 9 8 5 ) ,  plagiophile (&45", ~0.95), 

and spherical (&O). Solar zenith angle 

4 was stepped from 4=20° to &=60°. 

Two single leaf measurements of 

reflectance and transmittance, collected 

as part of the experiment, were used for 

the modelling study. The two leaves 

used in the study were chosen from the 

two study sites that showed highest and 

lowest Fv/Fm and chlWb values in the 

field: Fv/Fm=0.69 and ~hl , ,~= 17.3 1 

pg/cm2 for the high stressed leaf, and 

FvlFm=0.83 and ~h I~+~=32 .2  Iig/cm2 for 

the Iow stressed or healthy leaf. The 

modelling study consisted of the 

LAI 

Figure 4.27. Mode1 parameter sensitivity study shows 
rhat low LAI affects bioindicator estimation regardless 
the type of canopy (top plot, Gitelson & Merzylak index 
(RiwilRm), t6=30°) and t6 angle (middIe plot. 
Vogeimann index (Ri~dRm), plagiophile canopy) . When 
t6 = 30" and LA1 > 3 the canopy type is irrelevant (top 
plot). 6 has no effect in the bioindicator estimation as 
can be seen in the middle plot (LAI ranging from 1 to 8) 
and bottom plot (DP21 index ( D x o / h ) ,  LAI=4) for any 
type of canopy. The 96 Error is the relative e m r  to 
nominal SAILH CR parameren (plagiophile canopy. 
LAI=4, 66=30a) for Acer sacchanun M. 



cornparison of the predicted bioindicator fiom optical indices through the SAILH CR 

mode1 with nominal CR pararneten relative to the prediction when other CR pararneten 

are used. 

Representative optical indices were selected from the 4 categones used in the modelling 

study: PRI (Rnl-Rs70)/(R531+Rs70) and Lichtenthaler from the Visible Ratios 

optical indices; G itelson & Merzy lak (R75&5so) and NDVI (R774-%77)/(R774+%77) from 

the VisibleNIR ratios; Carter (R&R7M1), Vogelmann (R740&?~), Voge lmann 

(R73s-R7d7)/(R7i5+R726) and Gitelson & Merzylak (R750,&00) frorn the Red Edge 

Reflectance-Ratio Indices; and DP2 1 (DLJD703), hp and Vogelmann (D7, j/D705) from the 

Spectral and Derivative Red Edge Indices. At low LAI ( ~ 2 )  the erron in the predicted 

bioindicator become large regardless of the type of canopy considered. Figure 4.27 (top) 

shows this result using the R7S&7~ optical index (Gitelson and Merzylak, 1997) for 

4=30° as a function of canopy type and LAI. For values of LAI higher than 3 the 

differences between the predicted bioindicator using nominal canopy parameten and the 

prediction with varying and LADF canopy parameters is insignificant. Moreover, 

when the LAI is higher than 3 and the 4 is a nominal 30' the type of canopy is irrelevant 

for the bioindicator prediction (Figure 4.27, top). 

For a given plagiophile canopy type (Figure 4.27, middle) errors of less than 5% are 

found in the predicted bioindicator when LAI is higher than 3 and the optical indices used 

are the Red Edge Reflectance-Ratio Indices and Spectral and Derivative Red Edge 



Indices (R,4&7t0 optical index, Vogelmann et ai., 1993 is s h o w  in the figure). These 

results indicate that bioindicator prediction in closed canopies with LAD3 are not 

affected by LAI variability. This lùrther suggests that LAI variations between the 12 

Acer saccharum M. study sites (2.85 to 5.17) in a plagiophile canopy have an 

insignificant effect on the optical indices and on the bioindicator prediction; less than 5% 

differences are expected relative to predictions made with a nominal L A I 4 .  

Results also demonstrate the srnaIl effect of the çolar zenith angle 4 especially in red 

edge spectral and derivative indices (Figure 4.27, middle and bottom). It shows the 

insignificant variation of the predicted bioindicator when B, changes from 20' to 60" 

where the optical indices used are Vogelmann (R7&7?~) and DP21 (D;.JD703), 

respectively. Therefore changes in 4 from 29" to 41' in the 12 CASI images obtained 

from the study sites are not expected to affect the bioindicator prediction when 8,=30° 

was chosen as nominal input parameter in the CR mode1 when scaling from leaf-level to 

canopy-level. This study shows that derivative indices are less sensitive to Iow LAI 

values than other optical indices. Vogelrnann ( D T ~ ~ / D ~ Q ~ ) ,  hp and DP2 1 ( D L J D ~ ~ ~ )  predict 

the bioindicator with only 15-20% error when LAI=l relative to the prediction with 

nominal LAI=4. Non-derivative optical indices show higher errors: for example, Gitelson 

& Merzylak (R,s&sso) l4O%, Carter (%9&60) 1 50%, Vogelmann ( R 7 d R 7 2 0 )  65% 

Gitelson & Merzylak (R75&7W) 200% for LAi=l. This demonstrates that red edge and 

derivative indices are more suitable for bioindicator prediction and mapping with hi& 



spatial resolution hypenpectral remote sensing, where the effects of shadows and canopy 

openings can be selectively discnminated against in data analysis. 

The effect of the hotspot was also considered in order to determine if hotspot effects in 

canopy reflectance would affect the measured reflectance by the CAS1 sensor under the 

viewing geometry used for the data acquisition. The SAILH model canopy reflectance 

was compared to the SAILH model with no hotspot irnplernentation, calculating the % 

change in the VIS and NIR reflectance as a function of the hotspot (0.007 to 0.1), 

viewing angle (-20° to 20') and solar zenith angle (25" to 45'). A critical parameter of 

the hotspot function by Kuusk (1985) is defined as the leaf element length divided by the 

canopy height, with a value of 0.007 (7 cm over 10 m) applicable to maple canopies in 

this study. Results showed that, for data CAS1 collection in this research, the % variation 

in reflectance due to the hotspot is less than 3% in the visible and less than 2% in the 

NIR, even for low solar zenith angle. For normal data CAS1 collection, with 35-40' solar 

zenith angle, hotspot-0.007 and viewing angle + 17", the percentage variation in the 

retneved reflectance due to the hotspot is less than 2% in both VIS and NIR regions. 

4.3.2.- Application of scaled-up optical indices to CAS1 hyperspectral data 

The leaf-level relationships calculated fiom single leaf reflectance and transmittance data 

collected from the ground-tnith deployments in June and Iuly 1998 and 1999. and scaled- 

up to above-canopy level through infinite reflectance models, and SAILH and Kuurk 

canopy reflectance models were applied to CAS1 hyperspectral data for chl,b and FvEm 



estimation. For the application of the SAILH and Kuusk canopy refiectance models 

nominal input parameters derived fiom the study areas were: LAI=3.5, plagiophile leaf 

angle distribution function (LADF), soi1 reflectance data denved from CAS1 imagery and 

model-estimated skylight irradiance fraction based on conditions during airbome 

acquisitions. Additional parameters needed in the Kuusk mode1 were n=1.4, s/l=0.007 & 

-4O0, and ~ 0 . 9 5  & &=4S0 for the LADF for the assumed plagiophile LADF. Tables 

4.6 and 4.7 show the correlation coefficients and RMSE obtained in chlorophyll a&b and 

FvEm estimations applying relationships from r, kl, L2, and L3 optically-thick leal 

simulation models and SAILH and Kuusk CR rnodels to CASI data coliected over the 

Acer saccharum M. study sites in 1998 (n=12) and 1999 (n=12). The best estimations 

through optical indices are organized by the best relationships that were obtained at leaf 

level between indices and in 1999 to allow for cornpanson between leaf-level 

relationships and CASI-canopy-level estimations. These results show consistency 

between CASI-level and leaf-level relationships obtained between optical indices and 

concentration. The best indices for chiwb estimation that were found at leaf level 

are the ones achieving better estimations when applied to CAS1 canopy refleciance. It is 

also demonstrated that a cross-seasonal consistency exists in the performance of the best 

indices for 1998 and 1999, showing that the good estimation perfonned by the best 

indices is maintained from 1998 to 1999. 



R747)/(R7 15+R726), Vog4 (D7 15m705), G-M 1 (R756Rsso), (R695&0) are the best 

optical indices for estimation at canopy level. Other optical indices show 

significance when used as estimators of chleb, but inconsistency within deployments, 

such as Lic4 (area under 450-680 region) (r=0.26, 1998; ~ 0 . 7 ,  1999), PM2 (R5so-R53i) / 

(Rsso+Rss ,) ( ~ 0 . 5 7 ,  1998; r=0.37, 1999), and % (F-0.005, 1998; r=0.58, 1999). 

Traditional and well accepted optical indices for pigment estimation and indicators of 

vegetation status, such as NDVI and SR, performed poorly in the two consecutive years: 

O . ,  1998; r=0.24, 1999 (NDVI), and r=0.05, 1998; r=0.22, 1999 (SR). These 

traditional indices, calculated as ratios of NIRNIS. are pri~ari ly tracking canopy 

structural changes but are not able to track subtle changes due to pigment content 

variation between study sites. Therefore, canopies with homogeneous structure but 

different chlorophyll content need the use of red edge and spectral indices to estimate 

changes in pigment content. 

For CF estimation at canopy level, a similar methodology to that for ~ h l , , ~  estimation was 

followed, applying leaf-level relationships denved between optical indices and Fv/Fm to 

CASI hyperspectral data. Table 4.7 shows that the indices obtaining best results were the 

red edge and derivative, and PR13 (RS70-R539) 1 (R570+R~39), Lic2 (&4&90) and Lic3 

( ~ ~ J / R ~ J ~ ) .  Ln al1 cases except for Lic2 and Lic3, correlation coefficients decreased fiom 

1998 to 1999 campaigns, consistent with leaf-level results showing similar pattern, and in 

large measure likely due to the decreased range of variation in 1999. 



Table 4.6. Determinauon coefficients and RMSE (pg/cm') obtained in chlorophyll &b estimations applying 
relationships fiom LI, Lz, and kj opticdly-thick leaf simulation models and SAILH and Ktrusk CR models 
to CASI data collected over Acer saccharum M. study sites in 1998 ( ~ 1 2 )  and 1999 ( ~ 1 2 ) .  Indices 
organized by the best relationships that were obtained at leaf level between indices and chl& (1999) to allow 
for cornparison between Ieaf-level relationships and CASI-canopy-level estimations. Colour codes: visible 
ratios (green), VISRJIR ratios (yellow), red-edge indices (red), and spectral and derivative indices (Mue). 
Light bIue shows relations rZ5 ips with r>0.6, and grey shows RMSE<Il 

RMSE (pghm') 

1 
Table 4.1 for the defrnition of the indices in this Tabte. 

- - 

RMSE (pglfm2) 
1999 



Table 4.7. Detexmination coefficients and RMSE obtained in CF (FvErn) estimations applying retationships 
€rom kl, E&, and Ra3 optidly-thick leaf simulation models and SAILH and Ku& CR models to CASI 
data collected over Acer sacchmm M. snidy sites in 1998 ( ~ 1 2 )  and 1999 (n=12). Indices organized by 
the best relationships that were obtained at leaf level between indices and FvFm (1998) to aHow for 
cornparison between leaf-level relationships and CASI-canopy-level estimations. CoIour codes: visibIe 

en), VISMIR ratios (yellow), red-edge indices (red), and 
Correlation 1 RMSE 

- - 1 Lie3 ( -0.22 0.46 10.078 0.061 0.045 0.078 0.025 0.025 
'se TabIe 4.1 for the definition of the indices in this Table. 

pectral and derivative indices (blue). 
RMSE 
1999 

The estimation of over the study sites using the different methods described for 

deriving prediction algorithms can be compared through: i) simple relationships between 

leaf reflectance and i i)  scaling up the relationships using infmite reflectance 

models; and iii) scaling up the relationships using canopy reflectance models. The 

objective is to examine if viewing geometry and canopy structure information required 

for the scaling up of optical indices through CR models improves the estimation of chiwb 

relative to the other methods. Figure 4.28 shows the estimation of chlPb from a Vogl 

(R740/RzO), DP2 1 (DkC7o3) and G - M2 (R75&,00) optical indices using r, iLi, Ras2 and 

b3, and the SAILH and Kuusk CR models. tt can be seen that the estimation improves 

when SAiLH and Kuusk CR models are used. For al1 indices used the estimations 

improve (linear regression slope progressively approaches unity) and RMSE significantly 

decreases when the optical indices are calculated using fmt EL and then canopy 

reflectance (CR) models, although RMSE does not improve significantly when CR 



rnodels are used. In addition, generally lower RMSE is found with b2 and b3 than with 

RsAILH and RKuMk. From the three infinite reflectance models used, L3 (Hapke) and L2 

(Yamada and Fujirnura) are the ones achieving best estimations, approaching the 

predictive ability of SAILH and Kuusk CR rnodels. 

J  I J  23 I j  I I  I I  b! '1 1 1 9  b 5  I I  TOI 

C b l r + b  b t l r n i t t d  (Vogt )  C h l r + b  D t l m i t t d  ( V o g l )  

90 . 
1 - 2 :  

R '  

= 4 3  . 
Y L 

a : ,O . 
Y 

5 
P + 1 9  . - 
P 

I O *  

0 Kuusk -Sail 0 R i n f l  A R i n R  R t n B  Rfl O Kuuak -Sail O R i n f l  A R i n E  R i n n  W Rfl 

Figure 4.28. Estimation of chiwb fiom CAS1 data using Vog 1 (R,qjRno), G M 2  (R7&7m) and DP2 1 
( D G m 3 )  indices developed at leaf level thmugh r, R, and CR modeis in 12 Acer succhamm M. study 
sites for 1998 (left) and 1999 (right). 



43.2.1.- Seasonal variation of relationships 

Determination coefficients of the relationships developed at leaf level were found to be 

consistent through the season, with similar significance level in consecutive deployments. 

Nevertheless, changes in the dopes of the relationships between pigments and indices 

were found. These results are consistent with Demarez ( 1999), and Blackburn (1  999) in 

which stacks of leaves at different senescence stages showed a quadratic relationship 

between red edge optical indices (R75dR700, R7S&S50) and chlWb, which hnher suggests 

that relationships are variable through the season. Therefore, leaf data collected in June 

and July deployments of 1998 and 1999 are functiori of the senescence stage, and 

relationships between indices and are variable due to changes in leaf thickness and 

transmittance during the season. 

Statistical significance of the variation of relationships was studied using the F test 

(Chow, 1960) that performs a test of equality between sets of coefficients in two linear 

regressions. One of the more common applications of the F test (denved for testing linear 

hypotheses) is the test of structural change. In speciSing a regression model, we assume 

that its assumptions of linearity of the Regression Mode1 apply to al1 the observations in 

our sample. It is, however, straightforward to test the hypothesis that some or al1 the 

regression coeMicients are different in subsets of the data. The F statistic [Equation 4.21 

for testing the restriction that the coefficients in the two equations (for 1998 and 1999) 

are the same is, 



(e + e '?e3/ (ni +nz - 2K) 
where, 

e '8, residual sum of squares from the restncted regression, assuming 
the coefficient vectoe are the same for the two periods; 

e 'le1 residual surn of squares for period 1998; 
, 

e ~ e ?  residual sum of squares for period 1999; 
J number of restrictions (nurnber of coefficients); 
(nl+nr2K) degrees of freedom, with K the nurnber of parameters in the 

regression model; 

Table 4.8. Chow test F values (rejects hypothesis of equality 
between the two relationships if Fh3.00). Reiationships tested are 
for June vs July 1999 when calculated from r (reflectance), k3 
(infinite reflectance model from Hapke), and CRSAlLH (SAILH 
canopy reflectance model). 

8.2 1 

DP22 
Cur 23.34 

Vogl 

Figure 4.29 shows the relationships obtained between 

optical index calculated fiom leaf refiectance and through SAILH canopy reflectance 

model from June and July senescence stages. The Chow test, that performs a test of 

equality between sets of coefficients in two linear regressions, for example for Vog3, 

accepts the hypothesis of equality for an index from reflectance with F=2.8, and rejects 

the test from CR with the corresponding F=19.56 (Table 4.8). Relationships show a 

F (r)  
3.48 

F(&) 
13.1 1 



larger change between development stages (June to July) when the index is calculated 

f?om CR model likely because it takes into account leaf transmittance in the calculation 

of simulated CR. Leaf transmittance varies with leaf thickness and therefore affects 

relationships calculated fiom reflectance and transmittance at different stages. Similar 

results were found between the earlier (June) and later (JuIy) seasons in 1998 which 

shows consistency across the temporal study. 

Figure 4.29. Relationship obtained between Vog3 (R71rR74r)/(Rtis+Rzo) optical index calculated nom 
leaf refleetance (upper left), b3 (upper right) and thmugh SAiLH canopy reflectance model (lower 
lefi) fiom June (blue) and Juiy (pink) 1999 senexence stages. Chow test. that perfoms a test of 
equality between sets of coefficients in two linear regressions. accepted the hypothesis of equality for 
the index h m  reflectance with F=2.8. and rejected the tests h m  R, Hapke with F=23.2. and CR with 
F=19.5. Lower nght pIot shows the index h m  h3 simulated h m  PROSPECT for N=l and W1.6. 



To prove that the variation of relationships between opticai indices and is due to 

leaf structural changes through the season, a simulation approach was chosen. Single leaf 

reflectance and transmittance h m  June and July in the two consecutive years were used 

to calculate the N structural parameter by PROSPECT model inversion. Results show 

that the averaged N parameter estimated at earlier stages is lower than at later senescence 

stages (N=1.5 1, s=0.08 June- 1998 (n=234); N= 1.54, ~ 0 . 0 5 ,  July- 1998 (n = 193); N= 1.37, 

s=0.08, June- 1999 (n= 1 18); N= 1.4 1, ~ 0 . 0 9 ,  July- 1999 (n=66). 

Differences in N parameter between 1998 and 1999 show that higher values were found 

in 1998, probably related to a different development stage at the time of data collection in 

July of each of the two years. Moreover, a simulation was performed with the 

PROSPECT model in order to study if variations in the relationship between the Vog3 

optical index and followed the same pattern between measured and model- 

simulated index. Vog3 (R7U-R74r)/(R7is+R7ro) optical index calculated through R3 and 

SAILH fiom leaf samples shows a displacement of the relationship to lower values in 

later stages (Figure 4.29). Simulation From PROSPECT demonstrated consistency with 

the hypothesis, showing that higher values of N expected through the season, and 

confirmed by model inversion, affect the optical index obtaining lower values. 

Nevertheless, the change in the modelled relationship by PROSPECT for different values 

of N does not change as much as in the real data. It suggests that the PROSPECT N 

parameter does not adequately model the structural changes expected through the season 

due to variations in transmittance as a function of 1eaf thickness. Therefore leaf-level 



relationships more accurately represent vanation in structural changes through the season 

than the PROSPECT model-based approach. 

4.3.3.- Estimation of ~ h l , + ~  by mode1 inversion 

SAILH (Verhoeff, 1984) and MCRM (Kuusk, 1995a; 1995b; 1996) CR models and 

PROSPECT leaf mode1 were used for chl,b estimation by inversion, using 1998 and 

1999 CAS1 data. The inversion of the coupled MCRM and PROSPECT model was 

performed as indicated in Kuusk ( 1998) by minimizing a Ment function F (Kuusk, 199 1). 

Two different ways were used: i) setting LAI to a nominal value LAI=4 so that the results 

are comparable to the scaling-up rnethodology, in which LAI was set to a nominal value 

of 4; and ii) allowing LAI and chlWb to Vary. Other model parameten (Table 4.9) were set 

to nominal values denved from the study areas, such as plagiophile LADF, 35' solar 

zenith angle, and a hotspot parameter s/l=0.008. Inversion of PROSPECT from 

Table 4.9. Input panmeters for the inversion of  MCRM canopy 
reflectance model in the estimation of chi,+ over 12 Acer 

y sites for l! 
4 

4S0, 0.95 
0.008 

1.54, 1.41 
1.1 
35" 
O" 
O" 

O. 18 
Variable 

0.03 
0.00 1 
0.00 1 

'8 and 1999. 
Leaf Area Index 

Parameters for LADF 
Leaf size/H 

Stnrctural Parameter N 
Markov parameter 
Solar zenith angle 

Viewing angIe 
Anmuth relative to the sun 
Angstrom turbidity factor 

Chlomphyll content (pg/cm') 
Water content (cm) 

Pmtein content (@cm2) 
Cellulose + lignin content (glcrn2) 



reflectance and transmittance 

leaf data demonstrated that 

there was a change in the N 

structural parameter for the 

same period in the two 

consecutive years: N= 1.54 in 

July 1998, N 4 . 4 1  in July 1999. 

N was therefore set to those 

values to account for changes in 

leaf interna1 structure fiom 

1998 to 1999. 

chia-b-2s 
W eiaurcd e i t imi t rd  fo r  

chla-b-21 4 

SAIL-PROSPECT 

C A S 1  

10 20 20 40 50 60 70 

b t i m  r t c d  ehlr+b 

Figure 4-30. Estimation of chlWb by SAILH+PROSPECT 
mode1 inversion using R75&710 in the merit function. 
Estimated chlvb is found when RMSE is minimum, 
caiculated between R7flf10 h m  CAS1 reflectance and 
modelled R7f1710. CAS1 data collected in 1998 h m  the 
GY01 Acer Saccharum LM. study site, was used for this 
inversion. 

The inversion of SAILH + PROSPECT models was performed by iteration and 

minimizing a function as indicated in Jacquemoud (1993; 1995) for al1 the CAS1 

channels in the visible and MR, as described in Section 2.1. A methodology consisting of 

mhimizing a function based on a red edge optical index (Figure 4.30) was also carried 

out, were both chlWb and LAI were allowed to Vary in the range, 4-7 for LAI, and 10-70 

pg/cm' for with the ment fûnction, 



A comparative result of the estimation methodologies is shown in Table 4.10, with 

+=0.33 and RMSE=12.0 pg/cm2 (1998), *=0.49 and RMSE=5.9 1 pglcm2 (1999) when 

al1 CASI channels were used as a minimizing function with no weighting wi coefficients 

and LAI=4. When coefficients wi are specified as the inverse of the measured reflectance, 

results are +=0.32 and RMSE= 16.8 pg/cm2 (1998), ?=0.47 and RMSE=11.43 &cm2 

(1999), showing that the RMSE increases when weighting coefficients are used. 

Results using the coupled MCRM and PROSPECT model inversion show r'=0.33 and 

RMSE=8.22 pg/cm' (one outlier) in 1998; and i=0.34 and RMSE=5.89 pg/cm2 in 1999, 

therefore with similar RMSE but lower 8 as in SAILH and PROSPECT inversion. 

The effect of the Markov parameter h in the MCRM model was studied using one study 

site. Markov parameter for 1998 and 1999 chl,b estimation was set to 1.1 as indicated in 

Kuusk (1998) where mixed vegetation was used for model inversion. The efYect of h in 

Table 4.10. Estimation of ~ h l , , ~  over 12 Acer saccharum M. 30x30 m study sites in 1998 and 
1999 by mode1 inversion and scaling-up methods, with leaf structural parameter N estimated by 
inversion (N=1.54, 1998; N=I .43, 1999). For SAILH and PROSPECT mode1 inversion 3 
methods were used: minimizing a function with al1 spectral channels without weighting 
coefficients (q), with weighting coefficients calculated as the inverse of  the reflectance (w,) and 
by a function based on the optical index R75&710. 

1998 

1999 

SAILH + PROSPECT 
(8. RibfSE in pg/crnz) 

: 0.33 , 12.0 * .  
: 0.32 , 16.8 wi , 

R75&710 j 0.43 , 5.57 
: 0.49 ,5.91 % , 
: 0.47 , 1 1.43 Wi , 

R,5&,10 0.57 , 12.48 

MCRM + PROSPECT 
($, RiMSE in pg/cml) 

0.33 ,8.22 
(ofle outlier) 

0.34 , 5 3 9  

SCALiNGUP R 7 a T I 0  

($. RVSE In wcmZ)  

CRsAlLH j 0.47 , 10.7 
%, i 0.37 , 8.1 1 

CRsAiLH i 0.57 , 11.4 
L3 : 0.57 ,8 .3  



the estimation of chlaib was practically 

imperceptible while h ranged fiom 1 4 . 4  

(chlWb estimated = 40.63) to 7c=l.l 

(chiwb estimated = 40.13), with chleb 

measured in GY41-99 = 39.4. In a study 

site with larger estimation error the effect 

was also small: chla+t, estirnated = 49.45 

(Hl.4) .  and chlWb estimated = 50.69 

(k=l. 1), with chl,+b measured in MD39- 

99 = 37.99. 

Results of SAILH and PROSPECT 

mode1 inversion using the red edge index 

R7J&710 as a minimiring Function by 

iteration indicates comparable results to 

the scaling-up methodology , with 

iz0.43 and RMSE=5.57 pg/cm2 

(LAI+) in 1998; and ?=0.57 and 

RMSE=12.48 pg/cm2 (LAI*) in 1999. 

These results show sirnilar estimation as 

the scaling-up method for 1998 and 1999 

a~ypR751Mn10throughSAL 

O SAL+mowEr m. (RISOIR710) uppar 2!5% 
R SAL+R~OSFB=T iw. (al dl. chanma) al  pixeb 

o SAL- nv (R75(YR710) 

ISAL*nàûSBSTnv. (al m. c3lmwb) 

Figure 4.31. Estimation of chlWb over 12 Acer 
sacchmm M. 30x30 m study sites in 1998 (top) 
and 1999 (bottom) by i) SAILH and PROSPECT 
model inversion using ail reflectance channels in 
the ment fùnction: ii) SAiLH and PROSPECT 
model inversion using R7So/R710 in the rnerit 
function; and iii) scaling-up R7&710 through 
SAILH canopy reflectance model. LAI was set to 
4, and W1.54 (1998), N=1.4I (1999). estimated 
h m  leaf samples by PROSPECT model inversion. 
The 1:1 line is shown in both plots to compare it 
with the prediction methods. 

using the same index: &0.47 with RMSEsAm-10.7 @cm2; RMSER,&.I 1 @cm' in 



1998; and r2=0.57, RMSEsAiLH=l 1.4 pg/cm'; RMSERm3= 8.3 pg/cm2 in 1999, Table 4.10. 

Figure 4.3 1 shows the cornparison of estimation made in 1998 and 1999 by i) scaling up 

R7S&710 index through SAILH; ii) by SAILH and PROSPECT invenion using al1 CAS1 

reflectance charnels; and iii) by SAILH+PROSPECT inversion using the red edge 

R75&7 index. 

Both scaling-up and SAILH+PROSPECT model inversion methods obtained comparable 

results when the same minimizing function based on a red edge index was used, and 

poorer estimation when al1 CAS1 reflectance channels are used. Figure 4.32 shows the 

small effect of LAI in the estimation of chla+, by SAILH+PROSPECT model inversion 

with al1 reflectance channels as merit 

function with ~ ~ 1 ~ :  &0.32, 

RMSE= 16.8 @cm2 for LAI=4; 

2=0.32, RMSE=16.6 pg/cm2 for LAI 

variable (1 998); $=0.47, RMSE= 1 1.43 

pg/cm' for LAI=4; ?=0.4 1, 

RMSE=12.16 pg/cmL for LM variable 

(1 999). 

These results clearly demonstrate that 

minimizing functions based on spectral 

W."-- 

3 5 4 0  4 5 50 5 5 60 

thh+b eitlmired (pg/cmt) 

Figure 4.32. Estimation of ~ h l , , ~  varying LAI=4 
CO 7 by SAILH+PROSPECT model inversion 
with al1 reflectance channels in merit fûnction 
with w,=l/r,. It c m  be seen that LAI has a very 
small effect in ~ h l . , ~  estimation: 47 Iig/cm' 
(LAi=4) and 46.5 pg/cm2 (LAL=7). 

channels, weighted or not as a function of wavelength, obtain poorer detemination 



coefficients and RMSE than a single optical index calculated in the red edge spectral 

region, such as R75&710. 

SAILH, Kuusk CR models and infinite reflectance models, used for mode1 inversion or in 

the scaling-up method, have an improvement in the prediction capabilities compared to 

statistical leaf-level linear relationships. Nevertheless, both SAILH and Kuusk models are 

useful for infinite plane-parallel turbid-medium canopies, and the infinite reflectance 

models consider a thick layer depending upon the assumptions made for the multiple 

scattering. Canopy openings, shadows, and changes in the geometry of the canopy 

elements are not considered as part of the canopy structural set of input values, therefore 

their use may be in cases such as non-dense vegetation. In order to simulate a 

plane-parallel canopy from our CAS1 data, al1 the results discussed were obtained by a 

pre-selection of the upper pixels in the NIR, therefore selecting the bnghtest pixels 

minimizing shadows and canopy openings in al1 study areas. The different methodologies 

used here for pigment estimation were tested for both i) calculating the average 

reflectance from al1 20x20 rn study sites by selection of the upper 25% pixels in the NIR, 

as done before, and ii) averaging al1 pixels frorn the 20x20 rn sites, therefore affecting the 

averaged reflectance by shadows. Since we are dealing with a dense canopy, the effects 

of the shadows in the spatial resolution can be studied, and especially its effect in the 

different methodologies used for pigment estimation. Tables 4.1 1 and 4.12 show the 

results obtained for 1998 and 1999 CAS1 data, for eight methods of pigment estimation: i, 

ii and iii) scaling up the R75&710 optical index through EL1, l& and L3 infinite 



reflectance models; iv) scaling up the R75&10 optical index through SAILH canopy 

reflectance model; v and vi) numencai inversion of SAILH and PROSPECT using al1 

reflectance charnels in the merit f ict ion,  and using R7s&io in the merit function; and 

vii and viii) numerical inversion of E& and L3 coupled with PROSPECT using 

R75&710 in the mcrit function. 

Results show that little effect is caused by shadows in the estimation of the chlWb when 

the red edge optical index R75fi710 is used in the merit function with any of the methods 

used: RMSE=5.57 pg/cm2 (brightest 25%), RMSE=5.48 &cm2 (al1 pixels) in 1998 with 

SAILH and PROSPECT inversion using R75&10 in the merit function; but a large effect 

is found when ail reflectance channels are used in the minimizing Function: RMSE=12 

pg/cm2 (brightest 25%), RMSE=23.1 pg/cm2 (al1 pixels) in 1998 with SAILH and 

PROSPECT invenion. This finding is consistent in al1 cases (Tables 4.1 1 and 4.12) 

demonstrating that optical indices in the red edge are less affected to structural changes 

and shadows (Figure 4.33) than single reflectance channels (Figure 4.34), where it can be 

seen that red edge R75&710 optical index used for modei inversion through canopy 

modelling is not perceptibly affected when al1 pixels are included in the averaged 

reflectance frorn the 20x20 m study sites (2x2 m pixel size), thereby including canopy 

shadows and openings. 



Figure 4.33. Reflettance spectra obtained 
from one Acer saccharum M. study site by 
selection of al1 pixels fd, in blue) and 
targeting the brightest 25% in the NIR (d. in 
red). The plot (b.c) from the study area (a) is 
subset and a channel in the NIR (800nm) 
used to select the brightest pixels. Red pixels 
in (c) are those ones that are not setected 
when the spectrum is caiculated targeting 
only the crowns. therefore not including 
shadows and canopy openings. 



Results also demonstrate that chl,b estimation by scaling up through infinite 

reflectance model is the rnethodology generating smaller RMSE, although higher errorç 

are found when the same infinite reflectance model is used coupled with PROSPECT. 

This suggests that leaf-level denved relationships are more accurate for scaling up 

through L2 than reflectance and transmittance modelled by PROSPECT. If no leaf-level 

relationships are derived, model inversion using L3+PROSPECT showed lower RMSE 

than SAILHtPROSPECT, each with R75&710 in the merit function. 

Table 4.1 1. Cornparison of RMSE (Iig/crn2) and 2 for estimation by scaling-up leaf level optical 
indices in 1998 and 1999 deployments considering a11 pixels in the 20x20 m area averaged refiectance 
with 2m spatial resolution and 72-channei CAS1 data (100 pixels), and selecting the upper 25% pixels in 
the NIR to minimize shadows and openings in a dense canopy of Acer saccharum M. 

Table 4.12. Comparison of RMSE ()ig/cm2) and i for ~ h l , , ~  estimation in 1998 and 1999 deployments 
considering al1 pixels in the 20x20 m area averaged reflectance with 2m spatial resolution and 72-channel 
CAS1 data (100 pixels), and selecting the upper 25% pixels in the NIR to minimize shadows and 
openings in a dense canopy of Acer saccharum M. L A I 4  was considered in al1 cases, and no weighting 
coefficients were used in the model inversion when al1 channels are used in the merit function. 

Scaling up 
d=fl~7&,1 o. %i ) 

R' 
RMSE 

1 SAILH+PROSPECT 1 SAILA+PROSPECT 1 L2 + PROSPECT 1 I& + PROSPECT 1 

Scaling up 
~ * = f l ~ r & , l o ,  4 2 )  

1998 : 1999 
~îp 1 a11 : up 1 al1 

0.48 0.46 10.57 0.44 
- 9.95 11.12~ 8.53 11.1 

Scaling up 
A'=/IR~S~R~I 09 ILrl) 

1998 : 1999 
up 1 al1 : up 1 al1 

0.47 0.46 : 0.57 0.44 
5.38 6.00 4.25 4.13 

Scaling up 
~ ~ = ~ ~ 7 & 7 1 0 ,  

1998 : 1999 
up 1 al1 : up 1 al1 

0.17 0.4610.57 0.44 
8.1 1 7.5 8.3 7.4 

RSA~LH) 
1998 : 1999 

up 1 al1 : up 1 al1 
0.47 0.46:0.57 0.44 
10.7 10.2; 11.4 10.3 



Figure 4.34. Effect of shadows and canopy structure in the estimation of chlWb by SAILH+PROSPECT 
mode! inversion using R,5&710 (left) and al1 CAS1 spectral channels (right) in the merit Function. Ttte red 
edge R7i&710 optical index used for mode1 inversion through canopy modelling does not get affected when 
ail pixels are inciuded in the averaged reflectance h m  the 20x20 m study sites (2x2 m pixel size). 
therefore including canopy shadows (data from the 1 998 campaign). 



4.4.- IMPLICATIONS FOR FOREST MONITORING BY OPTICAL REMOTE 

SENSING 

A validation of the methodologies developed with 1997, 1998 and 1999 data over 12 

study sites was camed out in June 2000 seiecting a different set of 14 plots of the same 

species of Acer saccharum M. The objectives of the campaign carried out were i) to 

validate methodologies for ciosed canopies developed in previous campaigns, using a 

different set of sites; and ii) to propose an operational methodology for chlwb estimation 

in closed canopies using a satellite sensor with red edge spectral bands, such as MERIS, 

to be launched in 2001 by ESA. The new study sites belong partially to the Maple 

Decline network used previously, and to the Ice Storm Domage sites located in Ontario 

that suffered from 1998 ice storm in eastem Canada. Five maple trees frorn each site were 

sampled, collecting 4 leaves per branch for rneasurements of reflectance, chlorophyll 

fluorescence and pigment content. Biochemical analysis of samples showed a narrower 

range of ~ h l , + ~  content fiom the new set of 14 sites compared to the 1998 and 1999 sites, 

with values falling into the 29.8-42.7 pglcrn2 interval (while in previous years ranges 

were 19.1-41.1 pg/cm2 in 1998, and 26.6-45.8 pg/cm2 in 1999). Similar procedures as 

reported in Chapter 3 were followed in order to collect CAS1 data From the new study 

sites, while 3x3 feet white panels were placed on the study area to allow for accurate plot 

location on the airborne data. Two missions were flown over the sites, i) a Mapping 

Mission at 0.88x0.86m spatial resolution and 7 bands, resarnpled to 0.8x0.8m; and ii) and 

a Hypenpectral Mission at 0.86x3.4m spatial resolution and 72 bands, resarnpled to 

1.5x1.5m (see Appendix for spectral band configurations). Similariy, the Mapping 



Mission allowed for site location due to the higher spatial resolution, and the 

Hypenpectral Mission allowed for extraction of reflectance spectra selecting al1 pixels 

from the 8Ox80m plots and targeting crowns, therefore minimizing shadows and 

understorey. Three numerical model inversion methods that obtained best results in 1998 

and 1999 for estimation were used for validation: i) SAILH coupled with 

PROSPECT with al1 72 CASI channels in the rninimizing merit function, with no 

weighting function; ii) SAiLH coupled with PROSPECT (N= 1.4) with R7S&710 optical 

index as merit function; and iii) R3 coupled with PROSPECT ( N 4 . 4 )  with R75&710 

optical index as ment function. Table 4.13 shows the results obtained for the three 

methods when al1 pixels and only the brightest 25% pixels in the NIR are targeted in the 

80x80 rn plots. Results confirm and validate 1998 and 1999 conclusions, demonstrating 

that better estimations are achieved when the ment function is based on a red edge optical 

index such as R75&710: ?=O. 18, RMSE= 14.8 pg/cm2 (SAILH+PROSPECT inversion 

using al1 reflectance channels, al1 pixels); ?=0.43, RMSE=5.2 Cig/cm2 

(SAILH+PROSPECT inversion using R75&10 red edge index, al1 pixels). 

Table 4.13. Cornpanson of RMSE and 3 for chla+b estimation in 2000 deployment considering al1 pixels in 
the 80xSOm area averaged reflectance of 0.86x3.4m resampled to 1 S x l  .Sm spatial resolution and 72- 
channel CAS1 data (2809 pixeIs), and selecting the upper 25% pixels in the NIR to minimize shadows and 
openings in a dense canopy of Acer sacchanim M. LAI=4 was considered in al1 cases, and no weighting 
coefficients were used in the model inversion. MERIS-equivalent specua were obtained from CAS1 72- 
channel data, and it7S&705 used for mode1 inversion with SAiLH and L3 coupled with PROSPECT. 

CAS1 72-channel data 

R~ 
RMSE 

MERIS Simulation from CAS1 72- 
channel data 

SAILH+ 
PROSPECT 

~ ' = ~ 7 & 7 ~ )  

up 1 au 
0.44 0.44 
3 .O 3.97 

Ra3 + 
PROSPECT 
~'=m,&~05) , 

up 1 ail 
0.43 0.43 
3.9 6.98 

k+ 
PROSPECT 

O) 

up 1 ail 
0.43 0.44 
5.0 8 -9 

SAILH+ 
PROSPECT 
A L ~ R ~  

up 1 al1 
0.2 0.18 
4.8 14.8 

r 
SAiLH+ 

PROSPECT 
A ~ = - ~ & ~ ~ ~ )  

up ] al1 
0.42 0.43 
3.0 5.2 



The small effect of shadows on pigment estimation when R7s&iio index is used with 

SAiLH+PROSPECT mode1 inversion was also confirmed: RMSE=3 .O pg/cm2 (brightest 

25%), RMSE=5.2 pg/cm2 (al1 pixels), showing a larger variation in RMSE when al1 

reflectance channels are used: RMSE=4.8 Clg/cm' (brightest 25%), RMSE44.8 &rn' 

(al1 pixels), Figure 4.35. Results obtained with L3 infmite reflectance model coupled 

with PROSPECT also demonstrate its applicability in closed canopies with high LAI. 

PROSPECT coupled with SAILH and R3 with R ~ J O / R ~ ~ ~ )  in the ment function obtained 

sirnilar results (r'=0.4), although RMSEs are slightly smaller with SAILH: RMSE=3.0 

@cm2 (SAILH+PROSPECT, brightest 25%), RMSE=5.0 p g / c m " ~ 3 + ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .  

brightest 25%); RMSE=5.2 pg/cm2 (S AILH+PROSPECT, al1 pixels), RMSE=8.9 Clg/cm2 

(R3+PROSPECT, al1 pixels). 

O SAIL-PROSPECT inv. (a4 rtt. channels). u p p a  25% 
- -- - .  -- - . - 

Figure 4.35. The effect of shadows in the estimation of c h l ~  by SAILH+PROSPECT model inversion 
using R7fi10 (left) and al1 CAS1 reflectance channels (right) in the merit hction is confÛmed with the 
CASI 2000 data The red edge R7&710 opticai index used for model inversion through canopy modelling 
does not get as much as affixted when dl pixels are included in the averaged reflectance h m  the 80x80 rn 
study sites (O.86x3.4m resampled to 1 -5x 1 Sm pixel size), therefore including canopy shadows. 



MERIS equivalent spectra were calculated fiom the CASI-72-channel data in order to 

perfonn a simulation to study the applicability of MERIS red edge bands for pigment 

estimation by model inversion. Although carefbi atrnospheric correction m u t  be 

perfomed, two MERIS spectral bands located along the red edge, at 705 nm (1Onrn 

bandwidth) and 753.75 nrn (7.5 nm bandwidth), can be proposed for calculating the index 

R7&705 to be used in the merit function. The similar spectral bandwidth of the CAS1 

sensor in the 72-channe1 mode of operation of 7.5 nm, wavelength dependent (Czapla- 

Myers, 2000), allowed for simulation by interpolation of the MENS centre wavelengths 

from CAS1 data (see Appendix). MEEUS-equivalent images were built fiom CASI data, 

and reflectance data extracted fiom the plots (Figure 4.36). Same methodologies were 

then carried out for 

estimation by mode1 inversion 

using SAILH and % coupled with 

PROSPECT, using MERIS 

R75&705 red edge index for the 

merit function. Results in Table 

4.13 show that R,SdRfOS used for 

MENS performs sirnilarly as 

R75&I0 used for estimations with 

CASI, obtaining ?=0.44, and 

RMSE=3.0 @mZ (SAILH + 

PROSPECT, bnghtest 25% 

Figure 4.36. MERIS-quivalent spectra obtained 
h m  CAS1 72-channel data fiom one of the Acer 
saccharum M. study sites collected in June 2000, 
with 25% brightest pixels targeted. The channels 
proposai for model inversion through the red edge 
optical index R 7 a m 5  are shown. 



pixels), RMSE=3.97 pg/cm2 80 
- 

70 . LAI=4 

(SAILH+PROSPECT, al1 pixels). 60 ~ = 1 5 . 3 4 ~ - 1 6 . 1 8 2  
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mode1 inversion using red edge 1.5 2.5 3.5 4.5 5.5 

indices can be transfemd to 

MERIS sensor to be launched in 

This methodology of numencal 

Figure 4.37. ReIationships obtained between 
chld and R75dR710 optical index by rnodel 
inversion of SAiLH and L3 coupled with 
PROSPECT (N= 1.4). Nominal structural and 
viewing geometric parameters were used for 
S AILH, with LAI variable. 

model inversion using SAILH 

and b3 coupled with PROSPECT allows the spatial mapping of chlVb in closed canopies 

of Acer sacchnncm M. Mode1 inversion by SAILH and PROSPECT, using N 4 . 4  and 

nominal viewing geometry and canopy structure parameters (LAk3.5; plagiophile 

LADF; soi1 reflectance derived fiom CAS1 imagery; model-estimated skylight irradiance 

hction; hotspot parameter sm.007; 66E35"; and Mo), and by R3 coupled with 

PROSPECT was performed. Numencal model inversion for a range of chieb and LAI, 

with constant structural and geometrical parameten was performed in order to obtain 

relationships between ch&+ ard scusor-denved R75&710 optical index. This approach to 

look-up table (LUT) generation allows for faster estimations in a pixel by pixel approach 

over large areas. Figure 4.37 shows the relationships obtained between c b  and 
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Figure 4.38. Relationships obtained between 

with previous results (Figure 4.27) chimb and Rt&710 optical index by mode[ 
inversion of SAiLH coupled with PROSPECT 

which demonstrated that red edge 
( L A H ) .  Nominal structurai and viewing 
geometnc parameters were used for SAILH. with 
N (PROS&T) variable. 

indices become insensitive to LAI 

variation when LAI>4. Relationships found by mode1 inversion for LUT generation show 

that there is no variation when LAPS (Figure 4.37). The effect of N structural parameter 

fiom PROSPECT was also shidied (Figure 4.38) showing that differences are found in 

chlWb estimation for hi& R75&710 values when N changes f?om 1.2 to 1.8, producing up 

to 15 pw'cicm2 variation. LUT fiom SAILH+PROSPECT with LM=4 and N4.4 was used 

for mapping chlWb over large areas of Acer sacchancm M. fiom 2000 campaign CASI 

data (Figures 4.39,4.40 and 4-41), considering 6 classes of c&+b (@m2): i) < 20 (very 

low chiorophyll, trees in poor condition or fa11 senescence); ii) 20-25 (low chlorophyll, 

trees probably stressed); iii) 25-30 (below average, may be a mix of stressed and healthy 

trees); iv) 30-35 (average chlorophyil, trees usually healthy); v) 35-40 (average to above 

average chlorophyll, trees healthy); and vi) > 40 (above average chlorophyll, trees 



healthy, but could be a sign of other factors such as a high limehigh nutrient soi1 or 

fertilizer application). The sarne methodology for pigment mapping was used for CASI 

data obtained fiom the 12 study sites collected in 1998 and 1999, using N=1.54 (1998) 

and N=1.41 (1999) with LAI=4 with nominal parameters for mode1 inversion. Figure 

4.42. shows chlWb estimation over the study areas (50Ox500m) that presented extreme 

values of chl,,b measured in the field in 1998 and 1999 campaigns, with the highest 

values measured in leaf sarnples of 38.8 pg/cm2 (GY41, 1998, Figure 4.42, higher lefi) 

and 45.8 pglcm' (GY 15, 1999, Figure 4.42, Iower lefi). The lowest values of chIWb 

rneasured were 19.08 pg/crn2 (MD35, 1998, Figure 4.42, higher right) and 26.58 vg/cm' 

(MD33, 1999, Figure 4.42, lower right). 
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Figure 4.39. Estimation of chipb from Rchannel CAS1 data of 0.86x3.Jm resampled to 
1 S x 1 . h  spatial-resolution over one of the study sites of .4cer sacchumm M. (MD671 that 
presented an average of 35.7 pgicm' of chlpb measured on lenf samples collccted from the 
plot (blue box). SAiLH mode1 (with input nominal structurai and viewing geometry 
parameters calculated at the time of data collection) coupled with PROSPECT (N=l.4) were 
used to perform the estimations with R,I,,/R710 for the merit fùnction. Six classes of chlPb 
(Iiglcm') were considered: i) 4 0  (very low chlorophyll): i i )  20-25 (low chlorophyll): iii) 25- 
30 (below average): iv) 30-35 (average chlorophyll. usuaily healthy): v) 35-40 (average to 
above average chlorophyll. trees healthy): and vi) >JO (above avenge chlorophyll. mes 
healthy. but could be a sign of other factors). 
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Figure 4-40. Estimation of chl,b from 72-channel CAS1 data of 0.86x3.4m resampled to 
1 . 5 ~  1 Sm spatiai-resolution over one of the study sites of saccharum M. (MD65) that 
presented an average of 29.8 pg/cm2 of mrasured on leaf sarnples collected h m  the 
plot (blue box). SNLH mode1 (with input nominal smicniral and viewing geometry 
parameters calculated at the time of data collection) coupled with PROSPECT (N=1.4) were 
used to perfonn the estimations with R75dR7rn for the merit function. Six classes of chlPb 
(pglcm') were considered: i) <20 (very low chlorophyll): ii) 20-25 (low chlorophyll): iii) 25- 
30 (below average): iv) 30-35 (average chlorophyll. usudly healthy): v) 35-40 (average to 
above average chlorophyll. mes healthy ): and vi) >JO (above average chlorophy 11. trees 
healthy. but could be a sign of other factors). 
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Figure 1.4 1. Estimation of chipb from 72-channel CAS1 data of 0.86x3.4m resampled to 
1 . 5 ~  1 . jm spatial-resolution over one of the study sites of ..lcrr saccharum M. (ID40) that 
presented an average of 12.7 @cm2 of chi,, measured on leaf sarnples coliected from the 
plot (blue box). SAILH mode1 (with input nominal smictural and viewing geometry 
parameters caiculated at the time of data coltection) coüpied with PROSPECT (N=I A) were 
used to perform the estimations with R,s&,io for the merit function. Six classes of chi,+ 
(pg/cm2) were considered: i) <O (very low chlomphyll): ii) 20-25 (low chlorophyll): iii) 25- 
30 (below average): iv) 30-35 (average chlomphyll. usually healthy): v)  35-40 (average to 
above average chlorophyll. mes healthy): and vi) >JO (above average chlomphyll. trees 
healthy. but could be a sign of other factors). 
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Figure 4.42. Chlpb estimation over the study areas (500xjOOm) that presented extreme 
vdues of chlPb measured in the field in 1998 (up) and 1999 (bottom) campaipis. The 
highest values of chl.+b (leR) were measured in leaf samples from GY41 (upper le& chla+ 
measured=38.8 p@crn2 in 1998) and GY 15 (lower leA. chlPb rneasured45.8 pg/cm' in 
1999). The lowest values of chlPb (right) werc measured in leaf samples from MD35 (upper 
right. chlWb measured=I 9.08 pg/crn' in 1998) and MD33 (lower Ieft chivb measured=16.58 
pg/cm2 in 1999). White box shows the study area of 20x20m where leaf sampling was 
carried out. 



The primary objective of this research was to study whether two indicators of stress in 

vegetation at the leaf level, chlorophyll fluorescence and chlorophyll content, can be 

predicted using airbome hyperspectral reflectance data. Radiative transfer theory and 

modelling assumptions were applied at leaf, laboratory and field scales in order to study 

the link between leaf reflectance and transmittance and canopy airborne hyperspectral 

data acquired with different spectral and spatial characteristics. 

This dissertation dernonstrates quantitatively, using both expenmental and mode1 

simulation approaches, that leaf apparent reflectance is affected by chlorophyll 

fluorescence at leaf, laboratory and canopy levels. A set of laboratory experiments with 

Acer saccharaum M. leaves perrnitted the collection of leaf reflectance and transmittance 

using a Li-Cor integrating sphere attached to a fibre spectrometer, as well as CF 

measurements using a PM-2000 Fluororneter. A measurement scheme was developed, 

consisting on a long-pass optical filter h > 695 nrn placed between the light source and 

the leaf sample to enable the separation of reflectance and transmittance measurements 

without fluorescence and including the effect of fluorescence. 



A diurnal expenment was camed out, keeping chlorophyll content constant while CF was 

variable due to diurnal patterns. It showed that the reflectance difference at 740 nm 

followed the same pattern and correlated with Fv/Fm and steady-state fluorescence 

(?=0.66, Fv/Fm; ?=0.54, Ft). A time-decay study using broad leaves illuminated for 5 

minutes from a dark-adapted state showed differences in reflectance in the 690 and 

750 nm regions, corresponding to CF bands. The variation of apparent reflectance at 690 

and 755 nm with time after exposure showed behaviour similar to the Kautsky curve 

rneasured by the PAM-2000 Fluororneter. 

The FRT (Fluorescence-Reflectance-Trammittance) model, based on Kubelka Munk 

theory, modified to include the addition of fluorescence flux, was presented here. It 

demonstrates that expenmental results are theoretically consistent with CF expected as a 

supenmposed signal on the leaf reflectance and transmittance spectral signatures. Mode1 

assessrnent shows that a theoretical basis exists for the relationships reported between CF 

and apparent reflectance at 690 and 750 nm. Reflectance differences at 750 nm calculated 

from leaves with constant ~ h l , , ~  and variable CF showed good correlation with modeled 

spectra using Fv/Frn as fluorescence eficiency (+=O.%). 

The FRT model and the expenments with leaf samples with constant chlWb permitted a 

validation of optical indices that can track changes of CF through reflectance. Indices 

associated to changes at 690 and 750 nrn were tested, such as R7S&00 (*=0.75, Fv/Fm), 

for which correlation degrades with leaf-measured CF when leaf reflectance without 



fluorescence is used (?=0.23, FvfFm). Indices in the 690 nm region showed good 

relationships with both dark-adapted FvlFrn and steady-state fluorescence: %ss/%s5 

(?=0.85, FvlFm; ?=0.75, Ft); (+=0.86; Fv/Fm; ?=0.76, Ft); and a curvature 

index using the hyperspectral CAS1 sensor bandset in the 72-channel mode 

%83'/[&75*%9i] (?=0.77, Fv/Fm; ?=0.65, Fi). 

Canopy-reflectance optical indices frorn hyperspectral data related to chlorophyll 

fluorescence were studied at three different levels for diumal trials: i) with canopies of 

scedlings in the laboratory under artificial light with the CAS1 hyperspectral sensor; ii) 

with the same small canopies under naturai illumination with fibre spectrometer; and iii) 

with forest canopies and the airborne CAS1 sensor in diumal experiments. Laboratory 

hyperspectral reflectance measurements fiom a canopy of maple seedlings verified a 

quantitative link between canopy reflectance and chlorophyll fluorescence when optical 

indices in the 680-690 nm region are used. Laboratory experiments using altemately a 

Schott blocking filter that cuts off the red light and a halogen lamp demonstrated that 

canopy reflectance is affected by photosystem II excitation. Diurnal variation of FvZm in 

maple plant matenal was shown to be strongly correlated with indices in the 680-690 nrn 

region, such as &8s/%ss and the curvature index &&/(%75*~9 i ) ,  among others. A 

time-decay experiment also showed at a laboratory level that canopy reflectance is 

affected by changes in chlorophyll fluorescence when dark-adapted plant material is 

illuminated with light over a 3-minute period. Consistency with previous experiments at 

leaf level and with theory using the FRT model is found when canopy optical indices are 



calculateci fiom stressed and healthy plant material at the laboratory level. It shows that 

indices from the 680-690 nrn region are directly related to steady-state fluorescence Ft, 

Fm' and AF/Fm' measured with a PAM-2000 Fluorometer. 

Diumal trials under natural illumination using a fibre spectrometer over a canopy of 

seedlings produced positive results, showing that canopy reflectance is affected by 

diumal variation of CF, and that such reflectance changes are measurable under natural 

illumination conditions. However, airbome expenments with the CAS1 hyperspectral 

sensor produced promising but inconclusive results in the diumal expenrnents canied out 

in 1999 and 2000, in which small variations of reflectance due to the effect of CF were 

observed. Results fiom the 12 study sites in the two-year study showed that red edge and 

spectral and derivative indices show also the best relationships with CF, and other indices 

such as DP22 (Di,,/D720), DPRl (D1fllp12) (denvative indices), curvature index 

(%75'%90)/&83') (red edge), and PRI indices, in which changes at 530-550 nrn region are 

consistent with photosynthetic radiation use efficiency changes described by other 

authors. The real applicability of these results in vegetation canopies depends on 

dificulties associated with the small changes in reflectance due to CF and the spectral 

regions where they occur, requiring a very accurate atmospheric correction. 

Measurements under naturd illumination conditions were conclusive to whether CF 

effects in canopy apparent reflectance are measurable in diumal trials, showing 

consistency of results at al1 levels of experimental study and rnodelling. 



Work carried out to study chl,+b estimation in ciosed forest canopies of Acer sacchrimm 

M. focussed on scaling-up and numencal modei inversion approaches. In both cases, red 

edge and spectral and derivative indices consistently showed the best relationships in the 

three consecutive years, especially R75&710, Vogl ( R 7 ~ 0 / & ~ ~ ) ,  V0g2 

(R734-R747)/(R7 11i+ R726), V0g3 (R734'R747)/(R7 1 s+R~X), V0g4 (D7 15D705)i GM 1 

(R7s&sso), GM2 (R7S&7~) and Ctr2 (£Q,a/R760) (red-edge indices), and hp. DP21 

(D@703), and DP22 (Dk4D720) (spectral and derivative indices). These results obtained 

at leaf level from leaf samples confirmed the strong link existing between leaf 

chlorophyll-a&b. and red edge and derivative indices calculated from leaf reflectance 

spectra. A methodology for iinking leaf-level relationships between optical indices and 

pigment content to canopy-level reflectance was presented. it is demonstrated that leaf- 

level relationships calculated from single leaf reflectance and transmittance data collected 

from the ground can be scaled-up to above-canopy level through infinite reflectance and 

canopy reflectance models using nominal input parameters denved fiom the study areas. 

The three scales of study used in this research, through statistical relationships, infinite 

reflectance models, and through canopy reflectance models, progressively more closely 

represent the observed above-canopy reflectance spectra frorn the sites, showing 

improvernents in the estimation of leaf-based physiological indicators. The high spatial 

resolution of the airborne hyperspectral CAS1 data permitted the selection of crowns, 

eliminating shadows and understorey, therefore allowing the use of SAILH and Kuusk 

turbid-medium canopy models. 



Canopy structure was shown to play an important role in this link from leaf-level 

measurements to canopy-level hyperspectral data, affecting optical indices in different 

ways. A sensitivity study showed that low LAI values are very critical to the accuracy of 

predicted bioindicator regardless of the considered type of canspy. Differences between 

the predicted bioindicator using nominal canopy parameters and the prediction with 

variable & and LADF is insignificant when LAI is higher than 3. Furthemore, the 

canopy type is irrelevant for the estimations when LAI is higher than 3 and the B, is a 

nominal 30". It is shown that derivative indices are less sensitive to low LAI values than 

other optical indices, demonstrating that red edge and derivative indices are more suitable 

for bioindicator prediction and mapping with high spatial hyperspectral remote sensing 

data. 

Relationships between canopy-modelled indices and chi,,b were shown to be variable due 

to changes in leaf thickness and transmittance during the season. Relationships showed a 

larger change during the season when the index is calculated from a CR model, which is 

a lùnction of both reflectance and transmittance. Mode1 inversion of PROSPECT from 

reflectance and transmittance leaf data demonstrated changes in the N structural 

parameter dunng the season from leaf sarnples obtained from the study sites in the two 

consecutive years. 

The results obtained in the scaiing-up approach through canopy reflectance models and 

hyperspectral canopy reflectance from Acer saccharum M. study sites showed that 



red-edge indices, specially X, and DP21, and spectral and derivative indices, such as 

R7sdR710, Vogl (R7sdRno), G-M2 (R75dR700), V0g3 (R73~-R747)1(R?is+R720), VO@ (R734- 

R747)/(R715+R726), V0g4 (D715/D705)r G M l  (R75dR550), Ctr2 (k9dR760) are the best 

optical indices for ~hl . ,~ estimation at canopy level. Furthermore, traditional and widely 

used optical indices for pigment estimation and indicators of vegetation status, such as 

NDVI and SR, performed poorly in the two consecutive years: r=0.1, 1998; ~ 0 . 2 4 ,  1999 

(NDVI), and r=0.05, 1998; 4 . 2 2 ,  1999 (SR). These traditional indices primarily track 

canopy structural changes but are not able to track subtle changes due to pigment content 

variation between study sites. This demonstrates that canopies with homogeneous 

structure but different chlorophyll content need the use of red edge and spectral indices to 

estirnate changes in pigment content. 

The results obtained for ~ h l , , ~  estimation in closed Acer sacchamm M. canopies used in 

this research with optically thick models, which don? need structural and viewing 

geometry as input parameters, therefore of much faster and easier applicability , 

demonstrated a predictive potential that was close, and for some indices, supenor to 

canopy models. For al1 indices used, the RMSE significantly decreased when the optical 

indices were calculated using first R, and then canopy reflectance models, showing that 

RMSE does not significantly improve when CR models are used. Furthermore, generally 

lower RMSE is found with Lz and k3 than with RsAItH and R h k .  From the three 

infinite reflectance models used, FL3 (Hapke) and EL2 (Yarnada and Fujimura) are the 

ones achieving best estimations, suggesting that infinite reflectance models can be used 



for canopy reflectance rnodelling in closed forest canopies of high LAI, perfoming as 

well as canopy reflectance models when crowns are targeted. 

The scaling-up approach of optical indices through canopy models was compared to the 

numerical model inversion of coupled PROSPECT leaf radiative transfer model with 

SAILH, MCRM and infinite reflectance models, in which no Ieaf sampling is required to 

develop the statistical relationships. Results of the numencal model inversion by iteration 

showed that supenor results were found when a methodology consisting of minimizing a 

Function based in a red edge optical index was used, rather than by matching al1 the CAS1 

channels in the visible and NIR. Results of SAILH and PROSPECT coupled model 

inversion using the red edge index Rtsflrio as a rninimizing function by iteration shows 

comparable results to the scaling-up methodology, obtaining an order of ?=0.57 and 

RMSE=12.48 pg/cm2 (LAI=4) in 1999 campaign. It is demonstrated that minimizing 

functions based on single spectral channels obtain higher RMSE than a single optical 

index calculated in the red edge spectral region, such as R750/R710. Furtherrnore, results 

show that small effect is caused by shadows in the estimation of the ~ h l , ~  when the red 

edge optical index R750&10 is used in the merit function: RMSE=5.57 @cm2 (targeting 

crowns), RMSE=5.48 pglcm' (al1 pixels including shadows) with SAILH and 

PROSPECT inversion using R7S0/R710 in the ment hnction. A large effect is found when 

al1 reflectance charnels are used in the minimizing function and shadows are included: 

RMSE=12 pg/cm2 (targeting crowns), RMSE=23.1 Iig/cm2 (al1 pixels including 

shadows) with SAiLH and PROSPECT inversion. This result might have important 



implications, showing the value of red edge indices for both scaling-up and model 

inversion approaches in pigment estimation of closed canopies. 

Results obtained in this research for three consecutive years, two of them with extensive 

leaf sampling campaigns, using a set of 12 Acer sacchamm M. sites, were validated with 

a new set of 14 sites in order to test the conclusions. The successful validation carnpaign 

camed out in the summer of 2000 confirmed the hypothesis developed in previous years, 

obtaining comparable RMSE for chl,b estimation by numerical model inversion of 

coupled SAILH and PROSPECT models with nominal input parameten and R750/R710 in 

the ment function. A special study was camed to simulate MENS bands from the CAS1 

72-charnel mode, and proposing R75f170S MERIS channels to be used for red edge index 

in the numerical model inversion. Successful and promising results were obtained, 

showing that R7J0/R70S calculated from MENS-equivalent spectra performs sirnilarly to 

R7S&710 used for estimations with CASI, obtaining 8=0.44, and RMSE=3.0 pg/crn2 

(SAILH+PROSPECT, brightest 25% pixels), RMSE=3.97 @cm2 (SAILH+PROSPECT, 

al1 pixels). These results suggest that methodologies investigated here based on pigment 

estimation by model inversion using red edge indices can be transferred to MERIS sensor 

to be launched by ESA, although the implication of the spatial heterogeneity of the forest 

landscape compared to the 300m sensor spatial resolution will need to be evaluated. 

Results presented in this dissertation demonstrate the capability of hyperspectral sensors 

to map pigment content over closed canopies through radiative transfer models. The 



assumptions made for the selection of turbid medium models in forest canopies are 

demonstrated to be valid with hypenpectral reflectance data of high spatial resolution, 

where the selection of crowns can be perfomed. Moreover, even when the spatial 

resolution does not allow for selection of the crown reflectance, therefore including 

increased contribution by openings and shadows, the use of spectral transfomis frorn the 

red edge region in the merit function shows validity in forest canopies, minimizing such 

effects. Methodologies shown in this dissertation for closed canopies might be transfened 

to open canopies with the use of specific canopy reflectance models for simulation of the 

architecture in the canopy reflectance. In addition, for general applicability, the potential 

improvements through inversions of LAI merit study. On the other hand, turbid medium 

models could be valid when off-nadir viewing geometry is used for reflectance 

measurements to decrease openings, allowing this simpler approach to be used. 

Furthemore, evidence is shown that hyperspectral sensors may offer a means to track 

changes in solar-induced fluorescence in vegetation canopies, as demonstrated at al1 

levels of snidy camed out along the present research work descnbed in this manuscript. 
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Appendix. 

Spectral bandwidth and centre location for diffeerent modes of operation 
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1 Bandwidth 
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erent modes of ooeration 
FLUOR CASI Mode 
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